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HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF
THE INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES EDU-
CATION ACT

THURSDAY, APRIL 14, 1994

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT
EDUCATION AND CIVIL RIGHTS,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m. Room 2261
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Major R. Owens, Chairman,
presiding.

Members present: Representatives Owens, Scott, Ballenger, and
Barrett.

Staff present: Maria Cuprill; Braden Goetz; Wanser Green; John
McClain; Sally Lovejoy; Hans Meeder; and Chris Krese.

Chairman OWENS. The Subcommittee on Select Education and
Civil Rights is now in session. Today's hearing is the subcommit-
tee's third on the reauthorization of the Individuals with Disabil-
ities Education Act. We are pleased to hear this morning from sev-
eral Members of Congress who have taken an active interest in the
Act and have put forward proposals and ideas to improve it.

In addition, our second panel will provide us with a useful State
and local perspective on IDEA as we hear from administrators re-
sponsible for carrying out the provisions of the legislation.

This year's reauthorization of IDEA must not merely tinker un
the edges. There must be fundamental reform. We welcome the
contributions of today's witnesses as we work toward building con-
sensus on the elements that must be included in such a reform ef-
fort. We look forward to working with them and others on the reau-
thorization in the months to come.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Major R. Owens follows:]

STATEMENT ON HON. MAJOR R. OWENS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF NEW YORK

Today's hearing is this subcommittee's third hearing on the Reauthorization of the
Individuals With Disabilities Education Act.

We are pleased to hear this morning from several Members of Congress who have
taken an active interest in the Act and have put forward proposals and ideas to im-
prove it.

In addition, our second panel will provide us with a useful State and local per-
spective on IDEA as we hear from administrators responsible for carrying out the
provisions of the legislation.

This year's reauthorization of IDEA must not merely tinker on the edges; there
must be fundamental reform. We welcome the contributions of today's witnesses as
we work toward building consensus on the elements that' must be included in such
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a reform effort. We look forward to working with them and others on the reauthor-
ization in the months to come.

Chairman OwENs. I yield to Mr. Ballenger for an opening state-
ment.

Mr. BALLENGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. During today's hear-
in0 we will hear about some of the most pressing issues facing
Congress in the upcoming IDEA reauthorization: violence, over-liti-
gation, and over-regulation.

From all corners of the country we have heard disturbing reports
of violence in our Nation's schools. When the students with disabil-
ities are the source of this violent behavior, the situation becomes
even more complex.

The stay-put provisions of IDEA make it a very difficult to re-
move a student with a disability that has attacked a teacher or a
student or who has brought a weapon into the classroom. Even
though we understand the reasoning behind the stay-put provision
to protect the students with disabilities from having their edu-
cational placement change without regard to their individualized
education plan, this reasoning is hard to defend when the disabled
student threatens the life and safety of other students and teach-
ers.

When these protections were enacted in 1975, I doubt if anyone
thought in terms of students carrying dangerous weapons into the
classroom. I believe that if we work together we can craft a solu-
tion that will maintain necessary rights and protections of disabled
students, but also give school administrators the tools they need to
maintain a safe learning environment.

And, secondly, we need to look at ways of reducing the amount
of litigation in the special education system. As we have heard
from many constituents and witnes the system is far too
confrontational and prone to costly legal p. oceedings.

We may be able to bring mediation processes into the system
that could resolve more disputes before they enter the formal ad-
ministrative and court phases. And to the extent that we can mini-
mize the involvement of attorneys, we can devote more resources
to actually serving children instead of paying attorneys' fees.

And, finally, Congress has to recognize that each provision of
IDEA and each regulation derived therefrom ultimately impacts
the education of students with disabilities. Unlike much Federal
education legislation, this program has directly affected the forma-
tion and direction of the State special education programs.

And as we review the existing law and regulations and new pro-
posals brought before us, we must carefully consider what the im-
pact of our policies will be at the school level. It doesn't help our
cause if teachers and other service providers spend as much time
filling out paperwork and studying regulations as they do teaching
and working with children.

We must identify and reduce unnecessary regulations that dis.
tract from these professionals goals, from the immediate goal that
we all share: providing the best possible education to each student
with a disability.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Cass Ballenger follows:]
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STATEMENT OF HON. CASS BALLENGER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. Chairman, during today's hearing we will hear about some of the most press-
ing issues facing Congress in the upcoming IDEA reauthorizationviolence, over-
litigation, and over-regulation.

From all corners of the country, we have heard disturbing reports of violence in
our Nation's schools. When students with disabilities are the source of this violent
behavior, the situation becomes even more complex. The "stay-put" provisions of
IDEA make it very difficult to remove a student with a disability that has attacked
a teacher or a student or who has brought a weapon into the classroom. Even
though we understand the reasoning behind the "stay-put" provisionto protect stu-
dents with disabilities from having their educational placement changed without re-
gard to their Individualized Education Planthis reasoning is hard to defend when
the disabled student threatens the life and safety of other students and teachers.
When these protections were enacted in 1975, I doubt anyone thought in terms of
students carrying dangerous weapons into the classroom. I believe that, if we work
together, we can craft a solution that will maintain necessary rights and protections
of disabled students, but also give school administrators the tools they need to main-
tain a safe learning environment.

Secondly, we need to look at ways of reducing the amount of litigation in the spe-
cial education system. As we have from many constituents and witnesses, the sys-
tem is far too confrontational and prone to costly legal proceedings. We may be able
to bring mediation processes into the system that could resolve more disputes before
they enter the formal administrative and court phases. And to the extent we can
minimize the involvement of attorneys, we can devote more resources to actually
serving children instead of paying attorney's fees.

Finally, Congress has to recognize that each provision of the IDEA and each regu-
lation derived from the IDEA ultimately impacts the education of students with dis-
abilities. Unlike much Federal education legislation, the IDEA has directly affected
the formation and direction of the State special education systems. As we review
the existing law and regulations and new proposals brought before us, we must
carefully consider what the impact of our policies will be at the school level. It
doesn't help our cause if teachers and other service providers spend as much time
filling out paperwork and studying regulations as they do teaching and working
with children. We must identify and reduce unnecessary regulations that distract
these professionals from the immediate goal that we all share----providing the best
possible education to each student with a disability

Chairman OWENS. Mr. Scott.
Mr. SCOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In deference to our wit-

nesses, I would like to submit my statement for the record, but
would want to point out that we need to make the regulations more
clear to avoid situations similar to the one we're having in Virginia
now where the IDEA is being withheld over a discussion as to
whether or not the children under the IDEA program can be sus-
pended for matters unrelated to their disability.

Virginia now does this. I, frankly, think that the legislation
ought to be written in such a way that there is no question one
way or the other. Frankly, my preference is that no students be
kicked out of their educational opportunity. They may have to be
removed from the classroom for the protection of others, but there
ought to be an alternative setting so that they can continue their
education. That way, the other students are not endangered and
students can continue their edt. ation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman OwENs. Thank you. The gentleman's opening state-

ment will be entered into the record in its entirety.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Robert C. Scott follows:]
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STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT C. SCOTT, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FRO'! THE
STATE OF VIRGINIA

Thank you Mr. Chairman. Let me first commend you on scheduling this hearing
on reauthorization of the Indiviauals With Disabilities Education Act. Through the
series of hearings you have held to hear from experts and other people with direct
knowledge of the IDEA program, you have provided us with an excellent foundation
upon which to address issues related to the reauthorization of this program.

I join you in welcoming our esteemed colleagues from the House of Representa-
tives who will testify this morning. I am pleased, as I know you are, to see their
interest in the program. I look forward to hearing the testimony from our colleagues
and that of the other witnesses you have assembled today.

In the prior hearings you have held, we have heard from advocates and parents
of children with disabilities. They have brought to our attention their concerns
about inflexibilities in the current program which limit the abilities of teachers and
students to achieve their goals. They have also told us about concerns with the
rapid increase in the number of minorities being referred into special education pro-
grams while the number of whites going into such programs is declining; they have
told us about the inadequacies in teacher training and in aids and tools they aregiven to address the needs of children with disabilities, and the resulting
"warehousing" of these children in unproductive settings; they have told us about
the higher percentage of school dropouts among special education students as com-
pared to students, generally and the problem of the funding for special education
being geared more toward the exclusion of children from regular classrooms than
toward meeting their needs in the regular classroom.

I had the opportunity to conduct a followup meeting with one of my constituents,
Mrs. Sharon Retos of Hampton, Virginia, who testified during the last hearing you
conducted, Mr. Chairman. She further detailed for me the additional difficulties she
has encountered in getting appropriate services for her child at the high school level
as compared to the elementary and middle school level. As a result, I am now better
prepared to work with you on addressing this problem in the program.

't oday, we will hear more al ,ut such problems and more about ways in which we
might effectively address them through this reauthorization process. I look forward
to the information and to working with you, Mr. Chairman, in developing a program
that is more sensitive to the individual needs of children with disabilities to assure
that they reach their full potential to achieve their goals and aspirations as self-
reliant, contributing citizens. Thank you.

Chairman OWENS. We are pleased to welcome three of our distin-
guished colleagues who bring a very practical kind of wisdom to the
formidable task that we face as we start the reauthorization proc-
ess of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.

We begin with the Honorable Charlie Rose, accompanied by Mrs.
Rose; the Honorable James A. Traficant, Jr.; the Honorable Cliff
Stearns; the Honorable James P.he will not be joining us.

Gentlemen, you know the rules. We shall begin with Congress-
man Rose.

Mr. ROSE. Mr. Chairman, could I ask you to allow Mr. Traficant
to go ahead of me? He has a pressing obligation. I do not.

Chairman OWENS. I didn't know that.
Mr. ROSE. If that's okay with you.
Chairman OWENS. Mr. Traficant.

STATEMENTS OF HON. JAMES A. TRAFICANT, JR.; HON. CHAR-
LIE ROSE, ACCOMPANIED BY MRS. ROSE; AND HON. CLIFF
STEARNS

Mr. TRAFICANT. I appreciate that. Thank you, Chairman Rose,
and thank you, Chairman Owens and the members of the commit-
tee.

You know, I had submitted an amendment to the education goals
program that was recently debated on the House floor that dealt
with the blind community. Not '1 the blind community was in sup-
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port of the language, although they were in support in principle of
the goals of which the language attempted to attain.

With that in mind, I defer to the judgment of the Chairman, Mr.
Owens, and to the committee, and I just simply withdrew that mat-
ter and now I am conferring with the respective organizations of
the blind trying to come up with consensus language.

I ask, first of all, unanimous consent that my entire statement
and accompanying material be placed into the record for your scru-
tiny.

Chairman OWENS. The gentleman's statement will be entered
into the record.

Mr. TRAFICANT. I appreciate that. Just briefly, in 1968, there
were approximately 20,000 visually impaired students. Four per-
cent could read both Braille and large type. In 1993, there are over
50,000 visually impaired; 27 can read print, fewer than 9 percent
can read Braille, and 40 percent cannot read at all.

One of the problems has been identified. Although we have some
certification, the teachers many times can't fluently read Braille
and can't write. And if they can't read and can't write, even though
they have met some certification standards, technically, we have to
improve the competency.

There have been a number of State laws that are similar to what
I am attempting to do. They're cost-effective. They do not cost an
awful lot of money. But it works on the standards for teachers and
it works in different ways to, in fact, present programs similar to
the amendment that I offered before the education program, and I
believe that they will work.

So, specifically, now I am working with the respective blind orga-
nizations trying to fashion language that would be acceptable to
them and would meet those goals and would, in fact, then be what
I hope to be acceptable to you.

In essence, it deals with the skills assessments of those students
a id what needs are presented by the visually impaired. It estab-
lishes those teacher competency requirements to insure that, even
though we have this technical h. !el of certification, that we have
an accompanying competency level to, in fact, perform the goals.

It facilitates production of Braille materials through digital text.
That's very important because with digital text you can print
Braille materials much more cheaply and cost-effectively. What you
have right now is have somebody sit down and word by word
transpose these things. And this has turned out to he very effective
and cost-effective as well.

Of the 25 States with Braille literacy laws, all have done so, as
this bill will do, with minimal cost. And I think that's very impor-
tant.

So with that, I am asking thatI do not have a specific legisla-
tive vehicle here today that I am testifying about. I have come here
today to let the committee know that the amendment that I had
offered to the education bill that I pulled is now being pulled and
tugged at by the respective blind communities at the request of the
Chairman, and I think it was good advice.

Once that language has been agreed upon on a consensus basis
which encompasses the goals of my initiative, then I will resubmit
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that language. But it is, in general, that language to a greater de-
gree that we are familiar with with those changes.

So I thank Chairman Rose. I am available for any questions you
have and look forward to working with you.

[The prepared statement of Hon. James A. Traficant, Jr., fol-
lows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you for the
opportunity to testify on the reauthorization of the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). I would like to speak today about the
decreasing literacy rate among the visually impaired and to offer my "Brai;:?.
Literacy Amendment" as a starting point for improving our current policy
under IDEA.

According to Goal Five of the recently enacted "Goals 2000: Educate
America Act:" 'By the year 2000, every American will be literate.' Yet,
nearly half of all blind elementary and secondary level students cannot read

Braille or print.

In fact, the numbers of the blind who can read at all are declining. In

1968, out of 19,902 blind students enrolled in elementary and secondary
education, 40 percent read Braille, 45 percent read large type or regular
print, and 4 percent read both. In January, 1993, out of 50,204 blind
students, fewer than 9 percent could read Braille, 27 percent could read
print, and 40 percent could not read at all. In other words, while there are
40,000 more blind children in school today, only 30 percent can read -- a
far cry from 95 percent I . 1968. These figures reflect the shocking
magnitude of the literacy crisis among the visually impaired in our nation
today.

Basic literacy skills are a fundamental part of education. '

Undoubtedly, impaired vision can have a profound impact on reading and
writing skills. Therefore, the selection of instructional materials and
methodology such as Braille, large print, auditory instruction, or
combinations thereof is a key decision in improving the literacy rate among
the blind.

Language designed to increase literacy among the visually impaired
through the use and combinations of instructional materials has been
enacted in 25 states. These state laws, as written, generally require blind
students to receive a Braille literacy skills assessment to determine whether
a student's visual impairment affects his or her ability to read and write
proficiently. The proficiency standard, identical for the visually impaired
and their sighted counterparts, is based on the student's ability and grade
level.

NIS STATIONERY PRINTED ON PAPER MADE OF RECYCLES FIBERS
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At this time, I would like to submit the Traficant "Braille Literacy
Amendment" to be printed in the record. The "Braille Literacy Amendment"
which I had intended to offer under H.R. 6, the "Improving America's
Schools Act" is in essence, the same language enacted in 25 states. The
Traficant amendment would have extended this language to all 50 states,
requiring all states to develop a literacy plan for the blind and to manage
existing funding to match those needs.

During consideration of H.R. 6, the "Improving America's Schools
Act," several representative organizations of the blind community, as well
as the committee itself, had objections to certain provisions and definitions
in the amendment. As a result, I respectfully withdrew my amendment
from consideration under H.R. 6.

The issue of the declining rate of literacy among the visually impaired
was first brought to my attention by the National Federal of th..: Blind. My
intent, however, was and still is to serve the entire blind community. My
intent is to ensure that every American, regardless of race, religion,
economic background or physical disability, is literate or is given every
opportunity to perform to the best of his or her ability.

Representative organizations of blind community and I are currently in
the process of negotiating and working together to reach a consensus on
language that everyone, including the committee, can agree upon. The
Traficant amendment is the foundation from which a consensus will be
derived. With the support of the blind community, I stand ready to submit
the consensus agreement to the committee once it has been finalized.

The basic provisions of the Traficant amendment, which in principle
will be maintained in the consensus agreement are as follows:

The first section calls for an individual assessment of each student's
literacy stills. Based on the assessment, each student would then receive
an appropriate level of instruction of Braille to ensure the student is able to
read and write on the same level as their sighted counterparts.

Under the current system, if a visually impaired student has some
visual acuity, he or she is taught to read standard print. This is appropriate
for most children, but there are some with progressive eye conditions who
will lose sight as time goes on. As the print shrinks, as the white soace
and pictures disappear, and as the assignments lengthen, the student finds
it more and more difficult to accomplish the simple task of reading, let
alone the more complex task of learning the material. Without fundamental
Braille instruction in the early grades, the student is forced to learn it years
later when it is more difficult, falling further and further behind his peers.
The amendment instructs parents and teachers to take steps to insure that
literacy will be retained by the child into adulthood, regardless of the
medium used to achieve this goal, and instructs the teaching of an

19
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alternative medium if print will not meet this standard. Braille instruction,
based on an assessment of a student's literacy skills and physical disability,
is necessary component in any literacy program for the blind.

The second section establishes teacher competency standards for
Braille instruction and specialized training for special and general education
teachers.

Under the current system, an applicant for teacher certification to
teach the visually impaired may have attended a college or university which
passes students without making them demonstrate competence in reading
and writing Braille. Under the "Improving America's Schools PI" we
required all general education teachers to be masters in any subject area
that they teach. Braille instructors should be held to the same standard by
demonstrating competency in reading and writing Braille.

The third section facilitates production of Braille and digital texts and
materials at essentially no cost to education agencies or textbook
publishers. The digital format would give local education agencies ready
access and reproduction of Braille and printed text with very little time and
expense.

Until about five years ago, the only way to produce a Bre:lle book
was for someone to sit down with a printed copy of the book and copy it
into Braille with a Braille writer, one letter at a time. With a digitized
version of the book, books can be produced by computers as easily as it
could be printed. Digital text requirements would make most textbooks
readily available in Braille at a minimal cost. The development of a national
disk depository from which states could borrow could greatly defray costs
as well.

Finally, the Traficant amendment does not authorize new funding.
The amendment requires schools for the blind to develop a literacy plan.
By developing a plan, evaluating the reading level of the students, and
obtaining digital texts for cost-effective reproduction, schools will be better
able to manage existing funding to meet the needs of the students. Of the
25 states that have already established a similar program, all have done so
with minimal or no additional cost. Schools for the blind currently receive a
direct federal appropriation for literacy programs under IDEA. This
appropriation has been in existence since 1879. The 1994 appropriatio:
for IDEA was $6.5 million.

Once again, I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Members of the
Committee for the opportunity to testify. I am willing and ready to work
with you, Mr. Chairman, the Members of the Committee, on this timely
issue. I would be more than happy to address any concerns or questions
that you or Members of the Committee may have at this time.

13
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As of April 1, 1994, twenty-five states have enacted
specific legislation to promote Braille literacy. Most of these
laws are patterned after the Blind Persons Literacy Rights and
Education Act. Because of particular characteristics within
certain states, however, some provisions have been modified or
deleted to suit unique circumstances. For example, textbooks in
many states are selected by individual school districzs, so the
nandate in a state law for diskette versions has not fit well
with the existing purchasing arrangements. The following states
have enacted specific Braille literacy laws:

1 Arizona, July 1, 1991
2. Illinois, September 14, 1992
3 Manses, April 2, 1991
4 Kentucky, April 14, 1992
5 Louisiana, 1988; amended 1992
6 Maine, June 17, 1991
7. Maryland, April 2, 1992
8 Minnesota, April 29, 1992
9. Missouri, 1990

10. South Carolina, May 20, 1992
11. South Dakota, February 13, 1991
12 Texas, September 1, 1991
13 ,iisconsin, April 13, 1992
14 Virginia, 1990
15 Idaho, April, 1993
16. Florida, April, 1993
17 Indiana, April, 1993
18 Iowa, April, 1993
19 Oregon, July, 1993
20 Rhode Island, July, 1993
21. New Mexico, May, 1993
22 Utah, November, 1993
23 New Mexico, June, 1993
24. Ohio, February, 1994
25. Georgia, March, 1994

3

1 4
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F: \ MAS \ H1461TRAFIC.A01 H.L.C.

AMENDMENT To H.R. 6, As REPORTED

OFFERED BY MR. TRAFICANT OF OHIO

Page 829, after line 11, insert the following:

1 SEC. 310. DEFINITIONS.

2 Section 602 of the Individuals with Disabilities Edu-

3 cation Act is amended by adding at the end the following:

4 "(28) The term "blind or visually impaired student"

5 means an individual who-

6 "(1) has a visual acuity of 20/200 or less in the

7 better eye with correcting lenses or has a limited

8 field of vision so that the widest diameter of the vis-

9 ual field subtends an angle no greater than 20 de-

10 gees;

11 "(2) has a medically indicated expectation of

12 visual deterioration; or

13 "(3) has a medically diagnosed limitation in vis-

14 ual functioning that restricts the student's ability to

15 read and write standard print at levels expected of

16 other students of comparable ability and grade level.

17 "(29) The term "Braille Literacy Plan" means the

18 components of an Individualized Education Plan (LEP) for

19 a child who is blind or visually impaired which, through
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F: MAS filiti RAFIC.AU1

I braille instruction and use, are designed to enable the child

to communicate effectively. The plan shall-

3 "(1) be based on a presumption that effective

4 conununicatiou commensurate with ability and grade

5 level requires that a child who is blind or visually

6 impaired must be given an assessment for braille

and braille instruction and use unless, on an individ-

8 nal basis, the results of such assessment provide

9 clear and convincing evidence that a child's reading

10 and writing performance is not aft eted by a visual

11 impairment:

12 "(2) describe the program of braille instruction

13 designed for the child, including the frequency and

14 length ()1 instructional sessions, goals to be achieved,

15 and the objective measures to be used for assessing

I 6 pcoktress. and

17 "I:3) describe how braille will lie implemented as

18 the child's primary mode fir learning through inte-

19 ,ration with other classroom activities.",

l'o,e -T7, alter lino 2:;, insert the foll(i\v;t1i,r (awl re-

designate any subsequent sections accor(liw'slyl:

20 SEC. :312. ST.N.E PLANS.

21 :-;ection 111:1(a)(1.1) ()I" the IDE:\ is amended by

22 sort nor '' and 11r,iille Literacy Plans" after "programs"

23 the 2(1 Have it appears.

16
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F:\MAS I-IR6 TRAFIC.A01 H.L.C.

3

1 SEC. 313. APPLICATION.

2 Section 614(a) of the IDEA is amended-

3 (1) by redesignnting paragraphs (6) and (7) as

4 paragraphs (7) and (8), respectively; and

5 (2) by inserting after paragraph (5) the follow-

6 ing:

7 "(6) provide satisfactory assurances that the

8 local educational agency or intermediate educational

9 unit will.

10 "(A) establish or revise, whichever is ap-

11 propriate, a Braille Literacy Plan which shall

12 be incorporated into the Individualized Edu-

13 cation Program of each child with a disability

14 who is blind or visually impaired;

15 "(B) assure that braille instruction under

16

17

18

19

20

11

each such plan is provided by personnel who

have demonstrated competency in the teaching

of braille consistent with standards adopted by

the National Library Service for the Blind and

Physically Handicapped of the Library of Con-

gress; and

"(C) require that the publisher of any text-

book or otlu.-r educational material obtained

24 with funds provided under the Elementary and

25 Secondary Education Act of 1965 shall furnish

7
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4

1 along with the ink-print editions at least one
2 digital text version of such textbook or other

3 educational material. ".

Page 838 after line 25, insert the following (and re-

designate any subsequent sections accordingly):

4 SEC. 313. GRANTS FOR PERSONNEL TRAINING.

5 Section 631(a)(1) of the IDEA is amended-

6 (1) in subparagraph (D), by striking "and post-

7 doctoral levels), and" and inserting "and post-doe-

8 toral levels),";

9 (2) by striking the period at the end of sub-

10 paragraph (E); and

Il (3) by adding after subparagraph (E) the foi-

l'? lowing:

13 "(F) training of special education person-

14 nel and other personnel in braille instructional

15 services using standards consistent with the

16 Competency Test for Teachers developed by the

17 National Library Service for the Blind and

18 Physically Handicapped of the Library of Con-

19 greSS.".

18
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As Passed by ihe Senate*

i3Ote Ce-ecal Assly

,t tiler Session Am. Sub. H. 8. No. 164

1.4

1.6

1.7

1993-1991 1.8

rECIS:STATIVLS GER88:1HY-L,Cy.:A1,;nMAZ.nOn't-PERZ-FR:MIILE-PRENT:SS- 1.10

o:D-HAIER-BENT.E8-48ZA7ri-VERi.1A-EA:)GETT-SENATORS SNYDER- . 1.11

KEAl4NS-8CtiA7TAZU.-CTI:1-z-ii:Y-NA=S-CAZI:H 1.12

1.13

A 14 : 1.14

To ame7d e*:ct,-rs 3:123.01 and 3329.01 and to enact 1.16

sections 1323.011, 3323.031, and 1.17

3323.:8 c %he i'avised Code to require the 1.18

stand.'.tds for te.ach/ng certificates to teach

visu?lly o'seblea students to include

derocst:rated ,-,:zpetsncy in the use of braille, to

require dri crr'.:.51 assessment of reading and

writing sciilf in etch medium determined to be

1.19

1.22

1.23

appropriate for each visually disabled student,

to define 'sttcut.tz with visual disabilities" to

include thrze r.;adicS1y predicted to become

1,25

1.26

visually dJsahle'4 the future, to require IEP's

for visually diaabled students to specifically

contain a rec.r ,ettt for instruction in braille

1.29

1.30

reading and i.rising when that medium is 1.31

appropri.,:e fot the student, to require

intevetian. rf the use of braille reading and

writing in..° a tudent's enti'e curriculum when

1.32

1.33

braille is epvcIfied as en appropriate medium for 1.34

the atuce:It, to ctq:ire publishers wishing to 1.36

1.3

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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offer schoolbccss for sale to Ohio schools to

also offer for safe computer diskettes for 2.1

translatLnv the tqst into braille at a lorice no 2.2

greater then the svhoolbook price, tc, permit 2.3

school dietc.icL., 4.td nonpublic schools to add

time t% the n,:::::_sgtool day for any number of 2.4

days to e,:a vp miscad for hazardous weather 2.S

' 0
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2

cordiLivAs :n exe,ess a: the number permitted by..2.6.'

en.. t ..s,lio.rt energency.

:3E I. ENACTED BY TEE GENERAL ASfP:ABLY OF TEE STATE OF OHIO,"!..'i;,A;1219

Section 1. Ihat acz.tio4a3523.01 and 3329.01 be amended2.11

a.ld :criers 3319.231, 332 3523.031, and 3323.18 of the 2.14

ti/i7A Code he enactc:: t?.1 ! as tollows:

1,ac. 3319.232. ItIE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION SHALL ADOPT. 2.17

SEAN ADDS ATTAIN/NGA ..7'F.TIF.SATE OF THE TYPE DESCRIBED IN 2.18

(E) OF SECTION 33)9..22 OF T5t REVISED CODE THAT REQUIRE 2.20

ANY '..EACHER CERTIFIED TO TZA=W i'iT'.;rANTS WITH VISUAL DISABILITIES 2.21

TO IZMONSTRATE COF!FETENCY li RBADINO AND WRITING BRAILLE. THE 2.22

5e1:.,.1%D3 FOR DE;.ONSTpATi'G 4V,Pqrs'CY SHALL SE CONSISTENT WITH 2.23

':.aDS ADOPTED FOR 7ACE1-.PI. Ei F;t: NATIONAL LIBRARY SERVICE FOR 2.25

N8: AND HYSICALY !isN.)Ic4eF3r, OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, 2.26

Sec. 3323,01. Fs it t.,14a cnapter and Chapter 3321. of 2.28

'cvlsed Ccdet 2.29

IA) "Bandlcacpc5 ct,....d" means a person under twentytwo

of age who is de...::opmer.tally handicapped, hearing 2.32

si:eech lisually handicapped DISABLED, 2.34

tio;:tq behavior naildpc.pl, orthopedically handicapped, .,2.35

to.ultihandicapped, otter havith handicapped, specific learning -311

disaled, autistic, or treu7ztic brain injured, and by reason .3.2

taerof requires special ,tducation. ,3.3,

(B) "Special education.gsam" means the required related '3.5

servIces and instruction specifically designed to meet the unique 3.7

need. of a handic?pped cn),1, including classroom instruction, 3.8 (,-N

Instruction, awl arttrction ,in hospitals and institutions 3.9

9ti J,_

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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ai-d in oth:sr settings. '3.10

(C) "Related .servi.re'a" isans transportation, and-such. 3.12

dr%Oopmental, corrective. and Amur supportive services as may 3.13

r.:c:Ji:ed to essirr a :*er.dlcappyd child to benefit from special 3.15

try irlrification and assessment of 3.16

-ted;capped conditions c.hildren, speech pathology and 3.17

psychological .L..!cis, occupational and physical 3.18

9 0
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3

%:ara.y, physical se.cit14... co,nseling services 3.20

r tr., and n.edlcal services, except 3.2:

:nAt :.oh medical serv:ces sn.:11 he f,..r diagnostic and evaluation 3.22

"Is only.

"Apprncriate 4,:1:4:".:ICX" means special education 3.24

r 'ated ::ervices 3.25

Are g:ov:. u.. Ic e,i'e-.se and under public 3.27

3.28

:2) Maet the st.&n.iard- c' tne state board of education; 3.30

0% inolue.e at preschool, elementary, or 3.32

.eoa,'ary education; 3.33

'4) Are provleed centormity with the individualized 3.35

procram oequirv!:1 rh:s chapter. 3.36

ci.t14.n program" means a written 4.2

.1: f.OK each hadiriv designed to meet the unique 4.3

a handicapped child, s:lich viatment shall include: 4.4

) A ett.amcnt of .1n1 present levels of educational 4.6

-trce of such C.1i..."-7 4.7

2) A statemgne gedls, including short-term 4.9

obje':1:x; 4.:0

:!) A statement of ch,1 .1)oitIc educational services to be 4.12

1 to such cnild, and the textent to which such child will 4.13

e.1:1- to partici;at4 in fe..:;:or e.i..;.tonal programs; 4.14

'4) A state'tent of coo r:ansItion se:vices needed for such 4.16

riLd .;:ginning no later than ag.4 sixteen and annually thereafter 4.18

Olen determinud 44:::prspl14te for such child, beginning at 4.19

ev-! fo:rteen or younger). iroltviing, when appropriate, a 4.20

St,:f-!Ut a the interagn.:y re.::snAbilities and linkages before 4.21(__-

23

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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stlant leaves the scnz,c4

,5) The projvctIJ daze for initiation and anticipated 4.23

a of such servicas: 4,24

.6) A.ppropria:e ob.:acivs crite:ia and evaluation 4.26

and schodu.le.s tr:f d,:ter,nin3, .on at least an annal 4.27

:ItC4CiVea re oeing achieved, and 4.28

c:rrent .a 4.29

24
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4

"Other educetl.!,.a. acey" means a department, 4.31

divIstcri, ourea..). offixp, Intit'atIon, board, commission, 4.32

aJthority, or otr.er CiLAta er local agency, other than .4.33'

a sch)c.1 district or an agenty a..1:..ints:ered by the department of 4.341

ment6. retardation and de.,:ctl%)pc-sstal dIsabillties, that provides 4.35

re-,:s to proqide special sdooat:,on or related services to 5.1.t.

Landi'4pped child,en. 5.2

(,2) "School 0.c .:(1c1' a city, local, or exempted 5.4 '

e s.chool dictriot. 5.5

"rarents" mnans -zitser p.rent. If the parents are 5.7

separ.ted or divorced "paren,." oeana the parent who is the '5.8.:

(e3id.ntial parent and leg.ea cbstodian of the handicapped child. 5.10

Fncep, a.; usel in division (Z, tnis section and in sections 5.11

?223.:9 and 3323.141 of t.h,, ((clistd Code, "parents" includes a 5.12

qua:dien or rn<---,'!.;( Ttis definition does not apply to' 5.14:

(hvt:r 3321. of the Revised %ode.

(1) As used in b4:.:ttoo.,1 3:33.C9, 3323.091, 3323.13, and) 5.16

:23.)4 of the Revised (:sd.. ':..chool district of residence". 5.19:.

i.) The schc.:1 )n wsich the child's parents

rc;idr; '1 5.22

;2) If the school district opecified in division (I)(1) of,.5.25,

tnis 1,ition cannot be deteraord, the 14st school district in'. 5.26

.1ich t'le child's pe.cents Anown to have resided if the 5.28

rSnt3' 'rhereahon)s rte 5.29,

31 If the school dletzlot opecatied in division (1)(2) of 5.32

a).::tion cannot be deterz:n-c-0, the school district determined, 5.33 (0

th-:, court under section 21E1.367 of tne Revised Code, or if no 5.34 1L:'
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gil-r4 ;0 (z) :0 ("WI; eq 1m' 
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143 NotwitstvW(ng (I)(1) to (3) of this 6.9

if a schccl ,s lier..1red by section 3313.61 of 6.10

Revised Code to psy ti) .it for u child, that district shall 6.11

be -ne child's schoci residence. 6.12

i7) "County aga te;a:c.' means a county board of mental 6.15

:e: :dation and de:alopn:a 6.1S

X) "Hadicwed gracc.toci child" means a handicapped 6.17

cni1d ,no is at leaet three ;ears r.f age but is not of compulsory 6.19

age, as defined ',nee: section 1371.01 of the Revised Code, 6.20

an: n0 h.'s not anters,!. %ind-:egartan. 6.21

tL) "Transition say.1,...ts" means a coordinated set of 6.23

actitiries for a student,: cipsigrpd within an outcome-oriented 6.24

that: 6.25

(1) Promotes re.oysaent Eros school to post-school 6.27

ties, inctuthlg 'po.rt-se.:cndary education; vocational 6.28

integr.Lted elloye!sr.,::,1-4cluoing supported employment; 6.29

,cnt!...uing and sclv.1t edqn40..1-my adult services; independent 6.30

1iv1:-7: end communit;, partici:tc0.1)
6.31

,2) Is bid spor; the individual student's needs, 6.33

Ing taking into .*:),) student's preferences and 6.34

k3) InCitVieZ inatrUG'::AQq, ctimunity experiences, the 6.36

-:al. prelt of employ.nent aid post-school adult living 7.1

ectives, and, when apprz.priste, acquisition of daily living 7.2

ll rnd functiona:. vocational ehction. 7.3

01 "VISUAL DZ.)11" g.02, ANY INDIVIDUAL MEANS THAT ONE 7.6

Cr Z EuLLOWING APPL',:tS Q TE.XW.71DUAL) 7.7

ti; THE IND2IO354, 1uI YISUAL ACUITY OV 20/200 OR LESS 7.9
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TSE SETTER EYE WITS COWFT,Clik: 4141:ES OR HAS A LIMITED FIELD 7.10

SP VI,,ION IN THE IIMAR i*t ADCS THAT THE WIDEST DIAMETER 7.11

V,:aTENnS AN ANGULAR DISTANCkP.P.HEATER THAN TWENTY DEGREES. 7.12

,2) THE IND/VIDUK. .4...,V:DICALLY INDICATED EXPECTATION 7.14

INC THE REQUIREMENTS OF' (M)(1) OF THIS SECTION 7.16

cR A tEgIOD OF TIME.

2 8

Oh
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6

tl) T;'S ,Lc.c.A,L:: DIAGNOSED AND MEDICALLY

L::.;BLE LIM=IAT/ON IN q:D-/A:. FUNCTIONING THAT ADVERSELY

7.19

.7.20

Arez2:s THE :NZ:IVIAL'S P;;:.! READ AND WRITE STANDARD PRINT 7.22

P: IF SLS EXPEC:ED Cl Tit,1 ItD:IvIDJ:.L'S PEERS OF COMPARABLE

.Y AND GRADE LEVEI,. 7.23

"S7UDENT WiTH 1,1NIAL DIS;BILITY" MEANS ANY PERSON 7.25

ZWENTY-7W0 YZAAS C? tt.i WZ.1) WAS A VISUAL DISABILITY. 7.27

,01 "INSTR:JCTION IN ?'.FIN:I%!: PEAW.NG AND WRITING" MEANS THE 7.30

OF THE SYSTSM OF E.:7::::t)%t AND WRITING THROUG)1 TOUCH 7.32

:D'::/ RN:7'N AS STAN..:V...) BRAILLE,

Sec. 3323.011. fl) WI INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM 7.35

.:QU1! YD FOR l'1,11 STUI.ENT WITH VISUAL DISABILITY UNDER THIS 7.36

SHALL INCLUDE V'e :OI,OW1NG, IN ADDITION TO THE 8.2

Dl FE .'TS REWIRE.) FJP5::An TO :IL:S:ON (E) OF SECTION 3323.01 8.3

7E: ?E;ISED

(1) A 31P1E.,1'D TP1,0.INTHJCTION IN BRAILLE READING AND

8.4,

8.6

CkREFULL? ;J-LE'. FOR THE STUDENT AND THAT 8.7

:?I NV LITERA:URE NOLR.:1:)1 SDUCATIONAL BENEFITS OF 8.9

IN v:irut-: P.r4usi P.;f: Y%/TI:.G WAS REVIEWED BY THE.

DCGELOPINI 1:.DIVIDOALIZED EDUCATION 8.12

(2) A STATENT 'INC ONE OR MORE READING AND 8.1*

MEDIA IN WHECN IN.4709.D1C14 IS APPROPRIATE FOR THE 8.15

ED0CATIOFAL N:".17DS; 8.17
.,J :.

,3) IF INSTR'.CT/CN :n BRAME READING AND WRITING IS 8.19

';ECIEIZD AS APPROPRIATE: Kt: :1114 STUDBNT PURSUANT TO DIVISION 8,20

,:1;(2) OF IRIS SECTION, A 1..TFUNI' CT THE INSTRUCTION IN BRAILLE 8.22

PROVIDED TO THE STUDENT. THIS 8.23. 0-7

BEST
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Ettal-NT SHALL SPECIFY TEH PATE: OH WHICH THE INSTRUCTION

CcJILKENcE, THE FREQUENCY 6.Nii PWWI.ON Of INSTRUCTION SESSIONSo.THE_

LEVEE, 63MPETENci IN B0340. TWZNO AND WRITING EXPECTED TO BE 8.27

ANNuArAy, AND vie 03W:TIVZ ASSFSSmENT MEASURES TO )3E8.28_1

NHENEvER APPIMAIATE. EXFECTED LEVEL OF ERAILLSt

Cf:q.i.TXY FOR. THE STUDHN.T sot t. ES TO ENABLE THE STUDENT TO. 8.31

GATE EFFECTIVEIY' At 7 EFTr.CIENTLY WITH THE' SAME LEVEL OF 8.33

0
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7

I-1-oFICIENCY EXPECTED cr 7TIENT'S PEERS CF COMPARABLE ABILITY 8.34

AN GRADE LEVEL AgD 7Z:ZAUCTION IN BRAILLE READING AND 8.35

'4R.':ING THAT IS TO i ova):::1 Sit,AL:, BE DESIGNED ACCORDINGLY. 8.36

(B) IF THE EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR ANY 9.2

srE.: HITS A V:SZJAL OIVA..17-C DOES NOT SPECIFY INSTR::ION IN 9.3

041,%:%L-c; READING AND .1.S APPROPRIATE FOR THE STUDENT

TO DIVISION (A)(2) 7iIS SvcrIoN, EACH ANNUAL REVIEw 9.7

LMT STUDENT'S EDUCATION PROGRAM, AS PROVIDED 9.8

PC.: !ANT TO D:v:o p SECTN 2323.08 OF THE REVISED CODE, 9.9

1ItL INCLUDE A 4..RETIE' STA1JnNT SPECIFYING THE REASONS WHY 9.10

INS,RUCTION IN SRAILE WRITING IS NOT APPROPRIATE FOR 9.12

:TUDENT.

(C)(1) NO STVDET.',:V.1 A.V1S:AL DISABILITY SHALL BE DENIED 9.15

1:JCTION IN BRAILLE WRITING PURSUANT TO THIS 9.16

1(T 0N SOLELY BEC,...SZ. SNT AS SOME REMAINING VISION OR 9.17

1.7C.T. THE STOD:-.NT IS 5.1:ADING AND WRITING INSTRUCTION 9.19

I1/4 XEDIUM.
9.20

(2) NOTHING IN 21E ECTI:A.1 SHALL BE CONSTRUED TO REQUIRE 9.22

/CLUSIVE USE OF IN3'.'NL' TEE MEDIUM OF BRAILLE 9.24

AND WRITING READING AND WRITING MEDIA ARE 9.25

IATE. TO A STUD'.' 'S i:I'Y,T:Nt,L NEE:7.S.
9.26

ANY /NSTR.:V:YIOil 1$ BRAILLE READING AND WRITING 9.28

ii3OVI,ED TO ANY STUDENT 4I[% A VISUAL DISABILITY PURSUANT TO 9.29

(A)(3) OF THIS BE PROVIDED BY A TEACHER 9.31

,ERTU-IED TO TEACH St-DC:Z.1S I VrSUAL DIEABILITIES. 9.33

sec. 3323.031. TIE ecmo 07 EDUCATION OF EACH SCHOOL 9.36

rI3TRICP SHALL ANNUAM ASSZFX. HB READING AND WRITING SKILLS OF 10.1

)r:1-1 f;'UDLNT WITH A VISUAL. DIfIADI4.11?Y E1MOLLED 1N THE DISTRICT IN 10.3

t .\ 4 . 7,1 UM IN W14101:
- -

31

BEST cory AVM MI
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IN AOI,.4 1NS1PY.:CTIXA; I SPECIFIED AS APPROPRIATE FOR 10.4

T{E :::UDENT PURSUANT 10 r;IV/sI1X.: (1)(2) OF SECTION 3323.011 OF 10.7

RE4iSED CODE. ME asznTs EACR ASSESSMENT SHALL BE 10.8

PdOVIE,!.3 IN A WRITTEN SMLE!.:ENT T4AT SPECIFIES THE STUDENT'S 10.9

. AND A: 1S N.t:IUti ASSESSED. 10.10

c. 3323.i8. :I 1,:nr F.'::1CIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM PROVIDED 10.13

TO 57;41S CEPE O CTTR 1325, OF THE REVISED CODE 10.15
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8

FVE.. A STUDENT A FCR W-HOH INS:RUCTION IN 10.16

.RA1L :EADING iRIT:e, 14 SiICI!,E= 4S APPROPRIATE PJRSOANT 10.17

C...:ViSION (A)(2) 'AF .5-IC'ff3N OF TES REVISED CODE, THE 10.18

FROVIDING TEE PR...) INTERATE THE USE OF BRA:LLE 10.19

AND WRITINC :=IL CURR:CULU14 AND .10.20

(.1.%SSROOM AN'IVITiES S'.',;A A 1,..t.4NER THAT BRAILLE READING- 10.21

t:s) BECO);ES ;:4 Fr.ewTIT:. L,.!".NIN3 TOOL FOR THE STUDENT. 10.22

3329.0_. Any ;;...:1..,!cw.z of scnoo1books in the United ,:10.25

sn.; to of:er ruse by pupils "in the 10.26

such books may be adopted and ,10.27

by any schc,1 berd. pa OA or before the first day, 10.29

cf Janzary of each year, office of the superintendent 10.31

p.t1ic istr,,,t:ta, the p.).1:hed list wholesale price-10..32

When any ;:ebliI:er desires to offer for use a:10.33

k afte: t: c .:an.s:y, a supple.7cnt to the 10.34

let volyt filed I. Crs 0:flee of the superintendent of 10.35

irstruction. srovir7 p%.,...lished list wholesale price 10.36

. -4.7. No rev4:.a.: ..:: say =uch book shall be used in .11.1

.-hools untti Lae 1?),rt.7. 1:t wholesale price thereof 11.2

b, a filed in the offie ri yuperintendenr. NO PUBLISHER, 11.3

;LE -LEE WHOLES.,',5 iRIC3 ANY SCHOOLBOOK UNLESS THE 11.4

COMPLIES RITA S;;IA C? %;:k, FOLLOWING: .1)4,

.A) AT THE SAY:: P1 P;LING TRE WHOLESALE PRICE OF THE

THE PF.IEHER AL:if) F,IL '.f.HZ WHOLESALE PRICE OF A 411.9)

OTSKEfTE if'A1 T'L *i:EXT OF THE SCHOOLBOOK IN THE 11.10

".7,ICN STANDARD CODE ETI./. 7*.E.FMATiCa INTERCHANGE OR IN ANOTHER 11,1l,

.z.v2U.7:B LANGUAGE AP:ROVED RI' 1:0) SUPERIMENDENT OP PUBLIC ;1112

FOR TRASTATIN,i t3 tsxr CF TNT SCHOOLBOOK INTO!.11.1?,

83-750 0 - 94 - 2
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1:4:AILLE.

13) THE VEOGESALU PR44.P. elp POR ANY SPECIFIED NUMBER OFv14.16

.(0.PUTER DISKETTES rcR TER. SVROMBOOK CCU NOT EXCEED THE ;

r.hE$tE PRICE FILED FOg S:! 27,:lABER OF TgE PRINTED VERSION ..11.17

. SCHOOLOCK. 11.18

Etc:U.0n 2. That exi&.h1.41g-iTtior*) 3323.01 and 3329.01 of ,11.20,

R6yi!,.td Cede are herer,y ra;-a;:laj. 11.21
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section 1, wttn:n n,.ati dads after tne effective date of 11.23

cn_c :c:, the St..te 3^ar1 rf :31:.oLtion snail adopt tne standards 11.24

required by Section Y.s.27 ut the Revised Code. These 11.25

ords shall take .:1 cir.e specified in section 11.25

33.9 23 of tne Revibed Ct. 11.27

LInticn 4. Al in tI,Ls section, "lergcn of the 11.25

cor:c 1 scnool day" ave:aga camber of cloce hours with 11.29

s in att,:rdahar o school day normally consisted of 11.31

thrc- .:out the 1943-i994 sesteo1 is: prior to January 1, 1994. 11.32

(c.'? In w:cer c: cals pursuant to division (C) of 11.34

:his sectioa, a boar.: of etiacafion or governing authority 11.35

,oce,.tirg a school aot,ott'.io Ile state minimum standards shall, 11.36

DZC aler than Sena 3.), 4:94, to the Department of 12.1

c lion the lergtn o no.rmal school day for each grade 12.2

2:d tne 11..%:;th old cz of isza%d.r.d school days for each 12.3

A school rorpublic school shall not be 12.5

dared to have faiied -o cop-ply with division (A) of section 12.5

331; fl of the Revisr:d Code d:.rtr 500001 year 1993-1994 because 12.7

a tcl cic-ed due co :,!eather conditions for a 12.8

as:41. 'r of days exceedin:', tn.t ncsi,v permitted under that section 12.9

af. .-iring school year 191e.1L494, the .ength of the normal school 12.11

ciFy 'or that scnc....,1 was o:1-;.fu !or the number of days necessary 12.12

to r ;e up all such exo,s, 12.13

() For each dad up' under division (C) of this 12.15

sect.on, the length of the norMil school days must be extended 12.16

such that pupils in gradea onu through six are in attendance for 12.17

to a1 of five additional ;:leuTs sno pupils in grades seven 12.18
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thro.,;h twelve are it atter:dance tor a total of five and one-half 12.19

nAAi .;oral hours. 12.20

Section 5. This nct,:s Lazeby declared to be an emergency 12.22

cess..re necessary for c!:. Loiterlidte preservation cf the public 12.24

health, endsafezy. Tnc ._.,ion for such necessity lies in 12.25

to 'act that immedf.ata 4.:.tiaan is necessary to provide an 12.26

:-itiVC way in writi disiricts and nonpublic schools 12.27

;36
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ran Ike up days missed ;1.1.L.dc..1:, weather conditions in 12.28

cc of the number !)y Therefore, this act shall 12.30

1.o.c imcdiate et:act.
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FOR THE BLIND

2232 South Broadway 6 Derv*. Co;orAdo 132210 I (303) 778-1130

March 1, 1994

Mrs. Peggy Elliott
814 4th Avenue, Suite 200
Grinnell* Iowa 50112

bear Mrs. Elliott,

it has been brought to my attention that Questions have been raked
with regard to the cost. of implementing legislation aimed at
increasing Braille literacy amohg blind and low vision children.
Colorado currently has a Braille literacy bill under consideration
by the coiorado General Assembly. This legislation hes passed
through the House of Representatives and awaits consideration by
the Senate. The General Assembly has placed no fiscal note on this
legislation. This means that there is no anticipated fiscal
impact.

in my capacity as chairman of the Board of the Colorado school for
the Deaf and Blind, X have explored the issue of cost. Braille
literacy as contemplated in our state legislation as well as in
federal legislation requires a reorganisatioh of assessment and
instructional approaches; howe/er, it can be done with the same
resources. Ne believe that our state general assembly is correct
in attaching no fiscal note to the Braille literacy bill.

Sincerely,

'011Le,
Homer Page,
President, National rederation of the Blind of Colorado
Chairman, Colorado School for the Deaf and Blind
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Jerry Whittle, President
Louisiana Chapter
Association for the Education and

Rehabilitation of the Blind end Visually
Impaired

22 University Boulevard
Bunton, Louisiana 71270
(318) 251-2891

February 28, 1994

To Whom It May Concern:

As President of the Louisiana Chapter of the Association for
the Education and Rehabilitation of the Blind and Visually Impaired
(AER), I represent vision teachers, administrators in

rehabilitative services for the blind and visually impaired,

rehabilitation counselors, and other professional service

Providers. One of our greatest concerns is the education of blind
and visually impaired children in our state and in our nation.
Over the years, blind and visually impaired children have not been
afforded the quality of Braille instruction they needed to compete
with their sighted peers. Because of this lack of quality
instruction and because Braille is now more accessible than ever is
our history, AER and other groups worked very hard to pass a model
Braille law in Louisiana in 1988 which mandates that blind and
visually impaired children will be provided with Braille
instructors and with Braille textbooks. The passage of this law in
Louisiana has not appreciably resulted in more expenses for either
Braille teachers or for Braille materials; however, the passage of
our Braille law has brought a heightened awareness of just how
vital Braille is to the education of most blind and visually
impaired children in our state.

Al) across America, special funds are available for hiring
qualified Braille teachers and to purchase Braille textbooks.
Moreover, transcribing units are organized all over America to
Produce print books in Braille. We simply need a heightened
national awareness of just how important quality Braille
instruction is to the future of blind and visually impaired
children all over this country. Currently, an amendment has been
added to HR 8 which will bring a greater focus on the importance of
Braille instruction for blind and visually impaired children all
over America - -a national Braille literacy amendment. We in the
Louisiana Chapter of the AER would like to strongly urge every
congressman and senator to vote for this most important amendment
to help promote literacy among the blind and visually impaired
Youth of America and afford them the opportunity to compote on
terms of equality with their sighted peers. The increase in coat
will be minimal, and you its legislators will help to ensure
brighter future for thousands of deserving and often overlooked /Z -q

Youngsters.
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To Whom It. May Concern
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Page 2 February 28, 1994

On behalf of tile AER in Louisiana, we would greatly appreciate
Your support to the national Braille amendment to RR 6 which will
be introduced in the very near future.

Sincerely,

err ittle, President,
Louisiana Chapter
Association for the Education and
Rehabilitation of the Blind and Visually
Impaired
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Joanne Wilson, Chnirpereon
Advisory Council
Louisiana Rehabilitation Services
2609 Foxxcreek Drive
Ruston; Louisiana 71270

February 28, 1994

To Whom It May Concern:

As chairperson of the advisory council of the Louisiana
Rehabilitation Services, the state-supported agency which provides
rehabilitative and educational services to both blind and visually
impaired adults and children, I would like to request that you
strongly support the national Braille literacy amendment to HR 6
which will soon be before the House of Representatives for

adoption.

we urgently need a uniform set of standards for our nation's
blind and vinuelly impaired youth. The national Braille literacy
amendment will help to atrengthen the quality of teaching and the
availability of Braille textbooks for blind And visually impaired
children. Furthermore, the amendment will help to ensure that more
blind and visually impaired children will receive quality Braille
instruction and will be provided with the learning materials they
need to improve their chances for a more productive future. In
1988, several different agencies serving the blind worked together
to pass a strong Breillt law similar to the amendment to HR 6, and
our model Braille law has made it possible for our blind and
visually impaired children to receive improved instruction and
greater access to Braille learning materials with no appreciable
increase in the state budget for such funding. Our Braille law in
Louisiana has been a great blessing to many deserving and under-
served blind and visually impaired children at a minimal coat to
our state.

As chairperson of the Louisiana Rehabilitation Services
Advisory Council, I believe that I speak for the other members of
cur council and for the hundreds of service providers in our
state's rehabilitation department in strongly requesting yoar
support of the national Braille literacy amendment to HR 8. Our
,find and visually impaired children froM all over the nation
deserve the opportunity to have a quality education, and this
amendment will be an integrel part of maintaining and ensuring
quality Braille instruction as it has never been provided before.
Host importantly, this improved Braille instruction can be provided
with very little increase in any state's budget for such an
education.



To Whom It May Concern
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Page 2 February 28, 1994

Thank yoU for your support of the amendment. We know that all
of you will want to be a part of improving the education of our
blind and visually impaired youth.

Sincerely,

Joss e Wilson, Chairperson
Advisory Council
Louisiana Rehabilitation Services

4 p
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MINNESOTA STATE RESIDENTIAL ACADEMIES
min...um cute Aeutenny rue the Mind

Minnexute rite Aeuteme foe the Deer

GIs c)k,t Ihmusn cube 4 I, 0 Mut ! rxellmoh, MN S41.1.21

(UM) 451.stno twirgn (907) 332.9(04 (FAX)
Talc M. karti
Ado4iNeshvb..

February 28, 1994

To Whom It Key concern:

The State of Minnesota Was one of the first states to enact braille

literacy legislation. We were, and ere, proud of this
accomplishment. The legislation has served to refocus educators on
this all important natter of literacy,

The law has draWbitinhisotae professionals together to address the
issue of braille instruction and assessment and has served to Stake

parents knowledgeable about literacy Jesuits, and to maks the
instruction of braille a matter of discussion at MI meetings. It

has been a good lave serving Minnippotis youth, The legislation
has put '.itoracy oh the forefront of instruction for students who
are blind, which was the intent of the legislation.

To the best of my knowledge there has been ho downside to this

legislation. rundihg has not been an issue. The law is doing whet
yaw iht*tictict - to sdrwl children and youth who Ara blind.

I would ask that you support all efforts for federal legislation on
this matter.

Sincerely,

Wads H. Xarli
Administrator

An AM/m(1n A01041411(1 LmPlo)"
eurene ON 11INUMOANII

t 0
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SOUTH strigIA ,C1-10CoL
FOKTHE DEAF AND THE BLIND

li,117 r. fee:ccut le

ItteScOrr

MEMORANDUM

Bootb(2.

Cows:mom

AbmwaCMOPteituo TO. Peggy Pinder ElliotWN

1:12M. Joseph P. Finnegan, Jr. es
Dor:m.1,02n
stesCwasowt RA: Braille Literacy (HA

law k.tkvat
DATE. February 28, 1994

run Cownabad NOM
Please accept this statement regarding the financial ispeCt the Braille

inerrovecnom Literacy Bill has hod in BOuth ,.rollha. To the beet of my knowledge,
thie recently (two years ago) adopted ...tate leglslation has not had

...stF.M,ncoPmP
a negative financial impact in this atcte. I certainly encourage
Congress to approve MR 6 and part of IDEA.

WALLACI B.Own:. JPF,Jr.: fb
POCow, ...IC..
E Strad 3.43411
luthry...4.1.4061gin

HAJUICa.55:414
!tve.64tp.t.f

CororS. Houma.
17.14.01.11.

EkOrntr.Mearta

.4.AS Nora*.

ef Iluothn

Dowc....1 E Aria.rt

Ormerlow. WIC

)ANCII ThAvACIC
It eY111 Ir. 04

Co...MUM

355Cedar Springs Road Spartanburg. South Carolina 29302-4699
Telephone (603) 535-7711 Pax (OM 5:55-3355
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ivcri muic0 COMMISSION FOR THE BLIND
pEl7A Bulldog, Room 553

Sonia Pt, Now Modoo 93503
(505) #17-4479

February 28, 3.904

Mr. Marc Maurer, President
National Federation of the Blind
1800 Johnson Street
Baltimore, MD 21210

BRUCE KING
00voToo,

rRECRIC X SCHROEDER
ExeculIve CIecto.

Dear President Maurer!

I was very pleased to learn of the amendment being contemplated
to tho Elementary and Secondary Act concerning braille literacy.
As you know, in 1992 New Mexico adopted braille literacy
legislation. This legislation ensures blind children will have
the opportunity to receive competent instruction in braille
reading and writing.

Additionally, the legislation mandates text book publishers make
available material in electronic media suitable for computer
translation intn braille. This has been an important provision
in terms of cost. savings to local education agenciee. Current
federal law requires materials to be made available to blind
children in alternate media. Prior to New Mexico's braille
literacy legislation, the process of producing braille materials
was costly and time consuming. This created a terrible hardship
particularly on small rural districts wishing to produce braille
materials. By requiring electronic media directly from text book
publishers, even very small districts are able to quickly and
inexpensively provide braille materials for blind students.
National legislation affirming the right of blind children to
bocone literate, and providing a MechanLam t, ensure availability
of needed materiels, would be tremendously Jenoficial. Rather
than accelerating cost, this approach creates on efficient means
of raking available braille text books in a timely mannor. In
Now Mexico we have found that braille literacy legislation
increased effective and efficient service delivery without added
cost.

If I can provide additional information, please feel free to
contact re.

inc ely-youre.
y"

..41-%-tfet4,-
Fredric K. Schroeder
Executive Director

EICS/omb
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Doug Jemerson

Commissioner of Education

February 28, 1994

Peggy Pinder
National Federation of the Blind
1800 Johnson Street
Baltimore, Maryland

Dear Ms. Pinder:

Whit Springfield, Director
Division of Blind Services

in your quest to secure passage of Proposition Six (6) in the national Congress, please know that
to my knowledge no extraordinary financial burden has been placed on the State of Florida as
it result of its passage of the Braille Literacy Bill last year.

Braille Literacy for people, who arc blind is of paramount importance. Each and every stele, as
well as the Federal government, should act to Insure that all blind children and adults are
afforded the opportunity to acquire appropriate reading and writing skills.

If we can be of assistance in this endeavor. please feel free to call on me.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Whit Springfield, Director
Florida Division of Blind Services

WS/mh

2$40 Executive Center Circle West Suite 203 Douglas Building (904) 488.1330
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Mr. Jamul Cashel
National federation of the alind
1800 Johnson St.
8altimOre, MD 21230

Dear Mr. CashOill

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES

DIVISION OF SEFPACE TO THE BLIND & VISUALLY IMPAIRED

East ilipwiy

% 500 Est CeoRol

Pine, South Mots 57501.5010

Pic: (605) 773.41344
FAX (605) 773.5483 TOO: (605) 773.4544

FobrUary 28, 1994

I understand that Congressman James Traficant of Ohio has
introduced an amendment to H8 6, the education act which would
mandate that all legally blind school ohildren be offered the
opportunity to learn braille. Similar legislation is in place in
south Dakota and has not had a negative financial impact.

As State Director of a vocational rehabilitation agency for the
blind, I feel this amendment is a positive step in offering equal
opportunity for blind student° in our society.

sincerely,

Grady Hi Ul, Director

4
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OREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND

700 CHURCH tram BE. SALEM, OREGON 97101.179i
PHONE (iO3) 37$4820 FAX (d03) S13-7S31

February 28, 1994

1.411 rcurrav
arida

Dear Congressman Trafficant:

It has come to my attention that you have sponsored a Braille
Literacy amendment to the IDEA. The National Federation of the
Blind of Oregon brought a similqr bill to our state legislature last
spring. This bill was supported by the Oregon Department of
Education, the Commission for the Blind, the Oregon Textbook and
Media Center, the School for the Blind, and several consumer
organizations.

The Department of Education projected no fiscal impact as a result of
the implementation of our Braille literacy Bill. in fact, the Textbook
and Media Center projects a cost savings due to the efficiency of
computer generated Braille text books.

Sincerely,

Nell Kliewer,
Director.

E Y!:R II I MPS rt

43
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MISSOURI
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES

REVISION Of SAM EX SERVICES

7.0.10% N
11/795014 017

MD- 1407 733-Y144. WILY: 1470.733.1M4

robruary 29. 1994

The Honorable James A. Traficant, Jr.
U. S. House of Representatives
washingLon, D.C. 2091S

Dear Congressman:

I am writing in regard to H.R. 6. the 1992 Amendments to the

Elementary and Secondary Education In particular, I wish to
address the braille literacy amendments which are currently undc.T.

consideration.

I believe these amendments are important act they oommunicato
Clearly to parents and educators the viability of braille for
students who are legally blind. Far coo frequently we see
educators and patents forego the usage of braille, a practice
which causes blind and visually impaired students to be ill-
equipped in meeting the needs of higher education and employment.

while a braille literacy provision within the Act will better
insure that blind and visually impaired students have an
opportunity to learn braille, I believe such a provision will not
generate significant cost for school systems. Hopefully the
braille literacy amendments will result in more blind and
visually impaired students taking pazt In services that the
school districts are already mandated to provide.

DV:kp

Dave Vogel, CRC
Deputy Director. DP'S
Rehabilitation Services

for the Blind

"AN EQUAL OPPORIMEY/APNRSIATWE ARMEE voLorEtr
ev4s0 on ncreitorrIrotr, bog

4
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Maw Owens, Chairmen
Sub Committee on Select Education and CMI Rights
U.S. House of Repretintatives
Washington, D.C. 2061.0

Dear sir,

As t member of the House of Representatives In the State of Maine, I am
writing to you to col /Inn that Maine doe* have a Oreille Literecy /tights Bill. I was
pleased to be the sponsor of this b1 I. There wee no added expense in the
Implementation of this bet. Rather, It allowed for more open discuislon of
alternative, for blind and vleuelly Impaired children. While the bit Was not
everything that the blind wanted, It wee a beginning.

It legislation Is developed fora national Brute Literacy Rights BIC
Congress will be taking I monumental Rep ht assuring educational excellence for
blind and visually impaired youngsters. I look forward to new* of necessary
preliminary etep0 to move the process forward.

Thank you for your time and attention In this matter.

libir-#;16 Po nroPti.,0

0
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df.e409
DtHCibl

March 4, 1994

TO Honorable Congressman Major Owens
c/o Peggy Elliott
FAX (515)236-8666

lat Braille Literacy Bill

Your support of this bill will enhance the learning of
many needed hardicapped individuals. Please vote for its
passago,

APC/Jmo

Very truly yours,

eil.-44.4-Ge-)-

Dr. Antho y P. chirico
Director of Special Services

5 1
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State of MizImippl
DEPARTMENT OF REHABILITATION SERVICES

Ra Sox 22806
1080 R1prr Ook* Mane Bldg. 9., Sidle 200

ack." MS 811234809

DT Nell C Curley. rxeo.rtive Director March 3, 1994

FAX. (601) 9360291
Tblephont (601) 936-0200

Voice or TDD

The Honorable Major Owens, Chairman
Subcommittee for select Education and Civil Rights
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Owener

As the reauthorization of the individuals with Disabilities
Education Act draws near, many of us in the fields of Special
Education and Rehabilitation find compelling reasons to advocate
for the inclusion of braille literacy initiative.

With the present emphasis on choice and Self determination
in both Special Education and Rehabilitation, mandatory braille
instruction in public school programs takes on an oven greater
importance than ever before. Braille as an option for children
whc are blind or visually impaired is essential to the least
restrictive environment concept.

As statutory language is offered by the Notional Federation
of the Blind to include braille literacy in the amendments to
IDEA, I urge you in the strongest possible terms to support this

initiative.

Post41' re. Note
s,

"e7

7071 D11-1-144. I

Sincerely,

one471

WPM g1:41- Eair.--5%ew
e

Well C. Carney
Executive Director

nrrlunlIy Employ t
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.stipennteodent of Education

March 10, 1994

Hon. Maim- Owens, Chairman
Select Committee on Education
and Civil Rights

U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

RR, Braille Literacy

Dear Congressman Owens,

Of Of Deputy ..;aperIntendent
R. D. Ilarri,

ht;astitfppi Schoul ter the Ellnd
John L Portia),. Ed.D.. Surorin!erdent
(601) 017.3952

I em writing in support of the effort by tre National Federation
of the Blind to have legislation introduced W:-.Ich pertains to the
availability of braille instruction for blind clildren. There is
no guystion in my mind that braille instruction is vital if blind
children are to realise their maximum potentials.

Many blind children, particularly those enrolled in local schools
programs, are aenled tne opportunity to learn braille because of
the lack of trained teachers. This denial has, over the years,
resulted in the creation of a generation of blind individuals who
are functionally illiterate when it comes to communicating in
written form.

I respectfully request your support of the effort by NFB by which
braille literacy will for the first time be the national
attention it deserves.

8 n

n L. Parrish, Ed.D.
erintendent

MlIsIslIppl School fur the 1311nd Mudvix ocichr4s: 1252 Eorover Drive. Jackton. MS 39211 FAX (601)9$7.5563

33
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STATE OP TENNESSIII
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES

mx) DIAnanick 'TRW
erf,i7Nt PLAZA SUILINO

i-:*INVILIA, TN Mil

March 18, 1994

The Honorable Major Owens
united States House of Representatives
waohington, D.C.

Dear Representative Owens:

1 em writing this letter in support of a nationel braille
literacy bill. Such action is desperately needed to insure
that blind children in this country continue to receive the
high quality education to which every American citizen is
entitled.

In recent years, we have seen a dangerous trond in this
country in the field of education when it comes to teaching
students who are blind. There has boon a declining emphasis
Placed on braille literacy and greater attention paid to
high tech solutions such as voice output on computers.
Although, technology has its place and has opened many doors
of opportunity for blind people all across our country, it

is not a substitute for braille.

If a blind child ever expects to achieve a level of
independence, he/she must possess effective communication
skills. Being able to listen to tape recordings.or use a
computer with speech is insufficient it the student does not
have basic 'skills in braille. Braille is as fundamental to
the blind person as the printed word is to a eighted
individual. It plays a role in every aspect of one's life;
from education, to work, to recreation, and to activities of
daily living.

Several states, including Tennessee, have taken the lead in
passing braille literacy hills. These have helped but more
needs to be done. A hationel effort is needed if blind
students in every state are to be assured of receiving a
meaningful education.

1 urge your support of such an effort!

RincerelY:- /
Tarty C rector
'evil°, or the Blind

11,
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Chairman OWENS. Well, we certainly appreciate the gentleman's
concern and hope very much that you can serve as the mediator
and negotiator within the family of the blind. We've been caught
in the middle in the past and it's not pleasant. They can be pretty
persistent.

I have no questions, but I yield to Mr. Ballenger.
Mr. BALLENGER. I have just one question and it concerns the

broad definition of vision impaired. Let's put it that way. Person-
ally, I'm blind in this eye and dyslexic in this eye and I think, un-
less I'm mistaken, I might fit that definition that you all have so
far.

Is it possible to get your group to get a pretty close definition,
closer definition, than whatI mean seeing impaired is?

Mr. TRAFICANT. Yes, I think that is what Chairman Owens had
referred to as some of the pulling and tugging within the commu-
nity itself. I think it has to be stabilized. Sometimes we split hairs
on this business and some people think, well, maybe there is a lot
of people that fall under this that really don't need this. They can
read. They have some difficulty.

I think what we are really pointing towards is many that have
an impairment problem but, as time goes on, it gets worse and
worse and then they find themselves not able to read. And that's,
more or less, what this is geared to. So that language right there
and those concerns that you just brought are specifically language
being delineated and set up in writing.

So I think that from the collective advice and experience of the
committee, any information you have on that, I mean that is com-
pletely open. We just want to make sure that it deals with blind
peoplewe're not just going out there trying to create a program
and that they're satisfied with it, and that people can read, and the
people who are teaching the blind can read themselves and can
write themselves.

I mean it's almost amazing. We're talking about sighted people.
If you had a teacher in school that can't read and can't write, how
could they teach? So we're not putting down the certification and
the standards of teachers, but we're saying many times they fall
into that trap. And maybe it's because maybe we haven't put
enough emphasis on making sure that our visually impaired com-
munity has the best instruction they could possibly get.

And I think the cost-effectiveness was where we come in so that,
Congressman, that is where much of the debate now lies with the
community that's debating this.

Mr. BALLENGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman OWENS. Mr. Scott.
Mr. Scam No questions.
Chairman OWENS. Mr. Barrett.
Mr. BARRETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. TrafifiL, . guess

my concern goes pretty much to Cass' comment about broadening
of the definition, and I'm glad to hear that you say you're willing
to take a look at that.

It seems to me that the definition might be so broad that anyone
wearing eyeglasses could qualify. That may be an exaggeration, but
at least that occurred to me.
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Also, maybe is there not a danger that we are establishing a spe-
cific curriculum here, and that is, that we're teaching Braille? And
would this not perhaps be in violation of some Federal require-
ments? Is that something we need to look at?

Mr. TRAFICANT. Well. I think we have to look at the intent at
this point. And just to say this: We're not trying to do that. We
want to make sure that the visually impaired person can read and
can understand the world around them just like a sighted person
can.

So rather than specific stratification that has its own little indus-
try purposes, no, that's not the intent. And I think that the com-
mittee, in looking at that, when they finally see the construct of the
language can go ahead and take whatever safeguards they want to
take.

That is certainly not the intent. I think it's reasonable to ask
that question and I think that has to be addressed in the language
as well.

Mr. BARRETT. I think so, too. It occurs to me that we may be
mandating that kid:,, students, be taught by a specific method,
Braille. And I wonder if maybe we shouldn't look at that.

Mr. TRAFICANT. Well, let me say this: With the statistics that we
have though that I cited out earlier, 40 percent of visually impaired
students in 1993 can't read.at all. And that's in deference to four
percent in 1968.

So we have a real problem and it's growing. And the more so-
phisticated we get and the more sophisticated the tasks of dealing
with our society, the visually impaired have some problems. And
maybe what we're doing is maybe we've gone too far the other way.
I think there has to be a balance.

Mr. BARRETT. I understand what you're saying and I'm in some
sympathy but, again, this is a red flag out there for me, and per-
haps for you, as we get further into it.

Mr. TRAFICANT. Well, somewhere between, you know, those who
wear eyeglasses needing the services, not needing the services, and
those who can't see and can't read any print, we have to find some
language. I'm welcoming anything that you do.

I would just like to see us give a bit of helping hand in the IDEA
bill. I think that is a good place for it. I agreed when I talked with
the Chairman about it and I would just like for you to be open. And
if it can be good, fine; if not, you make that decision and I'll try
and present the best program we can.

Mr. BARRETT'. Thank you, sir. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman OWENS. Thank you.
Mr. TRAFICANT. Thank you very much. Thank you, Chairman.
Chairman OWENS. Congressman Rose.
Mr. ROSE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee, for allowing us to testify today. My wife, Joan, and I
have come here today to testify about our experiences in going
through the special education process with our daughter, Kelly,
who is now six years old.

Kelly is a very gifted, highly distractable, severely ADHD, LD lit-
tle girl. How severe is she? When she entered the Lab School of
Washington at age four, she could not sit still in a chair for more
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than two minutes; she could not wait her turn; she could not oper-
ate in a group of three children.

She was totally driven by impulse, but she could tell you about
current affairs and anything you wanted to know about an animal
or the earth or the environment. She could not follow simple ques-
tions or offer a response to them. She could not remember names
or answer direct questions. She did not have the mechanisms to
put thinking to good use.

But she was outgoing, engaging, and an extremely loving child
who wanted more than anything else to learn. And this is our
daughter, Kelly, that we dearly love and are very, very proud of.

We first realized that Kelly was having problems at about age
three. The director of the House of Representatives Child Care
Center, Ms. Natalie Gitelman, asked my wife, Joan, and me to
come for a conference. Kelly was getting into fights with other chil-
dren and not attending at circle time like she should at her age.

On the violence issue, Mr. Ballenger, I agree with what you laid
out in your opening statement that that is a problem. Mr. Scott has
alluded to it. But God doesn't wrap all his little children in the
same cloth when he sends them to earth and they all don't learn
the same way.

And what you are going to hear the school board people testify-
ing to, I'm quite sure, is that they don't have enough money to do
all these kinds of special things and so they, in the main, believe
that they should be all kind of grouped into one place,
mainstreamed.

And when they fall out of that, or in the process of falling out
of that, is when they can become violent, can become disenchanted
with the system because they are not learning. They are frustrated
and do, in fact, wind up in criminal situations.

The head of the present adult education system for the State of
Washington told me that in all the Federal prisons in the State of
Washington, all the people that were in the adult education classes
were learning disabled.

And so, you know, I'm saying you all do a good job on rewriting
IDEA and maybe we can keep some people out of prison because
early on in their educational experiences they didn't get branded as
failures or misfits and wound up not meeting the current county
commissioners' and school boards' definition of what a normal child
is because the commissioners and the school boards simply don't
have enough money.

Kelly was taken to the Georgetown University Hospital for test-
ing, where she participated in a battery of tests on three different
occasions. The results were: She needed speech and language ther-
apy; she needed to be tested for occupational therapy; she needed
behavior modification intervention; and, she is at risk for ADHD,
Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder.

Later on, it became evident just how severe this was. She was
tested in Reston, Virginia, by Dr. Karen Miller, M.D., F.A.A.P., who
stated that Kelly was one of the most severely ADHD children that
she had ever seen.

Immediately, Kelly began speech and language therapy with
Debbie Reagan, who we hired to come to the daycare center to
work with her. One of the foremost child psychologists in Washing-
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ton, Dr. Kendall, began working with us and the child care center
to discuss behavior management techniques. She worked with us
and Kelly's teachers all summer. The behavior management pro-
gram worked. Dr. Kendall stressed that Kelly showed delays in fine
motor skills and suggested OT evaluation.

December, 1991, Kelly was given a full occupational therapy
evaluation at the Lab School of Washington to assess her gross and
fine motor capabilities and to determine whether intervention
would help. Her scores indicated significant delays in fine motor
and, to a lesser extent, gross motor skills. Lab School recommended
that Kelly receive regularly scheduled OT twice weekly.

She began therapy in January, 1992, and is still enrolled in regu-
lar classes. It's very expensive. We pay for it ourselves. We have
the books. It comes out to about $22,000 a year that we have had
to come up with to person ally pay for this.

While Kelly was at the Child Care Center, we began a team ap-
proach to decide the best course of action for her to take. The team
consisted of her mother; Natalie Gitelman, the director of the
House of Representatives Child Care Center; Twara Taylor, early
childhood education specialist at Georgetown University Hospital;
Debbie Reagan, speech and language teacher; and Dr. Anne Ken-
dall, her psychologist.

We all decided that Kelly needed a special placement where she
can receive both OT and speech and language therapy and where
her ADHD can be addressed appropriately. We developed a list of
criteria that would have to be met: a small classroom with a stu-
dent/teacher ratio of not more than six to one; a highly structured
environment to address her attentional needs and to maximize her
strength; coordination of extra services with the classroom teacher.

In January of 1992, we began to investigate if Alexandria City
Schools could meet her needs and to determine if she would be eli-
gible for speech education services. In April, Kelly was found eligi-
ble for special education services as a developmentally delayed stu-
dent

In the eligibility meeting, Kelly's classroom teacher from the Lab
School was not allowed to attend. The Federal regulations state
that a teacher must be invited to attend since the teacher has the
most knowledge of the child other than the parents. This wasn't
permitted in Virginia.

We also strongly objected to the term "developmentally delayed"
in reference to Kelly. We knew Kelly's strengths and weaknesses.
We wanted her eligibility to reflect her needs. The term "devel-
opmentally delayed' was too broad. We looked for a more specific
label of LD and ADHD.

We had enough private testing to clearly show that Kelly was
learning disabled. Alexandria City Schools stated to us that all of
this was covered under the term "developmentally delayed" so that
it was not in Kelly's best interest for more specific labels at her
age. In hindsight, this was just another excuse, we believe, so that
Kelly could be placed in a more general classroom, one not specifi-
cally suited to her needs. Here again, we're talking about money,
gentlemen.

So we now begin the IEP process. During these meetings, Alex-
andria City Schools did not attempt to contact her teachers or any
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other professional that worked with Kelly. Also, the school system
was still very much against labeling Kelly LD or ADHD. Our re-
peated objections to the term "developmentally delayed" were rou-
tinely dismissed.

Also, Alexandria City Schools stated that Kelly had to receive
her art and music periods with physically handicapped students be-
cause there was nothing else available for her. We strongly ex-
pressed our objection to this arrangement and were again over-
ruled at every point.

Now we come to placement. How can the Alexandria City Schools
determine an accurate placement for Kelly when her parents and
teachers and those best qualified to make an evaluation are shut
out of the process?

Alexandria City Schools finally recommended a placement at
John Adams School. Joan Rose and Dr. Anne Kendall then went
to observe the class at John Adams School.

It was lunchtime when they arrived. The children were observed
in the lunch roomthat is, the developmentally delayed so-called
class was observed in the lunch room, unattended with several run-
ning around the table and two others on the floor under the table.
Neither Dr. Kendall or Joan saw any person supervising the chil-
dren. Kelly is so excitable that we were afraid that she would hurt
herself or another child in this type of situation.

Then when we went to the classroom and found that the teachers
were alone in the classroom having their lunch. Can you imagine
any kindergarten class left unattended in a lunch room, especially
children with special needs and attention problems? Kelly would
have been the brightest child in the class by two standard devi-
ations and the only significantly LD child in the class.

The teacher was going to use sign language with a hearing im-
paired child. The school system was aware that Kelly was highly
distractable and that sign language could add greatly to that prob-
lem.

Of course, we did not feel that this placement was appropriate
for Kelly and we did not accept this placement for her. W3 went
through the hearing process and were unsuccessful. We appealed
the hearing officers' decision and were unsuccessful.

In Virginia, the hearing officers are trained by the school system.
The hearing officer just did not understand Kelly's problems or the
solutions that were being considered. We argued that Alexandria
City Schools did not find Kelly ADHD or LD because they did not
have any specific programs available for her. Also, they did not
contact any of Kelly's teachers or professionals who had worked
with her and knew intimately Kelly's strengths and weaknesses.

During this time, Alexandria City Schools committed many pro-
cedural violations of the law; however, none of that was thought se-
rious enough by the hearing officers to overturn the decision.

Our case is one of many where school systems are failing chil-
dren with special needs. Luckily, we've got the resources to afford
private placement, which is expensive. Most parents can't get as
far as we have and just have to acc(-)t what the school system of-
fers. And that's the crime, gentlemei,
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Many of these children are bright and could have a great future
if the school system would take the time and the trouble and the
political risk to find the money to teach them properly.

There are several areas of the law which we think need to be
strengthened. Continuum of services should be part of the law.

We need a level playing field for parents. The school systems now
have all the power. One way to do this is to allow a private or Fed-
erq.l mediator to be on call throughout the entire process. Mr.
Ballenger alludes to this. He is absolutely right.

The mediator should be available at any level in the process and
be available to be called in to review all the documents. Mediators
should not be used to delay the process and their decision should
be binding for the school system.

Parents and the child's teacher should be required to be included
in all aspects of the process. Now school$ systems are not required
to invite parents to the eligibility meeting. Parents and teachers
should be required to participate in all phases of the process, from
the eligibility meeting to the placement.

Further, the school system should not be allowed to substitute
their own teachers in place of a teacher directly connected and ac-
quainted with the child.

Hearing officers must be totally impartial. They should be
trained and hired by the U.S. Department of Education, and be re-
quired to pass a Federal exam. They should be experts in special
education, although not necessarily attorneys.

Children with special needs must have options. Inclusion works
for some children, but not for others. The milder the case, the more
likely inclusion will work. With severe disabilities, resource rooms,
contained classrooms, special schools, or boarding schools are need-
ed so that all learning is individualized according to each child's
specific needs and talents. Among the severely LD and ADHD pop-
ulation, speech and language therapy, occupation therapy, and
counseling are needed.

The quote "least restrictive environment" should be defined in
the law more clearly. Now school systems are using this term to
mainstream children. "Least restrictive environment" is not a
placement but must be applied appropriately to meet each child's
needs.

Children that are ADHD should have a program that is highly
structured and stimulating so that their strengths can be ad-
dressed and their disabilities won't impede their learning.

Federal law should state that each child must be educated to
their maximum potential. We cannot afford to lose these children
and let them wind up in the adult education classes in our Federal
prisons.

Finally, the existing law has no teeth. It has no teeth at all. Vir-
ginia has been out of compliance with this law almost from the
start. And I have talked to the compliance officer at the Depart-
ment of Education who has gone through Virginia. I have a copy
of her report and I mean it's just a meaningless piece of paper.

Many States are out of compliance with the law and nothing is
being done. This cannot be tolerated and must stop. Monitors need
to be sent out to check on State compliance.

(O
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And, you know, I certainly hope the School Board Association of
State Directors and the American Association of School Adminis-
trators will stand up for this kind of toughening of the law, rather
than saying they don't have enough money and see no other way
to go.

Money needs to be spent to insure State compliance and Federal
money withheld if States are out of compliance. With the appro-
priate intervention, these severely LD and ADHD children can be-
come highly productive members of our society.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Charlie Rose follows:]
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HONORABLE CHARLIE ROSE AND

MRS. JOAN TEAGUE ROSE

Thank you Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee for

allowing us to testify today.

My wife and I have been 'asked to testify about our

experiences going through the special education process with our

daughter, Kelly, who is now six years old.

Kelly is a very gifted, highly distractible, severely ADHD,

LD little girl. How severe is she? When she entered the Lab

School of Washington, she could not sit still in a chair for more

than two minutes, she could not wait her turn, she could not

operate in a group of three children, and was totally driven by

impulse. But, she could tell you about current affairs and

anything you wanted to know about any animal, or the earth and

its environment. She could not follow simple questions or offer

a response to them. She could not remember names or answer

direct questions. She did not have the mechanisms to rut

thinking to good use. But, she was an outgoing, engaging and

extremely loVing child who wanted more than anything else to

learn.

We first realized that Kelly was having problems at about
ntUf

age four. The Director of the House of Representatives Child

Care Center, Ms. Natalie Gitelman, asked my wife and me to come

for a conference. Kelly was getting into fights with other

children and not attending at circle time like she should at her

age. We subsequently took her to Georgetown University Hospital

for testing, where she participated in a battery of tests on

three different occasions. The results were: 1) she needed

speech and language therapy; 2) she needed to be tested for

occupational therapy; 3) she needed behavior modification

intervention; and 4) she is at risk for ADHD. Later on, it
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became evident just how severe her ADHD is. She was tested in

Reston, Virginia, by Dr. Karen Miller, M.D., F.A.A.P, who stated

that Kelly was one of the most severely ADHD children that she

had ever seen.

Immediately, Kelly began speech and language therapy with

Debbie Reagan and started work on behavior modification with Dr.

Anne Kendall, one the foremost child psychologists in Washington.

Dr. Kendall began working with us and the child care center to

discuss behavior management techniques. She worked with us and

Kelly's teachers all summer, and the behavior management program

she put in place worked. Dr. Kendall however, again stressed

that Kelly showed delays in fine motor skills and suggested an OT

evaluation.

In December 1991, Kelly was given a full occupational

therapy evaluation at the Lab School of Washington to assess her

gross and fine motor capabilities and to determine whether

intervention would help. Her scores indicated significant delays

in fine motor, and to a lesser extent gross motor skills. The

Lab School recommended that Kelly receive regularly scheduled OT

twice weekly. She began therapy in January 1992 and is still

enrolled in regular sessions.

While Kelly was at the child care Center, we began a team

approach to decide the best course of action to take. The team

consisted of her mother, Natalie Gitelman, Director of HRCCC,

Twara Taylor, early childhood education specialist at Georgetown

University Hospital, Debbie Reagan, speech and language teacher,

and Dr. Anne Kendall, her psychologist. We all decided that

Kelly needed a special placement where she can receive both OT

and speech and language therapy, and where her ADHD can be

addressed appropriately. We developed a list of criteria that

would have to be met which included: 1) a small classroom with a

student/teacher ratio of not more than S to 1; 2) a highly
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structured environment to address her attentional needs and to

maximize her strengths; and 3) coordination of extra services

with the classroom teacher.

In January of 1992, we also began to investigate if

Alexandria City Schools could meet her seeds and to determine if

she would be eligible for special education services. In April,

Kelly was found eligible for special education services as a

developmehtally delayed student. In the eligibility meeting,

Kelly's classroom teacher was not allowed to attend (the

regulation states that a teacher must be invited to attend since

the teacher has the most knowledge of the child other than the

parents). We also strongly objected to the term developmentally

delayed in reference to Kelly. We knew Kelly's strengths and

weaknesses, we wanted her eligibility to reflect her needs. The

term developmentally delayed was too broad, we looked for a more

specific label of LD and ADHD. We had enough private testing to

clearly show that Kelly was LD. Alexandria City Schools stated

to us that all of this was covered under the term developmentally

delayed, so that it was not in Kelly's best interest for more

specific labels at her age. In hindsight, this tas just another

excuse so that Kelly could be placed in a more general classroom,

not one specifically suited for her needs.

So, we now begin the IEP process. During these meetings,

Alexandria City Schools did not attempt to contact her teachers

or any other professional that had worked with Kelly. Also, the

school system was still very much against labeling Kelly LD

and/or ADHD. Our repeated objections to the term developmentally

delayed were routinely dismissed. Also, Alexandria City Schools

stated that Kelly had to receive her art and music periods with

physically handicapped students because there was nothing else

available for her. We strongly expressed our objections to this

arrangement and were again overruled at every point.
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Now we come to placement. How can the Alexandria City

Schools determine an accurate placement for Kelly when her

parents and teachers and those best qualified to make an

evaluation are shut out of the process?

Alexandria City Schools finally recommended a placement at

John Adams School. Joan Rose and Dr. Kendall then went to

observe the class. It was lunch time when they arrived. The

children were observed in the lunch room unattended with several

running around the table and two others on the floor under the

table. Neither Dr. Kendall nor Joan saw any person supervising

the children. Kelly is so excitable that we were afraid that she

would hurt herself or another child in this type of situation.

Then when we went to the classroom and found the teachers alone

having lunch. Can you imagine any kindergarten class left

unattended in the lunch room, especially children with special

needs and attentional problems? Kelly would have been the

brightest child in the class by two standard deviations and the

only significantly LD child in the class. The teacher was going

to use sign language with a hearing impaired child. The school

system was aware that Kelly was highly distractible and that sign

language could add. greatly to that problem.

Of course we did not feel that this placement was

appropriate for Kelly and we did not accept this placement for

her. We went through the hearing process and lost. We appealed

the hearing officers' decision and lost that appeal. In

Virginia, the hearing officers are trained by the school system.

The hearing officer did not understand Kelly's problems or the

solutions that were being considered. We argued that Alexandria

City Schools did not find Kelly ADHD or LD because they did not

have any specific programs available for her. Also, they did not

contact any of Kelly's teachers or professionals who had worked

with her and knew intimately Kelly's strengths and weaknesses.

During this time, Alexandria city Schools committed many
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procedural violations of the law. However, none that the hearing

officers thought serious enough to overturn the decision.

Our case is one of many where the school systems are failing

children with special needs. Luckily, we have the resources to

afford private placement, which is very expensive. Most parents

can't get as far as we have and just have to accept what the

school system offers. Many of these children are bright and

could have a great future if the school systems would take the

time and trouble to teach them properly.

There are several areas of the law which we think neea to be

strengthened.

1. Continuum of services should be part of the law.

2. We need to level the playing field for parents.

The school systems now have all the power. One way to

do this is to allow a private or a federal mediator to

be on call throughout this entire process. The

mediator should be available at any level in the

process and be available to be called in to review all

documents. Mediators should not be used to delay the

process and their decisions should be binding for the

school system.

3. Parents and the child's teacher should be required

to be included in all aspects of the process. Now

school systems are not required to invite parents to

the eligibility meetings. Parents and teachers should

be required to participate in all phases of the

process, from the eligibility meeting to the placement.

Further, the school system should not be allowed to

substitute their own teacher in place of a t icher

directly connected and acquainted with the child.
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4. Hearing officers must be totally impartial. They

should be trained and hired by the Department of

Education and be required to pass a federal exam. They

also should be experts in special education, although

not necessarily attorneys.

5. Children with special needs must have options.

Inclusion works for some children, but not for others.

The milder the case, the more likely inclusion will

work. With severe disabilities, resource rooms,

contained classrooms, special schools or boarding

schools are needed so that all learning is

individualized according to each child's specific needs

and talents. Among the severely LD and ADHD

population, speech and language therapy, occupational

therapy and counseling are needed.

6. The "least restrictive environment" should be

defined in the law more clearly. Now school systems

are using this term to mainstream children. "Least

restrictive environment" is not a placement, but must

be applied appropriately to meet each child's needs.

Children that are ADHD should have a program that is

highly structured and stimulating so that their

strengths can be addressed and their disabilities won't

impece their learning.

7. Federal law should state that each child must be

educated to their maximum potential. We cannot afford

to lose any children.

8. Finally, the existing law has no teeth. Many states

are out of compliance with the law and nothing is being

done. This cannot be tolerated and must stop.

Monitors need to be sent out to check on state
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compliance. Money needs to be spent to insure state

compliance, and federal money witheld if states are out

of compliance, because, with the appropriate

intervention, these severely LD and ADHD children can

become highly productive members of our society.

Thank you.
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you. Did you say that the teacher was
not allowed to attend by Virginia law? Virginia law forbids it?

Mr. ROSE. Let me ask my wife, Joan. In the eligibility meeting
Kelly's classroom teacher was not allowed to attend. The regulation
states that a teacher must be invited to attend since the teacher
has the most knowledge of the child other than the parents.

But Virginia says that they can substitute one of their teachers
who could teach Kelly and don't have to actually have Kelly's
teacher as a part of the eligibility meeting.

Chairman OWENS. So they insisted they could have a representa-
tive, in other words?

Mr. ROSE. The representative would be one of their own teachers,
not whoever might have been teaching Kelly at the time, as at the
Lab School.

Chairman OWENS. And when you visited the school and the kin-
dergarten class was unattended, was it normal procedure for the
teachers to eat alone and the children not to be attended, or did
you just take them by surprise?

Mr. ROSE. The teachers in the Alexandria system are supposed
to be eating lunch with the children for the first six months, and
then after that they let them eat alone.

But here the time we caught them, literally caught them, they
were having lunch in the classroom and the children were unat-
tended in the lunch room. And my wife and her psychologist were
absolutely shocked at that.

Now, I know we're talking about money. I know that the school
system likes to cover everything with one blanket and say we got
too many laws and regulations and paperwork to fill out, but Mr.
Scott has got it right on the head. I would encourage you to draft
this so clearly that it cannot be misunderstood this go-round. We've
had a long experience with this Act and it is time for clarity so that
these things are not misunderstood.

Chairman OWENS. They are always complaining of us
micromanaging in legislation. Do you think there should be more
micromanaging?

Mr. ROSE. The Congress wrote the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act and you know how some people used to complain
that first apple that the school system ever took led to Federal
money taking over the school system. Well, I think those debates
are long gone. You couldn't run a school system in this country
today if you didn't have Federal money.

And along with the Federal money goes some responsibilities to
live up Lu what the law requires. If they are not doing their job,
it is the responsibility of the Congress and this subcommittee, as
you are so good at doing, to oversee that process and say, hey, you
ain't doing this right. Maybe the regulations and the law are not
clear enough, as Mr. Scott has suggested in some points. Let's do
it so there can be no misunderstanding.

Yes, sir. If they are not following the law, they need to be micro-
and macromanaged.

Chairman OWENS. I find it disturbing that Alexandria spent so
much time in the IEP process trying to fit your daughter into a
specific disability category. Do you think she suffered because of
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the preoccupation with labeling or that the labeling is not specific
and clear enough?

Mr. ROSE. Well, you are a kind and wise man to be personally
concerned about her because of that but, as a practical matter,
Kelly was at the Lab School during this process so she personally
never had to do what most children have to do, and that is to go
throw themselves on the mercy of the local school system, suffer
with the process until they fail or become violent, or it becomes ob-
vious that they don't fit in there. And then in the current anticrime
mood in the country, they are at risk of being not just called an
improperly placed child; they are at risk of being called a criminal
and sent to prison.

Chairman OWENS. The legislation talks about parents' rights at
a number of places but it's not all together and we wonder if we
have a problem not just with parents not knowing their rights, but
also with school officials not really knowing the rights of parents.

Would you care to comment?
Mr. ROSE. Yes, sir. I think you are absolutely right and I think

it would be very useful in the reauthorization if you could somehow
pull the rights of the parents into a more cohesive bundle so that
both the school and the parents know what those rights are.

Yes, sir. I agree with that.
Chairman OWENS. Do you think you were a victim of outright

hostility from the system, or just incompetence?
Mr. ROSE. Well, I think it was somewhat a combination. There

was a little of both of that going on. They were very unhappy with
us for daring to challenge the system that they had in effect.

And, you know, I certainly didn't get any special attention be-
cause I was a Member of Congress and, if that was Virginia hospi-
tality, I would hate to see what average parents with little edu-
cation or communicative skills or any money at all would go
through when they try to find the proper placement for the poor
children in our society.

Chairman OWENS. On several occasions we have had testimony
from parents and from parents whose children are attending school
in Virginia and we know some of the difficulties, but we are still
shocked by the fact that a person in your position had this kind
of problem.

Mr. Ballenger.
Mr. BALLENGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Charlie, over the

Easter break, since my district doesn't have any towns, I decided
I would just go around and campaign, and most of the time I went
to schools. And there was a very strong pitch made by a lady who
happens to be the chairman of the school board in Wilkes County.

And she said just straight out, "ADH, you've got to do something
about it."

Mr. ROSE. The what?
Mr. BALLENGER. The ADD or AD, whatever it is.
Mr. ROSE. ADHD.
Mr. BALLENGER. She said, "We've got a terrific problem. We need

some help in Washington. We want you to do something about it."
And she said, "And I can support you some of the time but, if you
don't do anything about it, I'm not sure how I'm going to do it."
And that's from a Republican lady in Wilkes County.
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Can you think of a way of strengthening the definition of "least
restrictive environment?" I've heard that thing used over and over
and over again, and I think it's a way out for school boards in, I
guess, the teaching situation to maybe escape responsibility. I don't
know.

Mr. ROSE. I think that your specific question is, do I have at the
tip of my tongue a definition. The answer is, pieces of it, yes. But
I think the point that I would stress is that I'm obviously happy
that you've run across it. That definition needs to be spelled out
clearly in the law.

I would be very happy to use my wife and I as guinea pigs or
with our background experiences to put down on paper some sug-
gested wording. I'll get that to you.

Mr. BALLENGER. Okay. I would appreciate that very much. And
not knowing, you know, ADHD childrenI mean there are obvi-
ously tons of them around, but not really having had any experi-
ence in my particular effort in education, do you think that they
can be taught in an inclusive setting?

You know, everybody is trying to make everybody inclusiveor
Mr. ROSE. You know, I think some of them can't, Mr. Ballenger.

I think some of them with the milder cases can. Our daughter, and
we resisted itoh, we thought it was awful that she would have
to take Rita lin, which is a drug that in an ADHD child calms them
down so that theyan ADHD will hear everything that's going on
in this room. You and I can kind of tune out other noises and
voices and sort of concentrate on what you and I are saying to each
other. An ADHD child can't do that. The paper shuffling or other
things are a total distraction. Their filtering system is not working.

The Rita lin in Kelly seems to calm her down so that she can
focus and in the Lab School the teachers know how to take advan-
tage of that span of time when she can be quiet and focused and
that's when they cram words and numbers and sentence structures
and all that kinds of things in them.

So there needs probably to be a special place in a school system
for the more severely ADHD children, and I think that's what the
lady in your county was suggesting. They can be horribly disrup-
tive to the class if they are not on medication or if they are being
inappropriately placed with other kids.

Other kids will make fun of them. They will laugh at them. They
will pick on them. I started seeing Kelly come home from the
House daycare center just severely depressed because of the fights
that she was getting into and because the little boys were picking
on her.

She did not have the skills to verbally physically she'd pop
them right in the face, but verbally she couldn't deal with these
young boys' aggressions. And that was a very saddening thing for
me to see. I've decided I was ADHD when I came along and I
should have had special placement when I was at that age. Maybe
most of us have.

But I'm delighted that this lady in your district is aware of the
problem.

Mr. BALLENGER. Right. I would like to ask maybe Mr. Scott or
you, either one, aren't the Alexandria City Schools supposed to be
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a pretty classy operation compared to the rest of the schools in Vir-
ginia?

Mr. SCOTT. Yes.
Mr. BALLENGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman OWENS. You aren't laying any blame for the fact that

you don't have any towns in your district, are you?
Mr. BALLENGER. Charlie drew my district.
Chairman OWENS. Mr. Scott.
Mr. Scow. Mr. Chairman, I notice on the agenda that Alexan-

dria is here to defend itself and I regret I may not be here because
I have an amendment on the floor. Representative Jim Moran has
expressed an interest in this area and we will be very interested,
Representative Rose and Mrs. Rose, in the testimony.

Charlie, did I understand that Kelly is in private school now?
Mr. ROSE. Yes, she is at the Lab School of Washington, which is

in the District of Columbia on Reservoir Road.
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Chairman, when I indicated that the law ought

to be extremely clear and beyond any kind of misinterpretation, I'm
not married to whether it's in the code or in the regulations. You
indicated a reservation about micromanaging and I can certainly
appreciate that.

But somewhere along the line when it gets to the school system,
it ought to be a bit clearer than apparently it is, either through the
statute or through regulation. And I think probably regulation
would be an easier place to do it so we're not micromanaging.

But Virginia has managed to get itself in a situation where all
of the $50 million that Virginia is entitled to is being withheld now
by the Federal Government because we're out of compliance with
the interpretation that you can't kick people out of school. You are
obligated to educate those with disabilities in districtsI think
statewide there are 79 children that have been kicked out of
schools.

Well, that is a situation where it is my sense that there may be
some interpretation, but it should not be open to interpretation. It
ought to be clear whether they can do it or they can't. Period.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROSE. Mr. Chairman, just 30 seconds more. To both of you,

ADHD is not now defined in the law. One thing that we coulddo
Mr. BALLENGER. That's what that lady wanted.
Mr. ROSE. That's what she wants and I think that's what we

need to try to come up with to help her. And I thank you.
Chairman OWENS. I may point out that that's another label.
Mr. ROSE. I think labels are fine in sorting out the different

types of problems. I know there are problems with the labels if
they are misused, but I would urge you to consider the alter-
natives, and I'm sure you have.

Chairman OWENS. Mr. Barrett.
Mr. BARRETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I particularly appreciated the testimony, Mr. Chairman, about

the areas of the law which you think need to be strengthened. I
think you had eight specific recommendations here which make a
great deal of sense.
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You have also identified one of the problems ultimately, and that
is a function of money. When we get into an area which says that
only about 7 percent of the Federal dollars are going to educate a
child with a disability, we've got a problem. And that will be down
the road a piece.

I guess as I understood your testimony, there are two steps in
this process: the identification or the qualification, and then the ac-
tual participation in the program. Is that basically right?

Mr. ROSE. We call it evaluation and then placement.
Mr. BARRETT. Evaluation and placement, right.
Mr.. ROSE. Really, my wife informs me eligibility determination,

then evaluation, and then a placement.
Mr. BARRETT. Okay. You first determine eligibility. If the child

is eligible, then the child becomes a part of the program. Okay.
And did you indicate that there was not enough parental involve-

ment in that process, particularly the first process, the eligibility
step?

Mr. ROSE. That was our particular experience in dealing with Al-
exandria, Virginia. I'm not saying that's universal, but we think
that it could be clarified either through the code or through regula-
tions or language that you put in.

Mr. BARRETT. I guess the obvious question, at least to me, is
could this be handled through a one-step process?

Mr. ROSE. I don't know the answer to that but if it could be so
that everybody's rights were protectedI mean a U.S. Commis-
sioner of Agriculture in North Carolina wears a little button that
says attitude on it. He wants all his employees to wear the button
that says your attitude is what's important. He works for the Com-
mission of Agriculture.

If everybody had the right attitude, Mr. Barrett, a one-stop proc-
ess might work. But if people have got hidden agendas on either
side as to why they're going through this process or why they're
going to manage the result to come out one particular way over an-
other, then you may need a more spread-out process with more pro-
tection. I would love to see a one-stop process with people with the
right attitude about it.

Mr. BARRETT. Well, I would hope that the committee, Mr. Chair-
man, could look into that a little more deeply at some future point
in time, including the involvement of parents in that first step.

Thank you.
Mr. Scam Mr. Chairman, I was just reading the agenda a little

more closely. Alexandria apparently is the location for the associa-
tion and not the representative of the school system, so we'll have
to get with Alexandria more directly.

Chairman OWENS. If you think it's appropriate, we'll invite them.
Mrs. Rose, would you like to make a comment? Please feel free to
do so.

Mrs. ROSE. The only thing is to respond to your question. After
the eligibility meeting there is an IEP process, and during our IEP
process we had to come back on three different occasions just for
that of ) process before we ever got to placement.

So I don't know how it could ever be rolled into one time, but it
would sure save a lot of time and energy for both the school system

73
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and the parents if that's a possibility. But it is a really long,
drawn-out process.

Mr. ROSE. One final comment. I think Alexandria got the impres-
sion that we had made up our minds that there was nothing in the
Alexandria school system that was good enough for our daughter,
Kelly, and that we basically wanted them to pay $22,000 a year
tuition for her at the Lab School. Nothing could be further from the
truth.

We absolutely want our child to be in a public school with chil-
dren that she plays with in her neighborhood, that she can see and
be friends with during the week and on the weekend. She is now
in a wonderful school but all the children live in Maryland and so
when she goes to a birthday party or they go to birthday parties
we have to haul these kids all over Maryland and Virginia.

And so what we really want is for the State and the local units
of schooling to get their acts together and, maybe with some help
from Congress in redefining all these things, do a better job of pro-
viding the service locally.

Chairman OWENS. Thank you very much. We very much appre-
ciate your testimony. The personal nature of it certainly adds to
our knowledge and will help us in our deliberations as we reau-
thorize the bill.

Mr. ROSE. Thank you all.
Chairman OWENS. Congressman Stearns.
Mr. STEARNS. I thank you, Mr. Chairman and distinguished

members of the subcommittee. Thank you for inviting me here
today to discuss a matter that I believe is important to our public
schools and to the safety of our Nation's young people.

Mr. Chairman, we have all been horrified in recent years by vio-
lence in our public schools. The tragic shootings at Central High
School in Washington, DC, and Largo High School in Maryland
were just the latest highly publicized examples of this terrible
trend. Schools were once seen as safe havens for learning, but
today the violent world around us has increasingly found its way
into the classroom.

I wish I could come here today and propose a solution to the
overall problem of violence in the schools but, unfortunately, I
can't. What I hope to do, however, is to try to bring to your atten-
tion how one unintended side effect of a law Congress passed is
having a negative impact on our local schools' efforts to stop vio-
lence.

The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, IDEA, was
passed to prevent young people with physical or emotional disabil-
ities from being denied access to a public education because of their
disability. That is a goal I think we all share.

However, I do not believe that these protections were ever in-
tended to restrict schools from taking immediate action against
students whose extreme violent behavior endangers teachers,
school workers, and their fellow students.

The amendment I would like you to consider today would state
explicitly that the special procedural protection provisions that
exist for IDEA-covered students would not apply in those cases
where the student had been found in the possession of a firearm
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or other deadly weapon or had committed an assault with a deadly
weapon.

. It is my understanding that the regulations that apply to IDEA
contain some language related to this matter in Subpart E, Regula-
tions and Procedural Safeguards, subsection 300.513. It's sort of a
note in the regulation.

This language reads, and I quote, "While this placement may not
be changed, this does not preclude the agency from using its nor-
mal procedures for dealing with children who are endangering
themselves or others."

This language strikes me as unclear. On one hand, reiterating
that placement may not be changed and, on the other, stating that
this should not preclude an agency from using its normal proce-
dures. Additionally, most school districts that I have heard from do
not seem to be aware that this regulation even exists.

Considering these two factors, it is not surprising that most
school districts believe themselves bound by the 10-day suspension
standard that resulted from the Hoenig ruling.

The IDEA as it has been interpreted by the courts establishes a
double standard for student discipline. In many cases, that double
standard is justifiable; however, in those few cases where we see
extreme violent behavior or intimidation, that double standard
should not be eliminated.

Schools need the authority to deal with instances of violence as
the situation warrants. The Federal Government should not under-
mine that authority.

I would just like to reiterate a comment I made during my col-
loquy with you, Mr. Chairman, during consideration of H.R. 6 re-
garding this amendment. The overwhelming majority of children
and disability are serious, devoted, devout learners whose effort de-
serve our support and admiration. In no way is this amendment di-
rected towards them.

I believe the scope of the special administrative protections was
never intended to protect the very small number of students whose
behavior endanger their fellow students, especially those with dis-
abilities, and teachers.

As you move to reauthorize this important legislation, I ask you
to consider my amendment and the potential consequences of leav-
ing this issue unaddressed. Nothing would undermine public sup-
port for IDEA more than the loss of the life of a student, especially
a disabled student, that could have been prevented had schools had
greater flexibility in dealing with violent behavior.

I thank all of you for your hard work on this effort and I hope
you'll consider my amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I think as you and I have discussed on the House
floor, this is basically allowing the teachers, if a student has a
weapon, to use the same procedures with that student as they
would with a student who is nondisabillty student.

So that, in a nutshell, is what we have here. I'll be very happy
to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Cliff Stearns follows:]

lJ
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STATEMENT OF HON. CLIFF STEARNS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF FLORIDA

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the subcommittee, I thank you for invit-
ing me here today to discuss a matter that I believe is important to our public
schools and the safety of our Nation's young people.

We have all been horrified 'n recent years by violence in our public schools. The
tragic shootings at Central Hi. h School in Washington, DC were just the latest ex-
ample of this terrible trend. Schools were once seen as safe havens for learning, but
today the violent world around us has increasingly found its way into the classroom.

I wish I could come here today and propose a solution to the overall problem of
violence in the schools. Unfortunately, I can't. What I hope to do, however, is bring
to your attention how one unintended side effect of a law Congress passed is having
a negative impact on our local schools' efforts to stop violence.

The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, IDEA, was passed to prevent
young people with physical or emotional disabilities from being denied access to a
public education because of their disability. That is a goal I think we all share. How-
ever, I do not believe that these protections were ever intended to restrict schools
from taking immediate action against students whose extreme violent behavior en-
dangers teachers, school workers, and their fellow students.

The amendment I would like you to consider today woulc1 state explicitly that the
Special Procedural Protections provisions that exist for IDEA-covered students
would not apply in those cases where the student had been found in the possession
of a firearm or other deadly weapon or had committed an assault with a deadly
weapon.

It is my understanding that the regulations that apply to IDEA contain some lan-
guage related to this matter in Subpart. E, Regulations and Procedural Safeguards,
Subsection 300.513. This language reads, "While this placement may not be
changed, this does not preclude the agency from using its normal procedures for
dealing with children who are endangering themselves or others."

However, this language strikes me as unclear, on one hand reiterating that place-
ment may not be changed and on the other stating that this should not preclude
an agency from using its normal procedures. Additionally, most school districts that
I have heard from do not seem to be aware that this regulation exists. Considering
these two factors, it is not surprising that most school districts believe themselves
bound by the 10-day suspension standard that resulted from the Hoenig ruling.

The IDEA, as it has been interpreted by the courts, establishes a double standard
for student discipline. In many cases, that double standard is justifiable. However,
in those few cases where we see extreme violent behavior or intimidation, that dou-
ble standard should not be eliminated. Schools need the authority to deal with in-
stances of violence as the situation warrants. The Federal Government should not
undermine that authority.

I'd just like to reiterate a comment I made during my colloquy with Chairman
Owens during consideration of H.R. 6 regarding this amendment. The overwhelming
majority of children with disabilities are serious, devoted learners whose efforts de-
serve our support and admiration. In no way is this amendment directed towards
them.

However, I believe the scope of the special administrative protections was never
intended to protect the very small number of students whose behavior endangers
their fellow students, especially those with disabilities, and teachers.

As you move to reauthorize this important legislation, I ask you to consider this
amendment and the potential consequences of leaving this issue unaddressed. Noth-
ing would undermine public support for IDEA more than the loss of life of a stu-
dent, especially a disabled student, that could have been prevented had schools had
greater flexibility in dealing with violent behavior.

I thank all of you, again, for your time and your hard work on this important
issue.

Chairman OWENS. Mr. Scott, you said you had a time problem.
Do you have to leave? ..)o you want to

Mr. Scow. Just very briefly, on what you have quoted here as
the provision where they can use the normal procedures dealing
with children who are endangering themselves or others, some
school systems have the procedure of kicking somebody out one
year mandatory minimum suspension.
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The problem, aside from whether that's good policy or bad policy,
a person with a disability who goes a full year without any edu-
cation at all is obviously going to be very much behind and have
a much more difficult time trying to catch up.

Mr. STEARNS. Now I remember I heard your comment earlier.
And that's notI don't address that. That's not in my intention of
this amendment.

Mr. SCOTT. So you're not suggesting that they be kicked out for
a full year if that is their normal procedure? What I am suggesting
is a double standard may be appropriate for those with disabilities
because having been kicked out for a year they would be at such
a severe disadvantage, more of a disadvantage than another child.

Mr. STEARNS. I'm just trying to allow safety in the classroom and
that children who have disabilities who have deadly weapons that
the teacher still has the ability to take steps and not be intimi-
dated.

Mr. Scow. To get them of 3f the regular class but not out into
the street where they're not getting any education at all. That's
really the question because if they're not in the regular class, the
school system has to pay money to educate them somewhere else.
So, you have a significant financial impact on how you decide this
question.

We're not going to resolve it here.
Mr. STEARNS. No, I know we won't. And I am aware in. Virginia

there is this controversy.
Mr. Scow. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman OWENS. Mr. Barrett.
Mr. BARRETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You make reference to

deadly weapon, found in the possession of a firearm or other deadly
weapon, or committed an assault with a deadly weapon. I guess my
concern might be whether or not deadly weapon needs to be more
carefully defined.

Mr. STEARNS. I think that's a good point. I think it's a good point
and, my colleague, we have talked about this. Maybe the individual
definition could be a Federal definition, but it also could be a vari-
ant in terms of the States. And I would welcome any expertise that
the committee has in this reference on how we would define that
deadly weapon.

Mr. BARRETT. You agree and you are open to further discussion?
Mr. STEARNS. I am. Yes, sir, I am.
Mr. BARRETT. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman OWENS. How much of a problem do you perceive we

have? Are there a large number of incidents that you have noted
that relate to young people with disabilities?

Mr. STEARNS. Mr. Chairman, this came to us through Clay Coun-
ty, one of the counties in my congressional district. And they feel
it's a very serious problem. I don't have statistics for you today, but
this was brought to our attention and the school system is at a loss
on how to handle cases like this because of the, shall we say, lack
of definition.

So they would like it more spelled out and I think that's all my
amendment does is allow them that capability to make that deci-
sion.

7 1
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Chairman OWENS. There has been quite a bit of discussion aboutthe mislabeling of large numbers of malesblack males, Latinomales, poor white malesand placing them in disability categories
when they really didn't belong there. There were behavior problems
but not special education problems. They really didn't belong in
special education. IDEA was not a suitable place for them but, in
the absence of anything else, schools are labeling them as emotion-
ally disturbed and shunting them into classes for children with dis-abilities.

So we recognize there is a major problem out there. How do you
handle behavior problems? How do you handle disruptive studentswho have problems that are not really covered by this legislation?

We need other ways to come to the aid of schools that have those
kinds of problems. So if you have large numbers of mislabeled
youngsters who are being put into this category, I can see why youwould have a problem.

It's not that children with disabilities are committing crimes orbeing disruptive; it's those mislabeled youngsters, who really don'tbelong in the category in the first place, creating a lot of problems.
But I understand why there would be a great deal of concern.Mr. STEARNS. You are going to a larger question. Are the school
systems properly putting testing in place in the IDEA identification
learning disability programs and are they identifying students cor-
rectly. I agree with you. There is that margin.

Chairman OWENS. But they've dumped a lot of behaviorproblems
Mr. STEARNS. [continuing) into that category
Chairman OWENS. [continuing] who are not under any of theselabels or whatever you want to call them. They don't fit into the

category of children with disabilities.
There is another kind of problem that they need help with but,in the absence of having that help, they have taken the shortcutand put large numbers of youngsters into programs for children

with disabilities that don't belong there.
Mr. STEARNS. I think that's a good point. But, obviously, if thatperson had a weapon or a deadly weapon, the teacher should stillhave the option to be able to
Chairman OWENS. I understand. But I'm goihg to tell you thatthe problem has a peculiar twist that we need to deal with as well.We need to find some way to deal with behavior problems and togive help to schools that have extensive numbers of students with

behavior problems who are not necessarily children with disabil-ities.
We certainly appreciate your being so patient, Congressman.
Mr. STEARNS. Thank you.
Chairman OWENS. Mr. Ballenger.
Mr. BALLENGER. Cliff, I think Bill asked you the question I wasgoing to ask you.
Mr. STEARNS. The definition of deadly weapon?
Mr. BALLENGER. Right.
Mr. STEARNS. And I think that's a good question.
Mr. BALLENGER. Appreciate that. And also while I've got themike I would just like to say that the group of children that camein, young ladies that came in, were from the school that you at-
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tended with me down in North Carolina, North Carolina School for
the Deaf.

Chairman OWENS. Oh, yes.
Mr. BALLENGER. So the gentleman who is doing the sign lan-

guage has a pretty good crowd out there watching him right now.
Chairman OWENS. Well, we would like to welcome you. Thank

you very much, Congressman Stearns.
Mr. STEARNS. Thank you, Chairman.
Chairman OwENs. Our next panel consists of Dr. Paul B. Hous-

ton, Executive Director, American Association of School Adminis-
trators, located in Arlington, Virginia; Mr. David Noble Stockford,
President, National Association of State Directors of Special Edu-
cation, located in Alexandria, Virginia; Mr. Jan Richard Garda,
Principal of Baldwin High School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Gentlemen, we have copies of your written testimony which will
be entered into the record in its entirety. Please feel free to make
any additional comments or to highlight your testimony, if you pre-
fer.

We will proceed with Dr. Houston.
STATEMENTS OF DR. PAUL B. HOUSTON, EXECUTIVE DIREC-

TOR, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRA-
TORS, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA; MR. DAVID NOBLE
STOCKFORD, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
STATE DIRECTORS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION, ALEXANDRIA,
VIRGINIA; AND MR. JAN RICHARD GARDA, PRINCIPAL, BALD-
WIN HIGH SCHOOL, PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA
Mr. HOUSTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a great honor and

pleasure to be able to share some of our thoughts with you this
morning on this very important issue that you are wrestling with.

I should tell you that I guess my remarks need to be taken in
the context of two points. One is that I am a product of the Cabe 11
County Schools of Cabell County, West Virginia. I grew up with
several different labels as I went through the system so I have in-
teresting ideas about what labeling does for people or doesn't do for
them.

I have also had the opportunity to attend and graduate from
some very prestigious universities in this country and to hold some
positions of responsibility in various States and regions in this
country.

So I come at this from a very firm belief in the American dream,
as I suspect most of you share: that this is a country that's allowed
many of us to exceed our roots and go beyond where we may have
started. And we do know that for some of our children that dream
is more difficult to achieve than for others. We know that race, eth-
nic background, language barriers, gender, and disability make it
more difficult for a lot of our children to achieve the dream than,
perhaps, for some others.

So I think that that's a context that's very important for us to
keep in mind as we go through this situation. Also, as I look at the
disabilities issue, of all those groups that have difficulty accessing
the American dream, that's the one group any of us could join at
any moment and I think that's a very powerful thing for all of us
to keep in mind as we work through these issues.
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The other issue is that I've been in this position now for about
three weeks so I come to this job burdened by the history of 17
years in the superintendent seat, most recently in Riverside, Cali-
fornia. It's a district of about 33,000 students. Prior to that, the su-
perintendent in Tucson, Arizona, a district of about 57,000 students
and, prior to that, superintendent in Princeton, New Jersey, a dis-
trict with only about 3,000 students, a very different kind of com-
munity than the other two.

I've also served in North Carolina a couple different times as a
teacher and principal and in a few other States. Superintendents
tend to be sort of well-paid migrant workers in this country.

I come at this from looking at the general population issue, as
well as special education, and trying to balance very difficult, some-
times very acrimonious disputes within that context.

I think that, obviously, it's very good that you're taking a look
at this in this law. It's very timely. The good news, in my opinion,
about American education is, in many ways, it achieved the mis-
sion that was laid out for it back in the 1940s and 1950s in terms
of what we were asked to do as a profession.

We are now trying to rediscover what the new mission is for edu-
cation because the conditions have changed dramatically in this
country from what existed a couple of generations ago.

Likewise, with special education, I think the original mission laid
out in Public Law 94-142 regarding access for students was an ap-
propriate one which I think generally has been achieved. The ques-
tion now becomes what do you do for quality. How do you raise the
quality for these students, for all students, so that you get results
for what's going on? I think looking at this and trying to deal with
this is very appropriate.

We're making several suggestions this morning. I'm not going to
go into all the detail because it is in the written testimony for you
to peruse at your leisure. I'll try to hit the highlights.

We are suggesting that it's probably time for a reexamination of
the whole issue of special education. I don't pretend to have the ex-
pertise to lay that out for you this morning. I suspect after you've
heard a number of panels you would probably be more confused
about the situation than you were when you started the process.
Obviously, there are a lot of very strongly held opinions from a
number of directions of what ought to be done about this.

I think something along the lines that was done with the Chap-
ter 1 commission is an appropriate way of going: including both
those in the profession who know and are close up to it, as well
as people who have more outside perspective, on what could and
should be done, and letting them work together to wrestle through
a lot of these issues and deal with some of these definitional prob-
lems that you're talking about.

While we're doing that, however, there are a nuraber of specific
issues that obviously beg for attention: funding, staff development,
discipline issues, placement, and the adversarial nature of the proc-
ess. They are all things that are ongoing and you're already hear-
ing about that this morning.

We would suggest a couple of things to deal with that. One is to
look at moving from process to product. Just like when you run for
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Congress, that is your process but, hopefully, once you're elected
you are here to do something.

Unfortunately, in special education we often get tied up in the
issue of the process of getting the student placed; once they're
placed we kind of take by faith that somehow the placement will
make sure that the student is successful. I think we need to look
at the whole end product of what we are trying to turn out.

We would like to suggest that you look at this, particularly, some
of the operating rules that are in effect and get in the way. There
is a lot of red tape that goes on in reassessments and reevalua-
tions, and often the thing doesn't really change over time. There
are requirements in the law that you redo this every so often
whether it's needed or not. Some loosening of that may make sense
and needs to be looked at.

I would say the major issue for me, however, is staff develop-
ment. There is a perception, perhaps, that people in education are
reluctant; that professional educators don't want to do the right
thing by kids. My experience in the last 25 years is that this is just
not the fact. People that chose this profession, whether teachers,
school administrators, teachers' aides or whatever, chose it out of
a real sense of idealistic service. It's an opportunity to serve chil-
dren and people want to do the best for children. Sometimes re-
sources get in the way and sometimes our own training and our
own lack of knowledge gets in the way.

As we're dealing with increasingly complex student populations,
that need for training people and supporting them becomes even
more important.

Inclusion. You're going to hear a lot about inclusion. You've al-
ready heard a lot about inclusion. There is a lot of debate about
whether it's good or bad. Ironically, peop:e are arguing both sides
of the argument.

I'm not here to argue the philosophy of inclusion. I think inclu-
sion is appropriate. I think it fits with the American dream that
I was mentioning a while ago. It's important for people to have ac-
cess to whatever they can take advantage of.

The problem with inclusion, from my perspective, is the prepara-
tion for it: making certain that the training is there for people that
are handling the situation; that students can take advantage of the
opportunity once it's laid out. Again, the process of including with-
out the follow-up to make sure that there an; adequate safeguards
or children in a very difficult situation.

A lot of the inclusion argument deals with the most fragile part
of our student population. First of all, we don't know nearly enough
about inclusion to know whether it's a good or bad idea, so we are
suggesting that we look at some pilot programs and some dem-
onstration projects to determine what is possible and how we can
go about best serving those needs. Let's not get caught up too much
in the argument of whether it's a good or bad idea. I think that
the real issue is can we move forward and do the right job for kids.

In fact, Mr. Chairman, there is a school in your home territory
I don't know that it's in your districtin the 15th district in Brook-
lynI think it's P.S. 274, called the Children's Schoolthat's doing
some good things in inclusion. Maybe when you are there, that may
be a place you will want to visit at some point.
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So, we think that there are some good things going on already.There needs to be more. There is a lot more that we don't knowthat we need to learn.
Chairman OWENS. The 15th school district or the 15th congres-sional district?
Mr. HOUSTON. School district 15.
Chairman OWENS. That's not my district. Go ahead.
Mr. HOUSTON. So we would just like to suggest that more dem-onstration projects be allowed.
The discipline issue has already been mentioned this morning.That's a very tough one, particularly for school administrators.

Again, we're not interested in pushing kids out of school. We're notinterested in expelling kids for the sake of getting them out.But we do want to point out that there seems to he a discrepancybetween those laws, the particular Goals 2000, which states thatstudents who commit violent acts should be excluded, and theIDEA law, which seems to make it easy.
I had an interesting situation in my most recent district. We had

a self-proclaimed student advocate who was working with parents
on expulsion procedures, guiding each parent, when the studentwas put up for expulsion, to ask that the student be put througha special education placement process.

Now, in most of the cases those students didn't qualify for specialeducation, but what it did was it delayed the whole process andcreated a tremendous backlog of work for everybody. It was reallya misuse of what I think the law intended initially for protectionof disabled students. So I think we need to look at that issue.You've already heard testimony on that so I won't belabor thepoint. But I think there are some discrepancies that need to beironed out and made easier.
We also need to look at the whole early intervention situation,particularly the over-identification that I think I heard you men-tion a few minutes ago. I think that is a problem and we need tolook at ways we can reduce the labeling of students, not just tosave school districts money but because a lot of kids don't needthose labels and it's not appropriate for them. The ones that doneed them and do need the help certainly should get it, but weneed to look at that whole issue.
I heard some testimony earlier about the issue of money and, asa school superintendent, I don't want to be up here begging for dol-lars, but the reality is that school finance is essentially a zero sumgain for most school districts.
You have a finite number of dollars available to the school dis-trict. If they go to one student in disproportionate numbers, theyare taken from other students. The major battle going on, I think,around a lot of these issues on special education have to do withthe fact that we've pitted people against one another, and I don'tthink that's a particularly healthy way to go as a society and it'snot a healthy way for us to serve children that need service.
The fundamental issue is that there are just not enough dollarsthere. Even back in my days in Princeton we were allocating$80,000 for one child because of the outside placements. That wasmoney taken from the budget that would serve the entire studentpopulation.
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And it's not that those children should not be serve d, but when
you get into a lot of these placement battles that you've heard
about this morning, that's what's going on. So the compromises and
the contentious qualities that this debate carries forward have a lot
to do with the fact that it is a zero sum gain for school districts.
And it's not that people don't want to do right by children, but
there is always a balancing act with very limited resources.

I guess I'm sensitive. I've cut nine school budgets in a row over
the last nine years and so I guess I'm particularly sensitive to that
issue.

We are suggesting several possible steps to ease that. One, I'm
sure, is going to be a little controversial but we hope at least you'll
think about it; that's the notion of looking at an entitlement pro-
gram for this over-spending area where there are major excess
costs involved for outuide placements. That's not a huge portion of
the student population, but it does represent a huge piece of the
problem in terms of funding.

And we think that some sort of an entitlement program might
be appropriate. It would help move the Federal Government to-
wards its original goal of the 40 percent of excess cost. We've
thrown some numbers out here in the written testimony. Obvi-
ously, your staff are much better equipped than we are to come up
with an accurate reading, but we were just trying to do it in terms
of looking at scope.

We've also suggested some possible places where money could be
found or created to pay for that. Our suggestion is we look at those
areas that create handicapping conditions as possible sources for
income around the issues of drugs and alcohol and tobacco.

We also are suggesting there are ways to stretch the current
money by looking at it more flexibly. I've seen with my own eyes
very, very positive activities around the schoolwide Chapter 1 pro-
grams, Title I programs, where there are concentrations of stu-
dents. I think that holds great promise for low-income schools, but
I also think the concept of stretching the special education dollars
across a whole school population where you have concentrations is
also something we should be looking at more seriously.

A great concern of the members of my association is the issue of
Medicaid. That is a source of funds that should be available for
supporting the activities that are very difficult to access. You heard
testimony some time ago by a superintendent in Michigan who I
think testified that they gave away 60 percent of the dollars they
got back from Medicaid just to get at the money.

I think that the fact that people are willing to go for 40 percent
of what's available just to grab that says a lot about the despera-
tion that people feel. There should be a better way of doing it. You
also heard testimony that Missouri has a different way of handling
that.

The whole issue of making Medicaid money more accessible
perhaps having this committee work with Ways and Means to find
ways that school districts can get access to that information so that
it could be made easieris something that we would suggest you
look into.

We are also suggesting that you stretch dollars by looking at the
formula for IDEA and moving into the 99 percent formula. as is
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done with Title I. Currently, it is 75 percent with 25 percent going
to the States. I'm sure the States have a different idea on this than
we do, but if you look at Title I, that seems to work well for Title
I. I think it would put more dollars at the local level, which is
where the children happen to be. This would be a way of providing
limited resources where they are most needed.

Unfortunately, there often is a strong correlation between pov-
erty and the number of the disabling conditions. This calls for look-
ing at some sort of concentration grant idea. There are some school
districts in this country that are adversely impacted by concentra-
tions of poverty needing to serve concentrations of children with
needs.

Some of these are outside the labeling problem because theyhave to do with conditions that are very clearly handicapping or
disabling and not merely somebody over-identifying a student.

We also are suggesting that special education funds be made
more flexible to allow for early intervention programs. In fact, the
Brooklyn program which I mentioned is a primary school program.

We know that early intervention saves dollars in the long run
and if the flexibility is there to do early intervention in ways that
are not currentlyyou know, we're spending an awful lot of time
and money dealing with the problems after they exist, as opposed
to trying to prevent them.

Our last concern, and I'll finish with this, is the debate that
you've just gone through in the last few weeks on the opportunity
to learn standards and the impact for our handicapped and dis-
abled population if we don't look at helping them meet some of
these standards. We're not here to argue whether standards are a
good or bad idea. I suspect my own membership is very torn on
that subject, but that's the law of the land at this point.

The issue becomes how do we make sure that these kids are not
adversely impacted because of these standards; that preparation
and support be given them before they are held accountable for
some of these standards. Raising the bar without helping students
be prepared to jump over it is not really doing them a service.

We may feel good that we've passed higher standards, but if
we've made their chance at the American dream more difficult in
the process, I don't know that we've served them very well.

In summary, we really applaud your efforts at trying to grapple
with what we acknowledge and realize is an extremely difficult and
complex set of issues that you are going to have to try to work
through. if there is any way my association or I can help you in
that process, we would be glad to do that.

I appreciate the opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Paul B. Houston follows:)
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Paul Houston

AASA would like *o thank you, Chairman Owens, for having these

hearings to explore how to improve services to handicapped

students. The original federal law is now twenty years old and

probably needs a thorough review to better fit it to the realities

of public education in the coming century. My name is Paul

Houston, and c am Executive Director of the American Association of

School AdministratJrs, AASA, the professional organization of local

superintendents and other local education leaders.

Until about three weeks ago I was Superintendent of schools in

Riverside, California, a system of about 33,000 students. So I

look at special education from the perspective of a superintendent

interested in the achievement of all children. Superintendents

know that the only way to achieve a goal is to aim the system at

the desired result. Conversely, every system is perfectly

constructed to achieve the results that it now gets.

When 94-142 was enacted in 1975, the goal was access to schools for

handicapped youngsters. Access isn't the major problem anymore, so

tinkering with a law aimed at access won't lead to the new goal of

a quality education for every disabled youngster. Modifying IDEA

to result in good outcomes for kids requires that good outcomes be

made the goal.

Good outcomes are being defined in nearly every state and are the

basis of the standards in Goals 2000 and in HR 6, the

reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

We have a number of recommendations for how to make the new

standards real for disabled children.

First, the delivery of special education must be completely

rethought, much as the Chapter One commission did for compensatory
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education. Those outside the system often see things that those of

us in the system miss, but we oo understand schools, so both sides

are necessary to rethink a process. This joint effort probably

needs at least a year, with another six months for everyone with an

interest to come before this subcommittee and give their views.

From that process should come a consensus. We hope that such a

process is not dominated by the Department of Education. Rather,

the federal government should be an equal partner with other

stakeholders.

While the future is being considered, we must address the principal

problems surrounding special education including funding, staff

development, student discipline, student placement, program

coordination and the adversarial nature of the placement process.

Profound changes must be made if disabled children are to thrive.

We must do two fundamental things to improve services, change the

emphasis from process to results and institute massive high quality

professional development. Changing the emphasis is in part

changing the program operating rules. For example, the

reevaluation of evaluations every three years could be eliminated

for many students or made much more flexible because most

handicapping conditions do not change with time, e.g., deafness.

Similarly, the language about goals in IEPs could be replaced by

using the new standards.

The second fundamental change concerns staff development and is the

ultimate key to shifting from a goal of access to results. We must

replace the concern of professionals, parents and advocates for

process, with a concern for results. Shifting from a program where

success is judged by getting a student into a treatment that is

acceptable to parents, advocacy attorneys and professionals, to a

program focused on learning is not a short haul.

There are, of course, many new staff development needs, perhaps
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none greater than preparing teachers to work with special educators

as more disabled students transition into the general classroom.

There is also a need to assist special educators in working with

the broader population. Also special educators need to know how to

teach collaboratively. These changes are dependent on professional

development.

The drive for greater inclusion has made loca. 'on a more important

issue. As you know, the American Federation of Teachers has come

out very strongly against including students where teachers are not

prepared or there is a lack of adequate support in the classroom.

We feel that the philosophy on inclusion is right. Our major

concern is that it be done thoughtfully with adequate preparation

and support. It is likely that only a small fraction of disabled

students cannot spend at least some part of the day with non

disabled students.

It is difficult to see how we can put medically fragile students in

general classrooms with out massive assistance. But only a tiny

segment of students fit the definition of medically fragile. The

ultimate key to inclusion like most other school improvements is

staff development not to simply include but to include students to

improve results. Moving more students from resource rooms for part

of the day or from specialized settings for part of the day will

not be difficult with adequate support and staff development.

Inclusion will not work unless there is the flexibility we

suggested earlier for special education teachers to work with non

disabled students in the course of the day.

&ASA recommends that a demonstration program be authorized to show

how staff development can make a difference in including disabled

students in the general classroom, and to identify the level of

support needed, over time, to achieve positive results for included

students as well as other students. The purpose of such a

demonstration would not be to show that students can be included.

C)
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We already know that. What is unknown, particularly where there

are concentrations of poverty, is how to make programs such as

Title I and spacial education work together to achieve better

results. For older students, the new school-to-work transition

programs will need fine tuning to adapt to the needs of disabled

students. This is particularly true for the new skill standards

that could become yet another barrier for disabled students and

another source of contentious litigation for school districts.

Dealing with student discipline, has been made difficult by the

rules regarding suspension and expulsion of students with IEPs,

called the stay put provisions. While there should be no rush to

expel, schools should have the right to remove students who bring

weapons on school property or at school-sponsored events. In

direct contraoicticn to IDEA, the gun amendment in Goals 2000

requires schools to have a policy to expel students for one year

for having a gun on campus. This contradiction should be resolved

in IDEA by creating a limited right to remove students who are a

danger to other students and staff.

Tied to the staff development and early intervention is the

tremendous over-identification of minority youngsters in certain

categories, such as emotionally disturbed or learning disabled. We

understand the frustration of teachers with disruptive students,

but labeling can doom students to less rigorous content. In a

perverse way, labeling rewards school districts by providing

additional funding based on the number of students labeled.

Schools need funds to adequately serve students who disrupt classes

without forcing them into narrow categories. This is an area where

special education staff should be able to seiva students without

labels. Since this also tracks poverty closely, this Is yet

another reason for additional flexibility in school-wide projects.

Although it is not fashionable to say, the principal problem

surrounding special education is funding. Inadequate resources to
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serve children is the problem not special education. Many of the

contentious issues spring from compromises made to deal with

chronic under funding. We have six suggestions that when taken

together, will make a massive contribution to easing the shortage

of funds.

First, a step that would give school districts immediate relief is

creation of an entitlement program that would reimburse completely

school districts for spending in excess of 2.5 times the districts

average per pupil expenditures. The reimbursement could be made

annually, as in the school lunch program, so districts could

accurately report actual spending. This would act as secondary

insurance for the few cases of extraordinary costs that cause such

disruption to local budgets.

The extraordinary cost reimbursement would reduce disputes over

placements and treatments that are caused by cost considerations,

and would be a reasonable way for the federal government to meet

its original promise to cover 40 percent of excess costs. All

treatments and placements should be eligible for reimbursement from

the extraordinary costs fund, including private placements.

we could not find a good estimate of extraordinary costs, but based

on experience special education seems to run between 15 and 25

percent of local school budgets. According to the 1993 Digest of

Education Statistics, total spending for public schools in 1992-93

was $226.7 billion. In school year 1990-91 11.57 percent of all

students were in special education, but only 6 percent of those

students were served outside of the local public school district.

Most, but not all, of the extraordinary costs will be related to

serving the six percent of stuuents placed outside the school

district.

Because data are not available from either the Digest of Education

Statistics or The Condition of Education we have tried to estimate
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extraordinary costs. Based on my experience special education costs

run between 15 and 25 percent of local budgets. Total special

education costs to school districts then probably are somewhere

between $33.9 and $56.5 billion. Probably no more than $5-6

billion of those costs are for students who services cost more than

2.5 times the local average PPE, and probably much less.

Under the new budget rules, establishing an entit:'ement requires

paying for it. AASA suggests an additional tax on alcohol and

tobacco, and an annual claim on 20 percent of property and cash

from federal drug seizures, and a two to five cent per gallon tax

on gasoline. Alcohol, tobacco and drugs contribute significantly

to the population of children with preventable disabling

conditions, and a gas tax is possible because it would have little

effect on the economy or the industry. The combination of these

revenues should raise enough money to create the extraordinary

costs fund. We also recommend that the taxes be clearly labeled so

taxpayers would know the purpose of the revenues, we think taxing

the causes of many disabling conditions to pay for extraordinary

costs of serving disabled students will be easily understood and

widely accepted.

A Second step that would stretch funds would be the flexibility to

commingle special education funds in Title I school wide projects,

with the other state and local special education funds and other

federal programs such as Title I, drug education, bilingual

education and staff development. The flexibility to commingle all

other federal funds it contained in HR 6, so adding special

education would simply complete the picture.

Third, the process of claiming reimbursement under Medicaid must ue

made easier. Because filing claims under Medicaid is so cumbersome

few school districts do it, and literally millions of dollars go

unclaimed to reimburse schools for health services delivered every

day in public schools.
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This subcommittee heard from an administrator in Michigan

concerning the presidents health care proposal this winter whose

school district was paying 20 percent of what was recovered under

Medicaid to a consultant who unwound HHS red tape and 40 percent to

the state of Michigan for access to medicaid information. Imagine

schools so desperate for new funds that they would settle for 40

cents on the dollar. On the other hand, the Medicaid director in

Missouri worked with schools and eliminated much of the overhead

and included every school district in the state.

Schools should have access to medicaid information to find eligible

children. This committee should act with the Ways and .deans

Committee to develop easy coordination between state Medicaid

directors and school districts. We recommend that you not put the

state education agencies in this picture, unless the governor and

the school districts can agree on that. The fewer hoops we have to

jump through the better.

Fourth, we suggest that funds could be stretched by changing the

funding formula for IDEA to drive 99 percent of the funds to the

local level as in Title I. Currently, 75 percent of funds are

awarded based on student counts to LEAs and 25 percent is retained

for state use. Many, states pass most of the 25 percent through to

LEAs but not do and they don't do it in a fashion that permits the

predictability of a formula based on student counts. When special

education was just starting the states needed more funds to help

begin programs, that phase is over. Now LEAs need funds to operate

programs.

Following the logic of suggestion four we also suggest that because

there is a close correlation between poverty and students needing

special education, even where there Is no subjective judgement such

as night and hearing, it seems that IDEA needs a concentration

grant factor similar to the concentration grants in Title I. We

suggest establishing a new authorization, exactly modeled on the

9?
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concentration grant language in Title I, equal to at least 10

percent of the authorization for IDEA part B grants to LEAs.

Pressure can then be brought to ii,ear on the appropriations

committees to fund the additional needs found where there are

concentrations of poverty.

A final fund stretcher would be to allow special education funds to

be used for early intervention programs that seek to divert

children from being labeled for special education. Early

intervention is very popular with special educators because it

seeks to nip problems in the bud. Some school districts have cut

their special education enrollment significantly, pleased parents

and children and improved achievement. Early intervention takes

additional staff and considerable staff development, but the short-

term costs are more ttan offset by long-term savings and by student

successes.

These six recommendations that encompass new funding sources,

flexibility and targeting to greatest need should alleviate much of

the funding pressure on special education.

A last thought concerns opportunity to learn standards as they

might be applied to disabled students. We know of your concern

that every student have a real chance to meet the new performance

standards. No one with a knowledge of special education can look

at the current system and feel that students in special education

have a very real chance of meeting or exceeding thm new standards.

We urge you to consider the processes that are critical to a

quality education and ensure that schools have those processes in

place before special education students are judged with new high-

stakes tests. Although there was concern about simply counting

inputs as standards, we look at the BLldridge standards for judging

the critical processes in business and the fact that 22 states are

crafting that logic (not the same standards) for schools, and ask
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why is this so difficult to conceptualize at the federal level?

We applaud your desire to look at IDEA honestly in light of

changing expectations, and we stand ready to help you in any way we

can.
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you. Mr. Stockford.
Mr. STOCKFORD. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of

the subcommittee. My name is David Stockford. I'm the director of
the Division of Special Services in the Maine Department of Edu-
cation and presenciy have the privilege of serving as president of
the National Association of State Directors of Special Education.
We appreciate this opportunity and I'm glad that it's also recog-
nized that it is an association representing professionals in State
education agencies. Our offices are located in Alexandria, Virginia,and I'm :.aatly relieved not to have to defend the Alexandria
School Department, given the earlier testimony.

I think we have a real opportunity here and I want to put my
remarks in the context of looking at the climate of change. You've
also dealt with, I think, an issue of looking at history in special
education and public policy related to that, so I will highlight some
of the remarks that are in our testimony.

We are approaching 20 years experience with Public Law 94-
142. The special education community, I believe, now has an ade-
quate time period, significant learnings, and an historical context
with which to analyze the past performance and to look at the fu-
ture.

You are hearing many issues related to present practices as well
as issues related to our capacity to respond in an appropriate way
to the changing needs of young people throughout our Nation.

I want us for a few minutes to recognize that we believe, and I
think the data demonstrates, that IDEA has made significant
progress toward the purpose for which is was enactedthe access
to educational opportunities and delivery of services to children
and youth with disabilities. We are very proud of the accomplish-
ments over the past 18 years.

Three times the number of children are being served, and we can
discuss the issue of over-representation as part of looking at that
assessment process. The number of special education teachers has
increased nearly 60 percent since the 1976-1977 school year.

We also recognize that there is much that needs to be done: the
whole issue of inclusion of students with disabilities needs to be inthe context of "as appropriate"; the assessment of students'
progress, as was just mentioned, and looking at the performance
standards and making certain that we look at that progress in the
context of peers in regular education; and I don't believe that we
can, in fact, ignore the issue of appropriate funding for special edu-
cation.

The tide in education has turned. The current rhetoric in both
education and political circles touts the need for comprehensive
systemic reform of American education. As the President two
weeks ago signed into law the Goals 2000: Educate America Act,
the level of commitment on the part of this Congress and this ad-
ministration has moved beyond rhetoric and into the realm of real
possibility for change.

It is imperative that special educators take up this banner of re-
form and change. NASDSE believes that it is critical for students
with disabilities to be included in all the activities and efforts out-
lined in Goals 2000. Unless students with disabilities are given the
genuine opportunity to learn, Goals 2000, though well-intended,

Q ,1
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may further the division between, rather than foster the merging
of special education and regular education.

Our new challenge is to make the content of the general edu-
cation curriculum accessible to learners with disabilities. We at
NASDSE are firmly committed to taking up the banner of reform
and change, and yet believe it is imperative to reiterate with the
same firm commitment that the fundamental principles of a free,
appropriate public education must in no way be diluted.

Before the enactment of Public Law 94-142, students with dis-
abilities were not allowed full participation in the educational proc-
ess. The rights and protections of FAPE and other specific proce-
dural safeguards and this whole issue of violence in the schools
needs discussion because I think there are a number of significant
misunderstandings around what present standards exist.

We believe it is necessary to preserve the rights and protections
and, at the same time, insure compatibility with Goals 2000 and
other reform legislation. The connection must be especially strong
between Goals 2000 and IDEA's discretionary programs through
which creative. innovative, instructional, and professional develop-
ment activities are developed and tested. Priority should be given
to projects that develop cooperative service delivery and provide as-
sistance and personnel preparation models which will include both
regular and special education personnel.

With the reauthorization of those discretionary programs, Con-
gress, with the assistance of ourselves and other organizations, can
insure that students with disabilities are full, active participants in
a dynamic, evolving system of integrated education, based on high
expectations, common standards and positive postsecondary re-
sults.

I would like to take a few minutes to look at the historical con-
text and recognize the significant impact in this country of IDEA,
section 504 and, most recently, the Americans With Disabilities
Act. Significant progress is being made.

The discussion that we've had this morning in looking at how, in
fact, we provide discipline for students with disabilities needs to
recognize that this long history includes a number of significant
court decisions. The development of public policy and discussions
must occur within the context of a social and education al policy
that has really become inwoven into the practice of special edu-
cation.

In order to restructure the education system in a way that is
meaningful and produces positive outcomes, students with disabil-
ities must have a genuine opportunity to participate in the full
range of educational activities. A realistic response to this notion,
though, involves an understanding of the special education system
as it currently exists. It is an area where we will benefit from
much examination.

One issue that is significant across the country is the fact that
special education faces a shortage in personnel and the need for
critical examination of the system of comprehensive personnel de-
velopment. School districts across the countryrural, urban, and
othersreport difficulties in recruiting and retaining qualified
teachers, administrators, and related services personnel.

n
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We in special education are involved in a self-examination in
looking at and preparing for this reauthorization. The debate over
categorical versus non-categorical models of service delivery has in-
tensified.

As of late, IDEA emphasizes the identification, and you've al-
ready had a discussion which related to labels. We believe that spe-
cial education should not be viewed as a place, but rather a system
of strategies based on the functional neeus of each child.

NASDSE also proposes moving from a strict categorical eligibility
standard to a system that focuses on service delivery while main-
taining the procedural protections guaranteed under the Act. We
have a real opportunity to improve outcomes for students with dis-
abilities. This can only be done as we collaborate with general edu-
cation.

There are a number of factors which we believe are critical to
looking at this. Statistics gathered under the auspices of the De-
partment of Education indicate that we have a long way to go; that
many States have a drop-out rate for students with disabilities of
over 60 percent. Those students who remain in special education
find themselves increasingly isolated from their peers; further, only
40 percent of youth with disabilities are employed after graduation,
with less than half of them earning the minimum wage.

Only 14 percent of individuals with disabilities so on to some
form of postsecondary education. This is an area which needs im-
mediate attention, particularly when we look at our own definitions
in the categories and that nearly 80 percent of the children in this
Nation in special education should be considering postsecondary
education.

Access needs to move to standards to insure that students with
disabilities have successful learning experiences that will prepare
them for adult living.

NASDSE's definition of special education is a system of options
provided to a student with disabilities to issist the student in
meeting performance standards based on high expectations. To in-
sure the success of each student, that system would include the fol-
lowing as individually appropriate: [1] alternatives and modifica-
tions to the regular education environment. It is imperative that
we look at adaptations to the regular education curriculum. We
need to include instruction in alternative methods as necessary for
full participation in society.

[2] State-of-the-art technology and your efforts here in Congress
to look at and expand opportunities with the continuation of the
system technology grant program. We also need to make certain
that students with disabilities participate in the accountability
standards applied for other students across this country, and yet
we also need to focus on the whole issue of making certain that
support services for students and families meld the inter-agency re-
sponsibilities that exist in most of our communities.

We believe that special education and regular education must
begin to see their mission as a collaborative effcrt that will produce
positive results for all students. All students can.

The key to our success, I think, to which we have much to con-
tribute, is the recognition of the critical role of parents. Parents
must also encourage the unified approach and must be engaged as
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full partners in the educational process and in our discussions of
the reauthorization.

Resources, as has been indicated, must also be used in a more
flexible manner, which would allow us to support the total instruc-
tional efforts of the school. State and local staff must be allowed
the flexibility to exercise a wide range of creative choices while
maintaining all procedural safeguards and the requirements of the
individual education program.

We propose an experimental funding model that would allow the
use of IDEA funds to support the schoolwide projects funded under
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. This would
enable schools to provide supplemental instruction and assist stu-
dents with diverse learning needs.

Allowing collaboration between IDEA and Title I teachers for the
educational growth of the populations served under these two pro-
grams would maximize and expand the use of staff time and exper-
tise, and would move the educational community closer to the ideal
of inclusion.

We subscribe to the philosophy of change and growth expressed
in Goals 2000. We have provided 18 recommendations which we
would ask you to consider. I want to close by thanking the Chair
and the committee and to recognize your vision with the whole
issue that you've stated: there must be fundamental reform. That
reform, across the country, can only occur as you continue this ef-
fort to build consensus.

You've had many experiences with a wide variety of disability
groups and I heard your reference earlier about being caught be-
tween some of those debates. It is imperative that you force those
within the disability community, within special education, and gen-
eral education, to come to you with areas where we can agree. I
believe the testimony that you will hear will support the fact that
there is much more consensus than sometimes our rhetoric would
indicate.

Thank you very, very much.
[The prepared statement of David Noble Stockford follows:]

fl
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David Noble Stockford, NASDSE'President
Director, Division of Special Education

Maine Department of Education

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, the National Association of State

Directors of Special Education (NASDSE) appreciates the opportunity to address you today

regarding the reauthorization of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. NASDSE

is a professional association representing the State agency administrators of education

programs for children and youth with disabilities in the 50 States and federal jurisdictions.

I. A CLIMATE FOR CHANGE

As we move toward the twentieth anniversary of the passage of Public Law 94-142,

the special education community now has both an adequate time period an an historical

contest within which to analyze the past importance and the continued viability of the Act.

NASDSE, believes that the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) has made

significant progress toward the purpose for which it was enacted -- the access to educational

opportunities and delivery of services to children and youth with disabilities. We are proud

of the accomplishments Over the past eighteen years. Three times the number of children

are being served. The number of special education teachers has increased almost 60 percent

between the 1976-77 and the 1990-91 school years. However, there is much yet to he done:

the inclusion of students with disabilities in the regular classroom, as appropriate;

assessment of students' progress along with their peers in regular education; and, adequate

funding for special education programs.

93
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The education "tide" in America has turned. The current rhetoric in both education

and political circles touts the need for comprehensive systemic reform of American

education. As President Clinton two weeks ago signed into law Goals 2900. Educate

America Act, the level of commitment on the part of this Congress arid this Administration

has moved beyond rhetoric and into the realm of real possibility Col change.

In light of the public outcry for education reform, new challenges now present

themselves to all educators and especially to those of us working for quality and equality of

educational opportunity for students with disabilities. Special educators must take up the

banner of reform and change. Failure to do so could condemn students with disabilities to

a segregated, less challenging, and Itss effective system of education. NASDSE believes that

it is critical for students with disabilities to he included in all the activities and efforts

outlined in Goal52_40D. Unless students with disabilities are given the genuine opportunity

to learn, Goals, though well. intended, may further the division between, rather than foster

the merging, of special and regular education. Briefly stated, our new challenge is to make

the content of the general education curriculum accessible to learners with disabilities.

While NASDSE is firmly committed to taking tip the banner of reform and change,

we reiterate with the same firm commitment that the fundamental principles of a "free,

appropriate public education" (FAPE) must in no way be diluted. FAIT is defined in IDEA

regulation as special education and related services which ( I ) arc provided at public

expense, under public supervision and direction, and without charge: (2) meet the standards

it
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of the State educational agency including the requirements of Part B; (c) include preschool,

elementary school, or secondary school education in the state involved; and, (d) are

provided in conformity with an Individualized Education Program which meets the

requirements under 34 C.F.R. §300.340 350.

Before the enactment of P.L. 94-142, students with disabilities were not allowed full

participation in the educational process. P.L. 94-142 provided the rights and protections of

RAPE and other specific procedural safeguards. It is necessary to preserve these rights and

protections and, at the same time, to ensure their compatibility with Goals 2000 and other

reform legislation. The connection must he especially strong between Goals and IDEA's

discretionary programs, through which creative, innovative instructional and professional

development activities are developed and tested. Priority should be given to projects that

develop cooperative service delivery, technical assistance, and personnel preparation models

between regular and special education. With the impending reauthorization of those

discretionary programs, Congress, with the assistance of organizations like ours, can ensure

that students with disabilities are full, active participants in a dynamic, evolving system of

integrated education based on high expectations, common standards. positive

postsecondary results.

.1_ 0
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H. THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT

To understand the current status and the future of special education, it is necessary

to review the history of social policy related to the provision of educational services to

students with disabilities. In the last two decades, we have witnessed a revolution in

promoting, protecting, and advancing the educational rights of persons with disabilities. The

proliferation of social policy has resulted in educational opportunities for individuals who,

twenty years ago, would have been denied access to the public schools. Certainly IDEA and

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act have been of paramount importance in this regard.

In addition to federal policies, states have enacted statutes and regulations to comply

with these federal laws and to create additional protections and processes. Court decisions

have, also, had a major influence on this revolution. It is against this backdrop of extensive

policy, and its accompanying web of increasingly complex case law, that special education

is entering into an era of reform and restructuring. Discussions of the future of special

education must therefore occur within the context of a history of social and educational

policy that has become inextricably woven into practice.

III. OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN

In order to restructure the education system in a way that is meaningful and produces

positive outcomes, students with disabilities must have a genuine opportunity to participate

4
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in the full range of educational activities. However, a realistic response to this notion

involves an understanding of the special education system as it currently exists. That system

has a vast array of configurations, ranging from traditional categorical resource and self-

contained classes and separate schools to schools which fully integrate students with

disabilities.

At the state level, most special education teacher preparation programs,

administration and services remain separate from general education. Some states, however,

are moving toward the administration of special education within the general education

administrative scheme.

Special education also faces a shortage in personnel and the need for a critical

examination of the system of comprehensive personnel development. School districts report

difficulties in recruiting and retaining qualified teachers, administrators, and related services

providers. Efforts to meet the multicultural needs of our students must also be enhanced

through the recruitment of minorities as special educators.

The complexity of a system offering such a wide range of service delivery models and

a rapid turnover of staff, with the attendant differences in philosophy and policy, make the

realities of change and reform all the more challenging. As special education undergoes a

critical self-examination in anticipation of the reauthorization of IDEA. the debate over

categorical versus non-categorical models of service delivery lizB intensified. IDEA currently

c
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emphasizes identification of a specific disability, rather than identification of the individual

child's abilities and program needs. NASDSE'c members believe that special education

should not he viewed as a "place," but rather as a system of strategies based on the

functional needs of each child. The program should not be driven by a label. NASDSE

proposes moving from a strict categorical eligibility standard to a system that focuses on

service delivery, while maintaining the procedural protections guaranteed under the Act.

IV. PRODUCING THE DESIRED OUTCOMES

Once the service delivery system is reconfigured to focus on individual needs rather

than 'labels, the next question to he addressed during this reauthorization of IDEA is

whether or not access to special education has resulted in the desired outcomes. Several

factors point to the fact that access does not equal successful outcomes. Statistics gathered

under the auspices of the Department of Education indicate that many states have a dropout

rate for students with disabilities of over 60 percent. Those students who remain in special

education find themselves increasingly isolated from their peers as they advance into middle

and high school. Further, only 40 percent of youth with disabilities arc employed after

graduation, with less than half of those i Rlividuals earning the minimum wage. Only

fourteen percent of individuals with disabilities go on to sonic form of postsecondary

education.

;
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Emphasis in the special education system should he redirected from using access as

the standard to an assurance that students with disabilities have successful learning

experiences that prepare them for independent adult living. Outcomes resulting from FAPE

must be examined. States should he required to provide the support systems or

opportunities to learn necessary to produce successful outcomes for students with disabilities.

NASDSE's definition of special education is a system of options provided to a student

with disabilities to assist the student in meeting performance standards based on high

expectations. To ensure the success of each student, that system would include the

following, as individually appropriate: (1) alternatives and modifications to the regular

education environment; (2) adaptations to the regular educationcurriculum; (3) instruction

in alternative methods necessary for full participation in society; (4) instructional strategies

and assessments to accommodate identified needs; (5) state-of-the-art technology; (6)

participation in the overall educatioi tl accountability system; (7) and, provision of support

services to students and families in an interagency framework to allow students participation

in the least restrictive environment.

In order to implement this definition, the mindsets of special and regular education

must change. Special education and regular education must begin to see their mission as

a collaborative effort that will produce positive results for all students. Children, disabled

and nondisabled alike, can benefit from participation in an educationally diverse setting that

11)4
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mirrors the diversity of society at large. Parents must also encourage this unified approach

and must be engaged as full partners in the educational process.

Resources must also be used in the most flexible manner possible to support the total

instructional efforts of the schools. State and local staff must be allowed the flexibility to

exercise a wide range of creative choices, while maintaining all procedural safeguards and

the requirements of the Individualized Education Program. NASDSE. proposes an

experimental funding model that would allow the use of IDEA funds to support the

schoolwide projects funded under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

This proposal would enable schools to provide supplemental instructional assistance to

students with diverse learning needs. Allowing collaboration between IDEA and Title I

teachers toward the educational growth of the populations served under these two programs

would maximize and expand the use of staff time and expertise and would move the

educational community closer to the ideal of inclusion.

IV. CONCLUSION

NASDSE subscribes to the philosophy of change and growth expressed in Goals 2000

as a framework for the reauthorization of IDEA. Appended to this testimony are eighteen

recommendations that express some of the concerns and issues of the State Directors of

Special Education regarding the implementation of IDEA. We arc currently in the process

of developing a second set of recommendations specifically analyzing the discretionary

S
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programs within the reform context. We will pass those recommendations on to the

Subcommittee members as soon as they are completed.

We appreciate having had this opportunity to begin our dialogue with you. We

anticipate that, as the process of reauthorization develops, we will continue to communicate

our concerns and proposals for making the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act a

dynamic law that will help to produce educated, employable, and successful citizens.
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APPENDIX

Following are the initial issues developed by the National Association of State Directors of
Special Education (NASDSE) regarding implementation of the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA). The Board of Directors and membership of NASDSE view the
process of identification of issues and development of legislative recommendations as an
evolving process. Therefore, this is just the first in a series of documents that will address
implementation of IDEA.

1. Promote full funding of IDEA, with a specific time line for achieving that goal.

The funding formula in P.L. 94-142 promised that the federal governmert would
provide funds equal to 40% of the average per pupil expenditure times the number
of children being served. This promise has never been fulfilled. Rather than a 40%
funding level, the 1994 appropriation was closer to 8q.

With the passage of Goals 2000, the Administration's centerpiece for systemic reform
of American education, Congress will codify its commitment to provide a quality
education for all students, including students with disabilities. In light of that
commitment, NASDSE feels that this is the appropriate time for Congress to reassess
its funding promise for special education.

The organization supports the concept of the Jeffords Amendment, which would
increase the level of education funding by 1% each year until funding reaches 10%
of the total federal budget We would recommend examination of a similar phase-in
for special education, which would steadily raise the level of federal funding to the
promised 40%. Special educators will find it increasingly difficult to meet the
demands of higher standards and improved outcomes for children without a greater
infusion of federal dollars.

2. Reorganize and simplify parents' rights information and develop more 'user friendly"
formats.

Recent research reaffirms the integral role of families in the teaching and learning
process. It is particularly essential that parents of children with disabilities he
involved. To he full participants in their children's educational program, those
parents must have a clear understanding of their rights under the law.

NASDSE emphasize.; that we fully support retention of requirements for parental
notice currently in the law. Our concern revolves around how those requirements
are operationalized through the existing regulations. Parents should he given the
information they need to make informed decisions about their children's education
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in a format that does not require an attorney to decipher lengthy forms and legal
language. Length and content of forms and information should be streamlined
without encroaching on parental rights. One possible avenue for addressing this
concern might be a collaboration between the Parent Training and Information
Centers and the SEAS.

3. Clarify and strengthen the interconnections between IDEA and other acts relevant
to students with disabilities.

The Americans with Disabilities Act, the Rehabilitation Act, and IDEA should be
examined with the objective of conforming definitions and provisions in the three acts
that address the rights of and delivery of services to students with disabilities. IDEA
should reflect provisions in the Rehab Act that require coordination with IDEA, e.g.,
CSPD. Conflicts in eligibility for services under the various acts should be addressed,
as well as clarification of rights and responsibilities of part'nts and schools
respectively.

NASDSE does not intend, however, to deprive students of protection against
discrimination who, by definition and assessment, may not be entitled to special
education under IDEA. Rather, the organization intends that provisions of the
various acts be clarified to ensure that all rights pertaining are enforced.

4. Federal monitoring and evaluation should focus on program quality and outcomes
for students and compliance with the basic requirements of FAPE.

The education reform movement has placed great emphasis on the development of
performance standards, with accompanying assessments of student outcomes. Special
education advocates have sought to have students with disabilities measured by the
same high standards. NASDSE members have a serious commitment to this concept.
Outcomes must he examined within the context of the provisions of the component \
of FAPE. Therefore, monitoring should focus on the systems used in states to
provide a free appropriate public education.

States should he required to demonstrate that systems necessary to provide FAPE
are in place. A system of reporting outcome measures should also he developed in
concert with stakeholders. Over time the emphasis of federal monitoring should he
on outcomes. Currently. IDEA requires that an annual report to Congress be
developed by the Secretary of Education on the status of the implementation of the
Act. Although the document provides important and useful data, the reader is not
able to ascertain from that data what levels of achievement our students are
reaching. NASDSE would support an amendment to the reporting requirements
placed on the Secretary to include outcome measures in the Annual Report to
Congress.
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5. Require the use of mediation prior to a due process hearing, in order to decrease the
adversarial nature of due process proceedings.

Parents must have easy access to a system that guarantees their children the rights
and protections provided under IDEA. However, in many states when a dispute
arises, the only forum available to parents is a due process hearing. It is possible
that the first time the parties to a dispute actually meet is at that hearing.

NASDSE in no way wishes to inhibit or restrict the right of parents to pursue their
legal rights. However, many of the concerns that result in due process hearings or
court cases could be resolved through less adversarial means. disputes
through a more neutral proceeding could result in more open communication if other
questions arise. Further, requiring mediation as a first step would in no way preclude
parents from pursuing a due process hearing, if they were not satisfied with the
results of the mediation.

6. Review and revise the "highest standard" requirement.

With the current shortage of related services personnel, particularly speech therapists,
the "highest standard" requirement should be revisited. To receive accreditation,
these professionals must meet requirements that more closely folio. + a medical,
rather than educational, model. NASDSE believes that more flexibility is needed in
order to increase the number of available personnel, while, at the same time,
retaining high educational and professional stanuards.

The use of properly trained paraprofessionals must also be part of this discussion.
These individuals can provide vital support to related services personnel, freeing the
professionals' time for direct service to children, as well as providing some hands-on
therapies under close supervision.

7. Replace the lengthy local IDEA application with a list of assurances.

Section 1414 should he amended to allow a simplified local application procedure.
When P.L. 94-142 was first enacted, a detailed application procedure was necessary
to ensure that states developed programs that met the goals of the Act. However,
since the Act has been in effect for many years and programs are well-establishe,'
a less cumbersome procedure would suffice.

As an alternative, LEAs might he required to provide assurances and to identify in
a simple format how funds would he used to assist eligible students. At the end of
the fiscal year, districts would provide an accounting of expenditure of funds. This
would reduce the paperwork load considerably at the local, state, and federal levels.

I2
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Develop an experimental model allowing states flexibility in meeting the intent of
IDEA, while preserving rights and protections accorded under the Act.

The current push for education reform must include special education (see #1 and
#4 above). However, for special education to be a full participant in the reform
process, state and local staff must be allowed the flexibility to exercise a wide range
of creative choices. NASDSE cannot emphasize strongly enough that, while
designing a creative program that will meet the needs of individual students and
improve those students' educational outcomes, all procedural safeguards provided in
IDEA must be maintained, including all IEP requirements. This experimental model
would include an exploration r,f flexible funding mechanisms, again maintaining
procedural safeguards and maintenance of effort provisions. In line with flexibility
in the statute, there would also need to be regulatory flexibility.

As an example of what might be accomplished through this process, NASDSE has
proposed that IDEA funds be used to support the Schoolwide Projects under Chapter
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Current law prohibits the use of
IDEA funds, while allowing the use of funds from other federal programs in
schoolwide projects. This proposal would enable schools to provide supplemental
instructional assistance to students with diverse learning needs -- students with mild
to moderat, disabilities and those students economically and educationally
disadvantaged. Research has shown that these two groups of students can benefit
from the same teaching techniques and learning environments. Therefore, allowing
both IDEA and Chapter 1 teachers to collaborate in the educational growth of these
populations will maximize and expand the use of staff time and expertise.

This model would also move the educational community closer to the ideal of
inclusion. Children with disabilities would be taught alongside their "non-disabled"
peers, while the latter would be equally enriched by the experience. Since the two
populations mentioned have similar educational needs, segregation of the students
with disabilities can serve no positive purpose.

The proposal cited is just one of many alternative schemes that might emerge were
SEAs and LEAs allowed the flexibility to explore the array of possibilities. To
reiterate, special ^ducation will not he a full partner in educational reform if the
community is unwilling to undergo a critical self-examination of the kind described.

y. Reexamine the three-year reevaluation process for its cost-effectiveness and
usefulness in providing service to the child.

While studies show that staff believe the three-year reevaluation to be of value, the
type of evaluation conducted is under scrutiny. The justification given most often for
reevaluation is the need to review whether the student is still in need of special

1 I
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education services and, if so, whether different accommodations are necessary which
would alter the original plan developed by the evaluation team.

Language in the Act should reflect that the reevaluation process is not required to
be a repeat of the initial evaluation, but rather a review of the appropriateness of
programs and services and a determination of the student's progress under those
programs and services. The evaluation process should be designed to provide useful
information on a ongoing basis, so that adjustments in the student's program can be
made as needs are identified. The review process must be rigorous enough to
identify the need for in-depth diagnostic assessment if the situation warrants and to
ensure that appropriate services are provided.

10. Merge the Chapter 1 Handicapped program (P.L. 89-313) into IDEA.

Although some states use a large portion of their 89-313 funds for specialized
services, administrative time and dollars would be saved by having a single funding
source for supplementary services for children with disabilities.

The NASDSE Board of Directors supports the following proposal to merge the
Chapter 1 Handicapped program into IDEA: 30% of the FY 1993 appropriation for
the Chapter I Handicapped program would be added to the Part H appropriation
for Fiscal Years 1994-1996. Part H lead agencies would receive the amount awarded
to the state in FY 1993 for children under three in the Chapter 1 Handicapped
program. The remaining Part H funds would be distributed in accordance with the
existing Part H formula. Beginning with FY 1994, all infants and toddlers with
disabilities would he counted on the IDEA Part H child count. The Chapter 1 child
count would he eliminated. At the state's discretion, these funds could be utilized
in accordance with the Part H regulations. If such an option is selected, the Chapter
1 regulations would not apply. For FY 1997 and beyond, all Part 1-1 funds would he
distributed according to the current Part H formula.

11. Refine the definition of assistive technology and develop a shared funding model
among agencies and programs, e.g., Medicaid/HHS, for provision of assistive
technology.

The definition of assistive technology needs clarification regarding what constitutes
"personal devices." who owns the equipment, what qualifies as "need," and who is
responsible for funding. For example, when a child transitions from Part II to Part
13 and beyond, the assistive technology device should move with the child. There is
also a concern that the typical IEP team may not be qualified to make decisions
regarding expensive technology. A possible solution might be a district or regional
team with particular expertise in assistive devices.

14
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Education agencies are currently being asked to assume financial responsibility for
provision of costly assistive devices, even though the use of and need for these
devices are not solely educational. Other agencies may avoid their financial
responsibilities if the education agency continues to assume these costs. A funding
model should be developed whereby agencies share these costs. Such a model must
be carefully crafted to prevent children from losing benefits currently provided or
from not receiving needed benefits due to interagency conflicts over funding.

12. Give priority to projects funded with discretionary monies that develop cooperative
service delivery, technical assistance, and personnel preparation models between
regular and special education.

Special education must ensure that it is at the table now and as the efforts to reform
American education progress. If special education professionals do not assert
themselves, our students will continue to be segregated and will not benefit from the
exciting changes that are developing. Therefore, the Department of Education,
through its discretionary grant projects, should seize every opportunity to foster links
and remove the barriers between regular and special education. We cannot expect
the regular education community to believe we are serious about reform unless there
is tangible evidence in the form of solid data to support inclusion of students with
disabilities. The discretionary grant programs are an excellent starting point.

13. Replace the child count funding mechanism with a distribution system based on
percentage of student population.

The child count mechanism was developed at a time when data were not available
to accurately estimate the number of students in need of special education services.
People in the field argue that this funding approach encourages labeling, in essence
creating a bounty system for securing added dollars.

NASDSE supports the move toward a neutral funding system that is based on more
stable data, such as a flat percentage of total student enrollment or census count.
These measures are less subject to manipulation and would deemphasize categorical
classification.

14. Develop a loan forgiveness program for students training in related services who
complete a number of years of service in public education upon graduation.

As was stated earlier (See #6 above) the shortage in related services personnel,
including speech pathologists and occupational and physical therapists, must be
addressed. Concerns center around recruitment of new students,as well as retention
of those already in the field.

1
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Many students are unaware of these professions as career options. Those same
students are struggling to meet rising tuition costs. Through a loan forgiveness
program, special education would develop a corps of new personnel, and students
would be assured of employment upon graduation. The federal government has used
this incentive system successfully in the past to attract teachers to public education.
Loan forgiveness, in concert with other changes in training and certification, would
help alleviate the current shortages.

15. Amend the 'general supervision' provision to require that other agencies, e.g., Health
and Human Services, perform and provide payment for medically related services,
while conforming to the procedural safeguards required under IDEA,

In states lacking effective interagency agreements, the education agency finds itself
bearing the responsibility for performance of and payment for related services. A
statutory framework sliould be developed similar to the Part H model, requiring
interagency participation and collaboration.

The law should clearly reflect interagency responsibility for both the provision and
cost of special education and related services. Education, health, and social services

are all suffering financial restraints. Shared responsibility would utilize expertise
available in other agencies, spread the costs and personnel demands across agencies,
and should ultimately result in a seamless system of wrap-around services for all
students with disabilities.

16. Eliminate eligibility labels, placing emphasis instead on the student's individual
needs.

Federal law emphasizes identification of a specific disability, rather than
identification of the individual child's abilities and program needs. Special education
should not be viewed as a "place," but rather as a system of strategies based on the
functional needs of the child. It is essential that educators have a clear
understanding of the various disability configurations; however, the disability label
should not drive the program.

NASDSE would like to move from a strict categorical eligibility standard. The law
should focus on the delivery of services necessary to meet each child's particular
challenges, while ensuring that the procedural protections provided under IDEA are
maintained.

17. Clarify "maintenance of effort" and 'non-supplanting" concepts as they relate to
small school districts.

Small school districts have., in some cases, found it difficult to apply the non-
supplanting requirements. In reviewing OSEP policy letters, it appears that the terms

16
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"non-supplanting" and "maintenance of effort" are used synonymously. However, in
small school districts, the two may describe unique concepts. In fact, it is possible
that small districts may comply with the non-supplanting requirement and still fail to
maintain effort.

Allowing flexibility in these regulations would support the Department's interest in
moving toward an outcomes-focused monitoring system. Emphasis should be placed
on maintenance of quality and continuity in programming, rather than just examining
the cost of services. In some instances basing maintenance of effort on an average
of several previous years might alleviate this problem. In other cases, a
programmatic variable will be necessary.

18. Include a utilization component in research projects funded with discretionary
monies.

Many excellent research projects are funded each year by the Department of
Education. However, people in the field are frustrated by the fact that it is difficult
to practically access and apply the results of the research. Therefore, each project
should be required to include strategies for access to and use of the inform: tion by
policymal:ers, teachers, and administrators, with the primary focus on how that
information can be used to improve outcomes for students.

17
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you. Maybe you agree with Mr. Hous-
ton's idea of appointing a commission. We'll talk more about that
later.

We are going to have to recess now to vote. We will recess for
about 10 minutes. I don't want to interrupt Mr. Garda's statement
so we will begin with his statement when we return.

Mr. GARDA. That's fine.
[Recess.]
Chairman OWENS. I want to thank you for waiting, Mr. Garda.
Mr. GARDA. Thank you.
Chairman OWENS. Please proceed.
Mr. GARDA. My esteemed colleague, Mr. Stockford, asked me at

the break what group I represented. I represent the "Voices from
Within." We're at the receiving end of everything I've heard in this
room today. I guess you would call that the point of contact where
the rubber hits the road.

I'm not here today to talk to you about figures and statistics. I'm
going to talk to you about emotions and feelings and concerns, be-
cause it's our job as a building principal to make sure that the
quality that everyone has been talking about and those rules, regu-
lations, codes, whatever title you want to put on them, get applied
and actually show up in resources for children.

The first one I had on my agenda for today is kind of the extreme
of what the Honorable Mr. Rose was talking about. About a week
ago I had a parent in my office who had asked for a meeting. She
came in and was sitting there and wanted to talk to me about plac-
ing her child because she was convinced that he was Attention Def-
icit Disorder.

She reached on into her pack and pulled out a paperback from
Walden Book Store. She proceeded to talk to me from highlighted
sections of this paperback.

When we started to talk about the needs of her child and to real-
ly get down to what her concerns were about him, she told me that
she had gone to her medical doctor because her child was giving
her problems at home and seemed to be acting out, had a lot of en-
ergy and couldn't focus. She had decided, from reading this paper-. back, that he was an Attention Deficit Disorder child and was kick-
ing in the process for us to start looking at that.

That's an extreme from the Honorable Mr. Rose's case where
there was good, solid, medical definition, diagnosis and information
to back up a request for the need of a child. That sounds like an
innocuous meeting, but that meeting led to several other meetings
that require eligibility and so forth and so on. All of that represents
time cost and drain.

We were able to meet the needs of this parent's child without
using the "label" of learning disability because it was a milder form
of dysfunction which we were able to handle under our existing
programs.

But you have two sides to that coin. You have the one side that
says we have some definitely documented needs and the other side
that thought they had documented needs, and can come at the sys-
tem very heavily. Fortunately, this parent was very accommodat-
ing. She listened, agreed, was part of the process and was happy
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with the result. But you can have the other side of that, that I'll
get to.

Discipline. You are asking building principals to have schools of
zero tolerance for racial situations, zero tolerance for aggressive be-
haviors, all of which have been on the increase. You say keep drugs
out of schools, you say keep weapons out of schools. At times when
we go to hearings we send a very definite message of dual stand-
ards.

I don't have the answer to that. I can only give you some frus-
trating examples. Ir some cases when the problem is a direct result
of the child's disability, I have no problem making accommodations
for that child. Other cases are not so simple. For example, a stu-
dent with a learning disability takes a hit of a joint outside the
school and gets caught.

I take him and a regular education student to the board at the
same time. The regular education student gets suspended for the
remainder of the school year; the student with the learning disabil-
ity has to be returned because I cannot exceed 15 days.

Everyone talks about alternative programs for discipline. Alter-
native programs cost moneyin Allegheny County, $6,000 to
$7,000 per student, if you're going to join a consortium. I am a PD
liaison from Allegheny County for IU-3 to the Department of Edu-
cation. They talk alternatives. Don Carroll says form alternatives
programs for discipline.

But the bottom line is there is no money in the State pipeline
for alternative programs for discipline and I don't know where you
are going to go with the IDEA reauthorization.

You ask us to do commonsense things but, at the same time, we
ask where are we going to get the resources t-, do that? I am very
fortunate because I come from a district that has a sound financial
base; we have resources.

I have fellow principals who have to use the Robin Hood theory
rob from the rich to give to the poor; move it from this category
to that category, much like the gentleman was talking about; take
it from a regular education program or even some of the special
education programs. You just move the money around. So some-
body suffers when we get into those kinds of issues.

I was building principal where we asked to be the first high
school to have a total program in special educationit's now called
life supportwhich included, trainable, mentally handicapped chil-
dren. We asked to have this program. At that time it was called
mainstreaming, now it's inclusion. We asked to have those children
in our building.

I had a situation where an advocate would not listen to the needs
of the child or the needs of the parent and decided that this child,
against the wishes of everyone, would be mainstreamed in certain
kinds of activities.

One of those activities, against my advice and against the wishes
of the parents, was that each morning the children would eater the
building through the foyer. The mother said very clearly, "My child
won't handle that. When he gets nervous he does strange things.
Please don't do that."

The advocate said, "We want everybody to be included, everybody
to feel like they're not different."

1
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Skipping to the chase, one morning I was called to that foyer and
that poor child was found in the men's room exposing himself as
a response to that kind of stimuli.

We, of course, took care of that immediately by assigning an aide
to stand next to that child every time he came into the building.

That wasn't child-needs driven; that was advocate-driven. Not all
advocates are like that. In this particular case, the advocate would
not listen to the needs of the child.

.I had a situation where the district identified, through early
intervention, took care of the medical situation of a minority stu-
dent identified through early intervention. We followed along,
tracked the child, provided support services, and provided thera-
peutic services.

I'm hedging. I'm not going to give you much more information be-
cause some of this might involve litigation. After all was said and
done, we were beat up over one piece of paper. It's called a service
agreement. This wasn't clear to us at the time because the Act
came out in 1991.

Because we cared about this child we provided for the needs of
this child. This may cost our district thousands of dollars in attor-
neys' fees because of a piece of paper, not because we didn't comply
with the needs of this child. That's not my style and that's not the
district's style, and I don't believe that's any principal's style.

I keep coming back to the needs of students. I think that the sys-
tem needs to be needs-driven, not process-driven. What is the need
of the child? What does he need to be successful in that school
building? What can the school district, the parent, the advocates,
the psychologists, and the social workers do to be realistic about ac-
quiring the financial support to meet them, and be realistic about
the timelines needed to ensure a positive school experience?

One district may want to meet these needs immediately; wants
to supply that resource, and can meet it immediately. Another dis-
trict may have no money at all and may need to put it in next
year's budget.

But that's not what the rule says. The rule says that you must
comply within X amount of days. That totally straps budgets. My
colleague to the right of me alluded to that.

Let's not paint pictures of principals and educators as being
uncaring people who don't care about the needs of kids. We're not
naive. We do understand the need for regulations, the need for the
law, and the need for the IDEA to be reauthorized.

We do not hesitate to use extraordinary means to handle the
needs of kids. But, at the bottom line of all that, is that whatever
you write or whatever the State writes, there is a little paragraph
that always says, "The principal will be responsible for the imple-
mentation."

I take that responsibility very seriously. At times I get incensed
and I get angry that I can be beat up in Federal and State courts
and by the Office of Human Relations for trying to do what I feel
in my heart is good for children.

It bothers me to have a law that says no matter what you do,
you're in violation of this code. It has bothered me for years. I've
been in education since 1969. I've been a teacher, a counselor. I'm
on the mental health board in my local municipality.
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I am by no means a law writer, but I say to you that you should
think of what I've said this morning about putting into this reau-
thorization so ne opportunities for good faith compliance, some op-
portunities where people can talk about kids without one group
being able to go straight from an initial meeting to an advocate, to
an attorney, and into the courts. This ties up enormous amounts
of dollars that are needed at the point of contact with kids. It is
being spent on experts, attorneys, and my time, guidance counselor
time.

I could tell you of hearings where there were 14 people from the
school district on one side of the tableteachers, counselors, social
workers, administrators, attorneys, and I can go on, all at an hour-
ly rate.

It took me out of my building where I should be working to make
the Goals 2000 come alive. Now, if that happens frequently, guess
what? Somebody loses. Somebody pays.

I'm being very brief because you've heard a lot. I have some sug-
gestions for you. Go back to what your original focus was. When
you are drafting your reauthorization, I hope my words will ring
in your ear: What are the needs of the kids? What are the best
ways to put people together to talk about the needs so that the sit-
uation that the gentleman spoke about this morning doesn't hap-
pen?

I'm not placing blame on Alexandria, Virginia. I don't know what
they've done in this situation. To do that would be inappropriate.

What I think you can hear is confrontation and anger where
there should be caring and cooperation. Make the law consumer-
driven. Listen to the voices from within. Talk to parents, talk to
principals, talk to teachers. Make sure it's consumer-driven, not
just group-driven.

I really suggest that when you send your Federal money to the
States that you require a sign-off from local educational agencies
and school districts. Make sure we have some input into the State
plans.

Have flexible timelines. Don't be so rigid, especially if we can
show we're going to meet this need, but maybe not tomorrow, and
we make a good faith effort to comply. Right now, if you are not
within that 10-day timeline, you can automatically be found in vio-
lation of the statute and be taken to court; attorneys' fees can be
awarded.

I am not here to do attorney-bashing or advocate-bashing. Heav-
en knows the media does all that. There are good and bad on both
sides. All I'm saying is don't create gaps and holes in your reau-
thorization so that in five or six years, we are all sitting back here
again saying the same things about the same issues and the same
concerns.

What is getting ground up in the middle is that we haven't fo-
cused the resources at the point of contact in the classroom to help
children. I would hope that when you are doing the reauthoriza-
tion, you don't put yourself in that situation again.

I would like to thank Congressman Good ling and Congressman
Santorum for giving me the opportunity to come in here and vent
on you. If I sound angry, I'm sorry; I'm not. I came here today be-
cause I wanted you to understand that the educational system in
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this country is not in total collapse. There are caring people work-
ing with children. We just need for you and the people at the State
level to sit down and focus things back where they belongat the
point of contact with kids.

I have a little plaque in my office which has a long quote, but
I thought I would share with you the last two lines because I'm
kind of giving you a hint here. "When the best leader's work is
done, the people say they did it themselves."

Thank you for the time and thank you for allowing me to address
you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Garda follows:]
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Conyht44men:

My name tc Jan Pi.chand Ganda. My ohy4teat ;me-tenet ci.e, a 4.1.htng-
44nt bah.eacny phmetpat phovtde hejavenat4oh to the "VoLat-4
4hom tathkh" that I heyhe4ent. The vo4a4.4 aht the phtmetpatc 4hom
oven. 40 dtdtA-1.0.A.4 4whhoumdLng Attv.yhtmy County. t am autzhantly the
phiitetpat o4 Satcitokn H.Lgh School. Butdwtn .14 a aubenban high
4Choot w.l.th a poputattom o4 1,600 4,tudent4. In my hatt.4 ant ovei.
300 cpectat 4tudent4 being 4ehvtaed eiy the IDEA, ADA, 504 and the
given ft4ght to an tdmeatton.

On Aph44 1, 1194, I wan ached by Congneezman Santonum to 4ha1.t my
bachghound in the admtnt4thatZom 04 thttt 4choot d4.4thket4, my
t.vzh6.ahee4 wkth 4pee4at phognam4, my tenant 0-4. Litt phtnetpat.4
ttat4on 40h the Atte5herty ItitehmtsiZate Orat to the VepaActment o4
education, my tut-Wanes baehyhound, my wink on a local Mtntal.
Health-Mentat Retsvulat-Lon Boazd, my membe4.444 in thtEZettlthet in
Adm4n4,4thatton Metwohh, and my pa/cent-I-my. I L44t the above to
actabt44h a mentat image 04 my ahedent4atc.

Comght44men, I tv.4.4h to 4haht a vtcton o4 how youh teg.i.4tatton
Lispact4 ehtt.dhen at the point o4 contact tn the 040-44hoom.
Donyhe44mtn, the. he4utt4 04 youn good thtentton4 and moncy ahc
evaluated da.&ty by buttd.eng phtmetPmt4. Omh nubn.Lc. 4-6 4416PLt Ake,
we doZny what*4 bent 4oh alt chttdhent

COngke44men, the 4ottowtng 04vcrt4 meet( to be ateanty ctatcd:

Ph-Lnal.pat4 0.442, pntneipat4 Ooh. att. chtttlzen.

8e4ohe thane wt.ee aet4, taw4, mandatt4, ecetton4, and
gu.i.dettne4; thane watt amhtny and comm4tted cdaeatoh4
4ehvteeing Apeetat chadhen.

P14net.pat4 ant not matve. We htat4zettyt4tatton wtGt atway4
bz htec44azy to avoid alms4e4.

Speaking hel.e4y, money atone wttt not aotve the conceie& 4nom
the vOic.t4.

Phtme4pat4 do not deny the need to phovtdt. ca.thmohdtmahy
4uppoht 401. 4pc.e.4,at Gfat<64m.
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Conteaey to the media btitz, Ameeican Pubtic 4thoot4 are not
in total tottap4e.

Without a doubt, in the sine want U wilt 4ay "The peintipat
14 4e4pon4ibte 4oa the .implementation."

It .4.6 now time to tat to the cha4e. Every time you enact a taw you
impact me and my 4ta44. Speciiicatty IDEA, ADA, and 504 eevi.41on4
have begun to eeodt my ability to uni4oematty attocate time, money,
6ta44, and energy to 4eeve thitdetn. Since 1990 you have added:

A esOom o4 41ve. (5) auti4tic thitden +moo-ine a teaches, an
aide, a vaeiety o4 4appont 44envite4 at an appeoeimtc coot o4
$60-70,000 annually pee .400M. Th.41.4 4.6 an up 4eont coot to the
di4teitt and my building budget. Compliance 4.4 immediate.

844Lia:4-njudted thAtd,nen inom a can accident mite.r a dance woutd
ii.C.11.4 a meta boa a opeciatized teacher, aide, and -support
4t4V.i.CM.!. Mena. would be unbmdgeted co6t4 needed up 4eomt.

Attention De4itient 04.6oedee chitd.k.en have become the
taege4t/40.6te4t vowing popmtation. chitd can be.
Labeled ADHD 04 ADD by a on,tuate. phy4tcZan without an
educaton..4 input. I. necentty had a meet4414 with a panent.
The mothee decided WI. -bolt WM4 ADD a4.tee 'Leading a paperback
pmecha4ed at Watden'4 Book Stoat. she went to the doctor and
convinced him o4 the 4golotom4. 71724 welt-intentioned parent
veebatty beat me up to a meeting (white peeing ooze hen
hightighted papeebach). The4e thitdeem have atway6 e-toted.
They were 4e-exited undee teccening emppoet and with common
oenbe behavior mod4Zeatton.

Rehab coanoetLng, 4ociatwonh oenvice4, patent coun4eting, and
eecetationat 4e4144.414 RAZ eeominc. admini4teative time to
enbmee people attend 46.om oatoide 4tA.V.LCA4.

Tean4ition plane MCLAt be compteted 406. everyone o4 16 yeae4 o4
age oe older. Out-side agenciea ant. not mandated to attend.
The total ne4pon4tbittt! 4M4t4 on my 4ta44 and my
admini6teat.oe.6.

A6644ted technology mu,-t be ietweed, tean4poeted, coo4dinoted,
and the e.h-ttd tnatned to the mbo. at no coot to the parent.
04ten time4 it may take up to a yeah to detmne a (Levitt-

By thl4 po.int you may be. thinh,Lng - 40 what! I4n't that what you
get paid to do? Conge464men, there to teamendou4 monetaey
(nvotvement and -school e-timate coot to buttdkng imptementation. I

want to eemind you o4 my own and Baldwin Whitehatt'd commitment to
meet the meed6 o4 alt thitdeen including 4peciat chitdeen. But to
pee-tend teg4.6tation ha4 not added 4kgnt4teant under-ianded dtatn4
on atecady depleted total education 4um46 would be 45/Z719.
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14 4tdenat and elate govetnment.d conttnme to enact mrquad...4
tegiota,24on, you wttt conttnu.e. to dntvc atAcady d4.4tAn4oed
dtotAtat4 deepen an debt, 444catty -...angtnat dehootd to become
diAtne.aded, ail 4 4tdeatty .sound Achootd to become ma,c4inat. I am
4ontunate to be emptoyed at a dints -tat with a ht4toey o4 46UA4
41.4cat management, monetaey v444on, and a 4tabta tax, ba4e. Some o4
my iettow peincipat4 ana toying to comply with durtndttng 4und4 and
Ata44.

We etpaatenee:

A m4xed meooage o4 a otagnant 25% 4edanat 4undkng Levet 40A
IDEA.

The .state pa44e4 on only 75% o4 the 4und4 Lt 4CCA.Z.Ve..4
and conttnae4 to cap the Penndytvanta State Smdget at 6111
mkt/ton dottaeo.

Dtzt,L.t.etd tine. Ctainton have been dntven into banhamptag by
opeciat education 4undtng 4oAmata. changed - ...smoke and
mtnno,Ld'. How you have 1.3 mitttom - Now you. don't:

Thane al, no guanantez o6 4undtng inom attheA 4oaAce
14tat¢ on 4tdCkta).

Funding 44 unpxedtetabta and tats. in anntvtng. Local
dkotetcto axe Aeoponotbte to .implement on. 'yet beat-ap by
advocated on thctn atton.mcyd.

congxeoomen, 'tetchte down' 44 not °meg an economic thaony.
Vntnetpatz fm4t enengtze 4ta.444, Ae-engtnee4 monetaAy A.E60144CCA
(tahe PLOM otheA buttding paoynamo), ochedate ttme, tAatn ota444,
commit A.00M8, commit enommomd amount). o4 ttme, and age naptilty .inthe name o4 compttance. Oven. 25% o4 my mdmkntdtnattve. day may beopent managing IDEA.

I have attempted to pnovtde yoa w4th a men-tat picture o4 eantng
edacatoto tAy.i.mg to comply with an even tnaneao4ng 4444 04 .state
and 4edetat mandated with 40.64 &tole, te44 4ta44, and te.44 monev.
On top o4 evanythtng mentioned, youx ttgato.ttom ha4 deataxed -
OPEN SEASON ON SCHOOL?

I am going to ohate patent, advocate, and attonney abmde4 04 IDEA.Ltoten 4oA a momamt, you can hear the ooundo o4 a baLtd4ng
pAtncipat end on 4choot oyotem betng a44autte4 an 40011. count on.
comm444Lon oven tee/LA-teat 4nteApnetattomo o4 IDEA. 8e.cau4e o4cmtnent tttgatton, I witA not 44ent.2.41, the ontgtn o4 the4cema1t04. Contacted pAtvatety, I w4tt pnovtde the dovvrentat2on.
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SCEYARIO_1

An advocate in4i4ted a 4choot dihtnict add m window to a. ata44400m.

The. tG., had been detected by the. TAW cdmectionat 4pkeiati4t. The
Windo. .vatd &equine mmion comettaction co4t4 to in4tatt in the

extttiot watt.

SCENARIO I1

A ti4e 4uppott 4tadent (THnj 44 iotacd to attend a tocat high
4choot M4 a tthutt 04 a eta44 attion 4ait that at04e4/ the 4aPPott

centet4. The patent had openly teptc.44e4 ken pte4etenee 4ot the
eentet becaaht o4 the ehitd'h tack 04 impatht conttot. Seema4e o4
40teed inetahion, the ahitd.4 LE tetatted him to wait 4on 4choot
to htant in the doyen.. The ehitd was 40and ma4tunbattng in 44ont
o4 other 4tudent4 in the men'4 'Loom.

SCENARIO III

A 4choot diztt.'et unitatetatty ahhihted in tht diagno4i4 oi a
minotity 4tadent'4 medicat pnoblem tatty in the chitd.4 dihttict
expttience. Beemee.oe o4 a technicat (Papet) viotation 04 IDEA/ADA,
the htudtnth'h paten t4 (Lc-gaited an attotney. The, diotniet had
atttady committed thou4andh o4 dottath to ptovideatt the ntethhaty
happott. The diattict may be hetd ltabte 4on 4ea4 in the. testa *4
&hs. hand 04 dotta,4

SCENARIO IV

Dihttieth ate hued in court 4ot non-comptianee o4 the 10 day tate
with seed being awatded to attotney4. Dt4ttict4 have incanted
thoahandh 04 dotty th o4 expamhtoven tteknicat comptiance dihpateh.

ICINARIO V

A learning 4uppoAt 4tudent and a ntgatme education. 4tadent ate both
bound in the, pohhehhton o4 a conttotted 404tance. loth 4tudent4
are given a boatd heating undet thole. diAttict4 drug and atcohot
poticith. Tht negatan edatation 4tadtnt Le 4u4pended the
temaindet 04 the 4eme4ttt (45 day4). Under. IDEA, tht ttatming
Auppwa htmdent may onty be 4u4pended fat a_totat 04 15 40.44. The
only 4icOU.4.4.2. 4.4 to appeal to a 4.detat judge. What L4 the me44agt
4ent7 Dihtniath mw4t ptove the ehitd'4 action4 axe to the &teat
o4 hk4 dt4mbittty. Knowledgeable patent4 have mkteamented
de.hetved conheciatnel4 dot thti.t childten by abahiny the act. Att
dating a time whin ptincipat4 ate asked to make 4choot4 4a4e..
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COng%entmen, the "voteet-4nom-wttht-n" ane ahouttng 4ot tegtttaton6
to enact tept-6Cattom k-hat "attowa ion good 4atth compliance." )Jot

andet-iunded tegtttatton that Lt cneattng a 40num 4on PntesetPat6
and battd-i-n9 4ta446 to be beat-up tn 4adenat eoukt, -state cowst,
the Nitta 04 Ctvll Rtght, and the Human RetationA COMM.L4-0.Z.OR 000.4
att.-pit/sing non-compliance 4-664se.6. Congnetamen, you (1_,&
the cnengy and wilt o4 4Zttng-ttne cducatont.

'he tegittatton hae, imadvententty ateated a alimate o4:

IDEA i.6 betng 6tnanced and tmottmented at a colt to negatas
education chi-Ed:ten.

It'h 0.a.4iet to &Ott oven and -.succumb to advoamte-6
6cdtnecting the coat 4nom negates% pnognamt.

4doocdtet, paA.C.M.4..4, and th1.41A attonneyt can Otte in
4edenae count, -tote count, and the commtbtont. Where in the

town.t?

the "potcaa-4nom-within' are auggeattng you coattden tome o4 the
4ofto,:ing oagyt-zt.i.ona:

Reeatne ttate govennmentt to acquine ttgn-o444 inom tocat
educattomat agenctet (AIU) and choot dtttntet.6 40n Fedenat
Funds. Tht6 watt enusne poLmt-o4-aontaat Peopte -Input into
:state plant.

ketunn to your. ontgtnat 4oca6 04 a betten education 40n
chitdven - tmttead 04 lining the pochett o4 attonneyt.

Mahe tune that 4utuna IDEA tegttatton and ne-authontzakion
ane bantiatty condumen dntvers (FnihatPali, town 0-gene-tat,
teachent) not fa6t advocate dntven.

W%,.te medtatton 6tept allowtng 40a "good 4atth e44oat" on the
pant o4 achoot at4tntat4 tnttead o4 the cannent appeal
ptoceee.

AZ-tow dttaet accaaa to 4e4anat junaa by tocat edaaat-Lomat
aganate.a/on dttntatt to 4a6t tnach the 4und4 to chitdnen.

Fedetten the tkme ttne4 4on compliance-to be mono_ llextbte and
teatttt;.c.

Pao41^"..mteg, I am hononed to have bean aa.teeted by Congna-aaman
Santotam'a ,66i.ce to nepnetent my colleague-6. Congnettmen Smmtotam
to necogmtaed thtoaghoat weate-tn Pennagtvan-aa as an agant o4
potittve change 4on tocat Achoott. Ht4 phy:64-cat presence in my
4choot hat tent the mea.aage o4 casing 4aom the. Houle to the point-
04-contact.
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M 9wcdin9 ek9ht, may I sugga4t. . .

%Men the treat leadcs4 wo.TA 4...6 done, th4 peapte say wa did

oah6etve...e.

Pepec...t4u..tty Submtttad,

n RtchuAd
8aUfwin igk Sahoot
(4111865-7504

6

Chthe4c Centteman
690 H.C.
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you very much for putting your pas-
sionate wisdom on the record. Let me begin, gentlemen, by thank-
ing you all for your very thorough and well-directed testimony. I
would like to start with Mr. Houston's suggestion that we follow
the experience of Chapter 1 and appoint a commission.

What do you think? Do we just extend the present legislation
and let all these very difficult questions be resolved by a commis-
sion made up of a cross-section of peopleparents, teachers, ad-
ministrators, et cetera?

Mr. Houston, you think so, obviously.
Mr. HOUSTON. Yes. The thinking there is that obviously there

are a lot of changes that have taken place in the last 20 years that
have affectedyou know, some of them good because progress has
been made, some of them maybe not so good because society has
changed. There are a lot of issues around this.

I think there are a lot of complications and I think that it is so
important. Sometimes I suspect that you sit here as Members of
Congress and wonder what it is you do and whether there is any
impact and I suspect you hope there is.

And I can tell you there is a great deal of impact, and often im-
pact that probably most of you never intended to have happen
when you pass laws and do authorizations.

I just think this one is so complex. Sitting through some of the
discussion this morningand I'm sure you've already heard more
than what I heard this morning on this in terms of all the complex-
itiesI think that a lot of it just needs to be worked through in
ways that would make whatever you do ultimately wiser; having
it worked through in a more in-depth fashion rather than having
a limited number of hearings and going out on the floor and pro-
posing stuff.

What happens is that each of you goes back to your own homes
and hears horror stories. Those horror stories all sort of accumulate
into a situation where, essentially, a law emerges.

That's a part of the process, but there is a part of the process
which looks at the whole picture. I just think it's a really complex
set of issues that you are trying to grapple with and some in-depth
examination would be very useful prior to putting into effect a law
that may last for the next 20 years.

So that was where the suggestion grew from.
Chairman OWENS. We not only hear a lot of horror stories, we

experience a lot of hostility. In fact, my staff has come to the point
where they don't tell my constituents that I am Chair of the sub-
committee with oversight responsibilities for special education.
They say I have oversight responsibilities for IDEA.

Mr. HOUSTON. It sounds better.
Chairman OWENS. Most people don't understand. That sounds

good. Has nothing to do with special education, they say.
Mr. Stockford.
Mr. STOCKFORD. I'm not certain that necessarily the commission.

The whole issue of communication is key. I think that in coopera-
tion with the U.S. Department of Education, the States, local ad-
ministrators and representatives of the disabilities community,
that needs to be promoted.
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I will use the issue that has surfaced here so many times: vio-
lence in the schools. And I a- i very, very concerned with how that
has now been attached to the issue of stay put in special education.
I believe it is imperative for us to have some discussion around the
incidence with students with disabilities.

I think it is imperative for us to look at the issue of violence in
the schools and the issue of weapons. I'm thinking about my flight
down here from Maine and my entry into this facility. Attached to
my keys is a small knife, which I'm sure under some statute might
be considered a weapon.

I think that we need to be looking at how we make certain that
there are procedures in place that protect the individual students,
allow for safety in the school, and that those practices are used
across this Nation.

I am convinced that for many of the issues that are brought to
your attention, a school district in this country is being most suc-
cessful in resolving them. So, communication and our sharing of
the practices that are out there are important.

Chairman OWENS. Do you think a commission could get at this?
Mr. STOCKFORD. I think there have to be other means of commu-

nication other than just a commission. There needs to be support
for sharing the practices that are having a dramatic impact on chil-
dren throughout this country.

There needs to be the dialogue among the constituencies about
the concerns that are brought to your attention. They need to be
put in the context of how those conflicts can be resolved.

I believe we can begin with practices at a building level. When
we look at special education due process, mediation is a very, very
successful intervention used by a number of States. That process
can also be employed within the local school district.

Chairman OWENS. Mr. Garda.
Mr. GARDA. I would recommend to you that you identify schools

throughout the country, through your blue ribbon program or other
means, that are doing it well. Talk to the advocates, talk to parents
who are having positive experiences, so that you get a balance
when you are looking at this concept or idea of the reauthorization.

If you hear some positives, there has to be somewhere in there
that will let you know what is working and wnat is not and what
theme winds through the positive schools. You can then use that
as the basis for your writing of your reauthorization.

Whether I would agree with the gentleman that I would not keep
it a small group of people, I know when you are talking about the
size of this country I might sound ridiculous, but there has to be
a way through the networking down through the local agencies
that you can retrieve some information.

Chairman OWENS. A commission would have the power to take
testimony all over. A commission would have the power to compile
records of successful programs. They would have the powers and
resources to do all of this.

Mr. GARDA. Then I would support that.
Mr. BALLENGER. And they would have the time, too.
Chairman OWENS. Yes, they would.
Mr. HOUSTON. I would just add that our thinking was driven by

what we perceive to be a pretty successful venture with the Title
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I commission. They took a very complex set of issues and, by and
large, what emerged from that was something that at least the peo-
ple in my association felt pretty good about.

This is at least as complex as Title I, in my opinion.
Chairman OwENs. Yes, it is.
Mr. HOUSTON. I just think that a similar model might be useful,

so that is why we proposed it.
Chairman OWENS. I just checked with my staff and it seems that

we did accept a large proportion of the recommendations made by
the Title I commission. This problem certainly is as complicated,
without a doubt.

Several of you have spoken about the States retaining their
share of the funds. Is it about 20 percent or 25 percent?

Mr. HOUSTON. Twenty-five.
Chairman OWENS. And you think that this 25 percent should be

passed through to the local level?
What is the experience of States? Are there reports of States hav-

ing done something useful with the fur ds?
Mr. STOCKFORD. My colleagues on the panel will probably think

I'm speaking in the self-interest of thi: State education agency, but
we have been very, very successful with discretionary funds, rec-
ognizing statewide needs for personnel preparation. School districts
have been very supportive of our working with teachers statewide
which couldn't be accomplished with the amount of money that
might have flowed through to the local school districts.

The statute allows for that decision to occur with State participa-
tion in the State plan. We are allowed to use up to 5 percent for
administration. I think you'll find a good percentage of the States
who through local entitlement flow through more than the 75 per-
cent required.

But there are a number of provisions within IDEA where the
State education agency has responsibilitiesstaff development, the
comprehensive system of personnel development being one, the
monitoring requirements, complaint management. And I think it's
an area where we need to work with the local school districts with-
in the State to make certain that that distribution is consistent
with everyone's needs.

Chairman OWENS. The largest percentage of the funds are used
for training of personnel, you say?

Mr. STOCKFORD. In our State, beyond the local entitlement of 75
percent that we must flow through to the local school districts, the
primary target is staff development and parental involvement.

Chairman OWENS. Mr. Garda.
Mr. GARDA. Before coming here today I spoke with Dr. Joe

Lagona who is the executive director of the Allegheny intermediate
unit, IU-3, in Allegheny County. And we talked about this exact
issue.

He focused on having more input in how the dollars are spent.
He felt that there should be more participation from local edu-
cational agencies and school districts on how the dollars are spent.
He did not mention or complain of the 75/25 percent. Of course,
there isn't an educator around that won't take more money if we
can get more money.
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But he talked more about how it's spent, how it's allocated, and
how it's focused. That was part of my recommendation: that there
be a sign-off on Federal moneys from local agencies so that you can
insure that there has been that local input.

Mr. HOUSTON. Well, we suggested the 99/1 split, which is, again,
modeled after the Title I model, which we think is not a bad model
to look at.

There, obviously, are things that may make special education
slightly different than Title I. One thing that occurs to me is the
expenditure for due process activities which the State is respon-
sible for overseeing.

So whether it's 99/1, I suppose we could be flexible in terms of
discussing our position. The 75/25 ought to be looked at in some
form, in our opinion.

Chairman OWE'NS. The current IDEA child count formula has
been criticized by some as providing an incentive for schools to
misidentify students as having a disability.

Can we and should we reform the formula to eliminate this kind
of incentive; what kind of reform formula would you suggest?

Mr. HOUSTON. Well, I do think it needs to be looked at. I wish
I had a good answer to that question in terms of giving you a
bright idea. I do think, ironically, that the way it is currently struc-
tured, provides the wrong incentive for school districts.

There is also a countervailing force on that. In most districts that
I'm familiar with, you don't receive the amount that you spend no
matter where you stand.

So it's not that you necessarily are running out and labeling kids
just to get more money. Every time my special education director
in Riverside came to me with the good news that she had another
State unit in special education, I pulled my hair because that only
meant that it was going to cost me another X-thousand dollars on
top of what the State gave me to pay for the unit because they only
paid about 40 percent of the actual cost. So every time we added
a special education unit it came out of the general fund budget.

So, the incentives work in both directions. I do think that the
whole labeling issue, in general, is something that badly needs to
be looked at.

Chairman OwENS. Do you have a comment?
Mr. STOCKFORD. NASDSE would support our looking at the dis-

tribution process and how that money is generated from the child
count. It is perceived, although I'm not sun.. I would agree with the
observation, that it increases the number of children who are iden-
tified.

I think at the local level they know very well that the identifica-
tion of a student is driven by that child having special needs that
require modification to the learning environment, not the fact that
they are going to generate a small amount of Federal dollars when
you consider what the cost to the program is going to be.

But it does allow for the progress that has been made. In looking
to the future, we have standards, particularly, performance stand-
ards that include all children. Right now we are counting children
differently within IDEA, within the technical education act pro-
grams, and within compensatory education. So I think it would be
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a chance to look at some stabilization of what generates that Fed-
eral assistance.

Mr. GARDA. In the State of Pennsylvania they have discontinued
excess costs, the cost above the normal cost per pupil expended for
special students. They have also capped at $680 million the fund-
ing for the special education block. They are moving the funds
around but it's, more or less, capped.

They have also turned around the formula for approved private
placements in a descending order: at one time, it was 60 percent
State support/40 percent local, then it's going to be 60 local/40
State, and then it's going to be pulled away.

All of that brings the cost back to the local school district and
eventually brings it back to the local building budget. The law
states very clearly, regardless of financial concerns, that you meet
the needs of the student, as the gentleman has said.

So the formula funding IDEAI'm not a number cruncherbut
somewhere in that process it's notI hate to use a bad phrase
trickling down to my local building or our local districts.

In my district we are fortunate enough to have the resources to
cover that, but in districts like Clareton in the Monongahela Valley
area where the mills closed and became a very depressed area, to
give you an example, the State was paying them $1.3 million tofund the special education component but after the formula
changed, they got $300,000. They were immediately $1 million
short. They ended upthey are a distressed school district. They
are under State management and there is no tax base to make up
the money.

So in some cases it really put a burden on a system to comply
with the regulations when they have nowhere to go for the funds
to make up the difference for the needs of the children.

If there is a demonstrated need of a school district you might
want to consider some way to get that money fast-tracked to that
system to make up that difference when they can't. They want to
service that child's needs, but it's difficult.

Chairman OWENS. Thank you. I have a few more questions but
I will yield at this point to Mr. Ballenger.

Mr. BALLENGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In your statement
about Pennsylvania, Mr. Garda, does the $650 million cap include
the Federal share?

Mr. GARDA. I can't answer that, sir. I don't know. Six hundred
and eighty million dollars.

Mr. BALI,ENGER. You were saying that it should become an enti-
tlement program. Being from North Carolina, you really can't fund
everything with cigarette taxes, but I know everybody up here is
going to try.

What scares everybody to death up here are entitlements be-
cause they have no end. If you were to come up with some sort of
entitlement for this program, I think at the State level, almost any
level since it's a participatory situation, you would have to figure
out some way to cap it because I was a county commissioner once
and I was in the State Senate, and the basic idea is anything that
comes out of Washington that doesn't bring money for the long-
term era is frowned on, really.
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And I just wondered. You threw up the idea of entitlement with
two and a half times and so forth and so on.

Mr. HOUSTON. Well, I recognize, first of all, that this is not a
good day for the tobacco industry up here so I was hesitant to even
bring it up.

We've thought about that. I suppose a start in terms of capping
would be to cap it where we are now and we'd be way ahead of the
game. I think there is always a sense of whether this is an incen-
tive to just keep adding numbers and numbers.

Again, we suggested it two and a half times, above the two and
a half times number, so you've got a major disincentive at the
school system side for adding numbers because at two and a half
times that's still a pretty good hit on your local district budgets to
take care of this thing so people aren't going to go willy-nilly out
there and put kids into programs.

But, frankly, if we could get an entitlement indexed at 1993 or
1994 numbers, it would be a start in the right direction in terms
of easing what is a considerable hit and what creates a lot of the
war that we've talked about this morning.

So, again, we threw the idea out. I think it needs a lot more ex-
ploration than we've been able to give it. We do think that concep-
tually it ought to be looked at as an idea; there may be a capping
formula in there that would work for everybody, one that would
still ease things.

But I just think that conceptually something needs to be done to
deal with what is an immensely disproportionate hit on the school
budgets for a very small number of children.

And, again, no one is saying that those particular children do not
need those extraordinary services. But, again, as long as you're
looking at a zero situation in terms of where the budget goes,
you've got a problem, so some sort of additional revenue needs to
be generated to make that happen. Our thought was maybe enti-
tling in that one area may be a way to make that happen.

So, we threw out the ideas for you to chew on. We would be glad
to continue talking with you about it and trying to explore ways
that would make it controllable so it doesn't get out of hand. We're
all taxpayers too, so we also worry about racing the spending at the
Federal level.

Mr. BALLENGER. One congressman that was going to testify
todayand I don't know if his idea is still alive was Congressman
Duncan who was going to make a presentation here to eliminate
lawyers' fee awards at the administrative level.

What do you think about that proposal; the idea being that you
wouldn't have to waste so much time or, at least, cut back a little
bit?

Mr. GARDA. I think every person should have a right at some
point in time to that type of a remedy, but what is happening too
often now is it has cut to the chase. It goes straight to the Federal
courts.

When districts are sued or served, they are not served in one.
The lawyer just hits everything so then you have to go through the
same repetitious procedure that I talked about before, trading dol-
lars for representation, salaries, and so forth, to defend yourself.
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And 99 times out of 100, or 95 times, just from my experience with
it, there is no finding when you get there.

At least the ones I've been a part of, that's not been the finding.
It's been, "Well, you were in technical violation because you didn't
have a piece of paper, but you did do all these things."

So, yes, I think that would save some of the dollars that you are
trying to focus back on children rather on processes.

Mr. BALLENGER. Would you go along with the idea of requiring
mediation as the beginning?

Mr. GARDA. There are due process procedures and hearings in
place now, but sometimes those get circumvented because the par-
ent decides to cut to the chase.

Again, I'm not an attorney and I don't understand that much 3f
the law, but if there would be a way to require a lot mare medi-
ation or meeting time before you could file suit in court, I think
that would save a lot of money.

Mr. HOUSTON. I can tell you that when I was a superintendent
in Tucson with 57,000 students, I had one full-time attorney who
did nothing but special education work, primarily handling fair
process hearings. There is no question that has an impact on school
districts.

Far be it from me to pass up an opportunity to bash lawyers, but
I'm not sure lawyers are the entire problem and I don't know quite
what the solution is.

We have made it so easy in this country for people to go after
whatever they perceive their rights to be. The mechanism, say it's
State or through the Federal Government, to make sure your rights
are protected is fairly easy for people to access.

On one side that's very good; that's democracy. We certainly
don't want to discourage that. When you're on the agency side or
the institutional side of it defending the institution when many of
those particular cases may not have merit and, ultimately, are
thrown out, the resolution down the road is fine in terms of the in-
stitution's outcome, but it's a very expensive process to get from
here to there.

A lot of the fair hearing stuff is done without attorneys, but the
districts have to make sure that all of the i's are dotted and the
is are crossed or otherwise be susceptible to further litigation down
the road, so you end up with a lot of preventive legal work being
done as well.

Mr. BALLENGER. I'm just curious as to, from any one of the three
of you and maybe all, I incan disabilities in so many cases, and I
don't know what percentage there are. But if a person is blind, you
know it; if a person is deaf, by the time they get to school, you
know that. The obvious disabilities, are they part of this particular
problem or are they so obvious that there has been something done
in the past to take care of that problem?

And then you come along with this attention deficit disorder that
almost nobody recognizes or we don't know.

Mr. HousToN. That we all suffer from from time to time.
Mr. BALLENGER. How do you find out if a person has got atten-

tion deficit disorder without going through a that stuff that Char-
lie Rose had to go through with his child'?
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Mr. HOUSTON. That's the real problem. That's the real issue. Cer-
tainly, placements for the more obvious disabilities are easy. Some-
times you have a lot of argument over the proper setting for those
students and you get into those kinds of issues. That's where some
of the inclusion argument comes from.

All my colleagues were already wrestling with things like learn-
ing disabilities. As Chairman Owens mentioned, the over-identi-
fication issue is already a problem area.

Now we're adding other things like attention deficit which is
clearly a problem, but it seems like it's also becoming a catch-all.

Sometimes when I go to school board meetings, I think most of
us in the room probably could be classified from time to time on
that subject. So it is a problem.

Mr. STOCKFORD. I think it's imperative to recognize that one of
the excellent provisions of IDEA is that we have a comprehensive
assessment of the individual child.

I think we can discuss with you at another time the whole issue
of the three-year evaluation provision. I think that we have learned
and understand too much about the learning process not to have
a complete understanding of what is impacting on a child's
progress within a learning environment. So that I think that's key.

The other point that I want to make around the issue of proce-
dural safeguards is that it is imperative to look at the large num-
bers of children and parents who are participating in very success-
ful programs. I would encourage you not to allow our public policies
to be driven by the exceptions. We should extend to parents the
right to be represented and, at the same time, encourage in a more
effective way, the States to work with local school districts to have
conflict resolution promoted at the local level where parents sit
down with teachers and building principals, and come to some solu-
tion, and then move on.

I think the concern, which is legitimate, is "Let's jump to a spe-
cial education due process hearing; I'm going to get my attorney
and I'll see my building principal in the court."

Even with that decision, the bottom line is it's going to be the
building principal and those parents who are going to be respon-
sible for that child's educational programming, so that we have an
intervention that I think could benefit from promoting some other
means of conflict resolution.

I know you've had a long day and will have other activities, but
I need to focus on the issue of cost and want to, again, emphasize
the level of participation at the Federal level with a number of sig-
nificant requirements.

I also believe that you need to recognize, at least in my opinion
and in the opinion of many of my colleagues, that there has been
no Federal legislation that has changed the structure of public edu-
cation like IDEA; that not many years ago we, in education, felt
we could determine who could learn and who could not.

While we look at the cost, the bottom line is, I believe, that it
is one of the best returns on investment that this Nation has made.
When we look at the cost that will be incurred as a ,society in deal-
ing with individual differences, we are going to pay at one time or
another.
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I believe special education and general education have responded
to many challenges. We can discuss out-of-district placement costs
and others, but it has to be in the context of whether we are get-ting our return.

I believe that's the Challenge you must give us within education:
to demonstrate that that investment is making the difference.

Again, thank you for this opportunity.
Mr. BALLENGER. I've got another meeting and I think we've got

another vote.
Chairman OWENS. Yes. I don't want to have you gentlemen wait

through another vote so if there are other questions, I'll submit
them to you in writing. Please feel free to submit any further rec-
ommendations. I want to thank you very much for your testimony
today and for your patience.

The Chairman would like to note for the record that Congress-
man Moran was sorry that he could not be here. He has submitted
a statement which will be entered in its entirety into the record.

[The prepared statement of the Honorable Jim Moran follows:]
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Statement of Representative Jim Moran
Subcc;.mittee on Select Education and Civil Rights

April 14, 1994

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving me the opportLaity to

testify before the subcommittee. I agree with the concerns of

our colleague from Florida, Mr. Stearns, and want to expand upon

the issues associated with the problems of disciplining disabled

students.

The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act affirms the

right to, and guarantees of equal educational opportunities for

disabled students. The law guarantees every disabled student a

"fnee, appropriate public education," and I believe we all agree

on its Importance. However, it appears that in the

implementation of this law, the Department of Education is

compromising the safety of all students and the education of many

disabled students.

Under the Clinton Administration, the Department of

Education states that I.D.E.A. guarantees disabled students an

education even if they have faced disciplinary action and were

expelled or suspended from school. In our country, all children

are guaranteed a free public education, but such a guarantee does

not restrict a school system's ability to discipline the average

student and remove that student from school.

I understand and support the distinction that has been

established recognizing that, in some cases, a disabled student

may violate school rules because of problems related to that

student's disability. There are procedures and due process

established to make this determination and they must be

prese.ved. The cases of concern to us are students whose

violations were not found to have been related to their

disability.

These disabled disciplined students are ones who have
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committed assaults on fellow students, have brought guns to

school, or have brought drugs into school -- students who have

endangered the safaty of their fellow students. Two examples in

itnta include one student who was caught selling drugs from

his wheel chair and another student with a speech impediment w

was bringing homemade lombs to school. We should impliment a

dear policy so that sohonl systems understand that I.O.E.A. does

ne: prohibit them from taking appropriate disciplinary action

against any student.

several reaso:.s, all students, disabled and not, are

enfa:ely a"eed by the Department of Education's implementation

of ::EA. 's guarantee of an education for disabled students who

nave bean suspended or expelled:

First, without assurance that an alternative education is

re:,e7 provided to s..spended or expelled disabled students, the

:ep tment of Edecazion withnolds I.D.E.A. grant money that

supports the programs making a free public education possible for

all disabled children. In Virginia, 126,000 disabled students

,re being denied over $5e million in grant money by the

2.epartment of Education. This penalty appears to cone' with

the purpese of

Secced, by r-quiring sta!ee to provide an alternative

edu:aticnal oppe .:nity to suspended or expelled disablsd

stt.ients, the soh::: system's ability to discipline these

stt.nonts -ones into question even when their offense Is not

:elated to their disability. Often disciplinary r.les and

rreeedur.:-F ale not E,uffie-,nt to address t:,e needs of the

a adm:nistrat.:r's al.1.11ty to

Lea: e et 1:sablel s,ud,ks m.e /et

,1, s,meh,w by their disaollity from

A-y and r-Pgula!ins.
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We must remember that one cf the points of providing

disabled students with an equal education is to show them that,

despite their disability, they are as much a part of schcci and

society as the next student. This must include teaching and

enforcing all applicable school rules and regulations.

guarantees disabled students their right to an

education, and institutes the special education programs needed

to help disabled students overcome their disability. However,

with all the confusion and disagreement we have seen on this

issue, there appears to be little direction about how, under the

law, suspended and expelled disabled students are to be treatd.

have described how 129,0i)C disabled students in Virginia

are being denied the federal funds which support their special

education programs because of disciplinary action that may aff.t

as few as 12 students in 5 school systems. Evidently, this is

cc' a problem affecting only Virginia; from Mr. Stearn:, w, know

of the concerns from Florida, and I have heard that New York has

al_. font into conflict with one Department of Education in

reaard to this issue.

Eacn state nas Its inj:vidna concerns, and currently

p..:Isus them with administtative appeals to the Department of

Ed.:cation or in federal court as Virginia has this year.

these avenaes of potential resolution, think that with the

.p-omIng reauth.irization of 1.D.E.A., we i Piu a real oppoitunity

addiess these ri-incerns in a straignt-torward manner that

--,nta,iars to protect the tights of the disahlon.

r,hvald .:larity and ensure that school systecos hav, rho

y :7 Aetermlne the rules and proceduies by stthients

1. As lon.7 as students are Aoaranteed nut prices,,,

i I.. ,afftei- u'....
^.a::: :411-, r.tanAaris nil uisnmua . It
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is ironic that the I.D.E.A. grant money, relied upon by hundreds

of thousands of students to support their special education

programs, could be held hostage by the regulations in that same

act.

Many families with disabled children are enthusiastic that

the Clinton administration has begun to provide oversight to

ensure compliance with the protections afforded disabled students

in I.D.E.A.. I applaud the Department of Education for this

improvement. But in the implementation of the law, many children

are losing out in my state and in others as a result. I do not

want to see disabled children lose their rights or protection

under the law, but neither do I want the rest of the disabled

students to lose their services.

Mr. Chairman, I hope that in the upcoming reauthorization of

I.D.E.A. we may be able to address some of these issues, and

would be glad to help in any way I can. I appreciate your

consideration of my concerns.
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you again. The subcommittee hearing
is now adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.]
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t INTRODUCTION

The National School Boards Ascot-a:41-1°n would like to thank the Subcommittee for this
nmxirtunity to present some initial recommendations on the reauthorization of the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).

IDEA, also known as Y.L. 94.142, is now over 25 years old and has played an essential role
in providing children with disabilities with equal educational opportunities. IDEA has not
only helped thousands of Americans lead productive. independent lives, but it has pi oduced
benefits for all students and school personnel alike by el-nicking our appreciation of others
and mokIng U5 aware that student> with disabilities make enormous contributions to our
society.

NSBA represents the 95,000 school hoard members nationwide who make the key fiscal and
policy decisions for local school districts. Local school boards members thus have fast hand
experience with how special education programs function at the local level. llley are
responsible both for assuring a free appropriate public education to students w+th disabilities
and for providing a quality education for the entire student body

\ISRA is presenting recommendations concerning:

I) A lealistic basis for inclusion,

2) A fairer distribution of the costs n- programs for students with disabilities

1) A more effective coordination o' IDEA nail: health care reform.

41 A safe, seCtie classroom learning environment for a! students

S1 The unnecessary expansion of existing special edisr.tion catee,..:, les and or the
creation of new categories

Containment of the spiraling procedural costs ut specie' ettli,atior
attorneys fees.

11 A REAijSTEC RASIS FOR iNcLUSION

At the local we see increasing efforts in include stt.dents with disabilities in the general
conic-MI nt These efforts arc likely to continue. Bat greater inclusioa does no' require any
changes in federal law. IDEA already acgt.ires that students be educated in the "least
restrictive environment" and any changes in the law arc likely to produce significant
disrupttor. at the local Icvel and unnecessary and costly new litig.urnn Inclusion can work
effective)) for large numbers of students with disabilities while enriching the classroom

t ;
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experience of all students But for inclusion to work effectively frequently requires extr.nsive
teacher training, additional classroom aides, and in some cases the purchase of expensive
additional classiouut technology.

To promote greater inclusion without providing the resources to make it work offers a false
promise of improved opportunities for students with disabilities, and the real possibility of
disruptions in the learning environment. The federal government needs to make the
resources available to local school districts so special education programming and inclusion
can be highly successful.

Likewise, we must accept that full inclusiC 71(,) appropriate for some students with
disabilities. For some students with disabilities who require individualized
assistance or who do not have sufficiently well developed academic or social skills ingt-n!etiOn
in the genera! curriculum will not be beneficial. We must also consider the effect full
inclusion of students with disabilities in the regular classroom will have on the learning
opportunities for their classmates, i.e., the large majority of students without disabilities.

111. A FAIRER DISTRTBUTION OF THE COSTS QF LIYLA

To make special education programs work effectively requires above all adequate resources.
We must provide students with disabilities with a free appropriate education, but we must
also realize this requires a commitment of Nutlicient resources to do the jolt. And the reality
is the federal government has not lived up to its financial commitments. It established
federally protected civil rights for students with disabilities, but it has not backed up its
words with the necessary resources.

When IDEA was first passed the federal government made a commitment to funding 400%
of the costs of special education programs. However, it now funds only about 8% of these
costs and the lion's share of these costs have falien on local school districts. This is simply
unacceptable. The result has been that local school budgets have been severely strained;
students with disabilities have not received the best possible services and funds have been
diverted away from general education programming. Finally, the federal government's
failure to provide the needed support invites a backlash against providing needed services
to students with disabilities.

At a minimum the federal government needs to establish a strict timetable for doubling its
current per pupil expenditure for students with disabilities. In addition, the IDEA funding
mechanism should be changed to increase significantly the share of the funds that go to local
school districts. NSBA would also support other mechanisms such as the estahashment of
a limited entitlement program to assure local school districts receive higher amounts of
federal support.

-2-
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IV. COORDINATR40 HEALTH CARE REFORM WITH IDEA

lit Quiet to help students with disabilities to achieve their full educational potential IDEA
makes available extensive related services that are largely medical or health related. These
services have helped many thousands of students to succeed in school aad beyond.

But In this era of extraordinarily tight school budgets we roust recognize that many of these
"related services" arc so health related that it is more appropriate that they be funded
through the health care system than through the public school system. In this way the health
ot students and the quality ot their educational programming can both be enhanced.

Some districts have begun to access Medicaid to gain reimbursement for many health
services provided for in the individualized education program. However, it is extraordinarily
cumbersome for districts to gain Medicaid reimbursement. Moreover, districts in many
states are not allowed to seek Medicaid reimbursement for a broad array ot services.

We urge the Subcommittee to insure that more districts can access Medicaid for
reimbursement of the most common health relnted procedures in and to simplify the
process for gaining reimbursement. In the case of students who do not meet theeligibility
criteria for Medicaid we urge the Subcommittee to consider ways that school districts can
more easily access private insurance reimbursement.

V. A SAFE AND LEARNING

Today one of the greatest concerns of parents is the safety of their children, and many
teachers and other school personnel arc extremely concerned about their own safety in
school. IDEA must be structured so it can complement our other efforts to insure school
safety.

In cases where students pose a danger to themselves and others IDEA should impose fewer
restrictions on schools' disciplinary policies. Likewise, in cases of less extreme conduct IDEA
should not require special treatment for students with disabilities unless there is a direct
causal link between a student's disability and his misconduct.

Of course currently the large majority of cases involving dangerous student behavior do not
involve students with disabilities. Nevertheless, to maximize the safety of all students as well
as the safety of school personnel we must allow schools to adopt appropriate disciplinary
policies for the very small number of students' with disabilities who have significant
disciplinary or behavior problems.

-3-
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VI. THE UNNECESSARY EXPANSION OF EXISTING SPRCIAL EDUCATION
a OR1__ ND 1E -Z._ .aTION I NEW _A"EGO Its

The nght to a free appropriate public education is a valuable civil right. However, this right
becomes trisiali7ed as well as a fiscal impossibility if it encompasses every student with
modest physical, behavioral, or emotional difficulties.

The Suhcommittr has rightly resisted past attempts to establish new disability categories
for those deemed t3 have Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, and students with non
severe emotional disturbances of with behavioral pmhlems that do not require special
education. Creating separate or expanded categories and new labels for these students is
neither in the best interests of the students in question nor in the interests of the student
body as a whole.

However, the needs of these students ale lea) and need to he addressed. Lstahlishiug
innovative alternative education programming, making available needed health services
through national health care reform, and providing school districts with sufficient resources
are what is needed to help these students achieve their full potential.

VII. CONTAINING THE SPIRALING PROCEDURAL COS1S OF SPECIAL
EDUCATION I.E.. LIMITING ATTORNEYS' FEES

There is both a need for legal protections to insure students can gain a free appropriate
pubbc education and a need for an efficient, east-effective mechanism for resotving disputes
over the educational programming of students with disabilities. Unfortunately, the current
system is overly adversarial and unnecessarily results in large legal costs.

Numerous school distncts are now paying enormous sums for attorneys' fees, and as a result
the educational programming is suffering. Mot cover. in some cases attorneys can structure
their cases to win large attorneys' fees even though the school district is already willing to
adopt a specitic type of educational programming ar.d services for the student.

We look forward in working with the Subcorrunitte.: to produ..:e new rules for awarding
attorney,: fees which will both !nowt( the lights of students with disabilities while saving
limited taxpayer dollars desperately needed lot educational programming. We also urge the
Subcommittee to explore mediation and alternative dispute resolution techniquesas a means
to contain the spiraling cost. of attorneys Ices

144
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CONCLUSION

I he Reauthorization of IDEA presents du execlIcnt opportunity for um to improve the
educational opportunities of students with disabilities and to make other needed
improvements in the legislation. We look forward to working with the subcommittee during
the Reauthorization of IDEA and will he happy to provide additional information to the

Subcorimittee on these issues.

i45
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dub. 15, 1494

The I lonorable NIaJor R. Owens
Chairman, Subcomm. on Select Education

and (.'is il Rights
518 O'Neill House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Owens.

Follow ing are the responses to >our questions regarding the NASDSE
testimom at the April 14th hearing on IDEA:

1. Categorical Labels: Students have to qualify under a particular
category to be eligible for IDEA services. lloweser. some states, for
esample Massachusetts and South Dakota, use non-categorical special
education service delivery systems. Those systems are driven by the
instructional needs of students rather than the disability.

NASDSE would support ,.!lap,ing the "judgmental" disabilities, --
speech /language. mental retardation, and learning disabilities into
one genetic categor). That move toward a non-categorical system
must he supported bs concomitant changes in federal data collection
for teachers and students, both of which currently are category-based.

Teacher Training: NASDSE: believes that there should be
coordination of training funds for special and regular education staff.
llowever. tie do not support moving all personnel preparation dollars
into Goals 2000 or another similar vehicle. The primary focus of
training should be on the categorical program to which the funds are
attached. However. wnhM that program locus. training should be
pros idcd for all personnel who are responsible for program
implementation.
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In section 631 of IDEA, the Act states that nothing shall prevent regular education
personnel from henefitting from or participating in training activities conducted
under that section. Section 632 states that the grants awarded under that section are
for the purpose of establishing and maintaining preservice and inservice programs to
prepare both special and regular education personnel to meet the needs of children
and youth with disabilities. NASDSE supports the continued use of funds for such
activities and believes that an inclusive educational system is impossible without
proper training of all personnel.

3. Violence: NASDSE does not support salvers. Rather, the organization supports
flexibility within prescribed parameters. The Act already provides, through the
regulations and notes to the "stay-put" provision, for the removal of students who are
a danger to themselves or others. Furthermore, behavior that is covered under the
state criminal code should he referred for police action.

NASDSE would support a process for changing the student's educational placement,
i.e., removing the student from that placement, that would not require intervention
by the courts. As an example, the power to approve removal could rest with a
hearing officer or an administrative law judge.

I hope that these comments will further clarify NASDSE's positions on tlu:se important
issues. Our organization would like to continue this dialogue with the Subcommittee as the
process of reauthorization unfolds. If we can provide additional information or react to the
Subcommittee's drafts as they are developed, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely.
411

.44111111

David Noble Stockfor-4
President, NASDSE

1.47



July 29, 1994

Wanser R. Green
518 House Annex I
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Ms. Green:
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AMERICAN ASSOCLATION ;
OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

_-.); 1 Cot ;

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the issues re. .od by
Chairman Owens. The medicaid issue is very important to solving
tne funding problem of i0EA, ana the stay-put issue speaks to an
emotionally charged issue for a small number of students who are
dangerous to themselves and others.

We encourage you to continue to examine the medicaid issues with
the Department of Education and school administrators as we work on
streamlining the policies and procedures. ED has scheduled a
meeting for August 15. AASA encourages you to either participate or
follow the results.

We have answered your questions in trio order alxee in Chairman
Owens June 23 letter.

Q. What is it about the current medicaid system that makes it so
difficult for schools to get reimbursed fur medicaid type services?

A. The basic problem with the current medicaid system for school
districts seeking reimbursement for eligible special education
students is that medicaid is a separate agency with a separate
charter.

The difficulties in medicaid reimbursement begin with establishing
which :pecial education students are eligible to generate medicaid
reimbursements. The list of medicaid recipients is gathered and
maintained by the state medicaid agency and the list of special
education students is kept by school districts. And, until very
recently, there was no list sharing. No list sharing meant that
school districts had to send the list of special education students
to the medicaid agency and wait to be told which special education
students are from families receiving medicaid. Waiting for names
to be cleared is time-consuming and requires more handling by
clerks.

In some cases where cooperation is better, schools can have on-line
access to medicaid records to qualify children immediately, and the
error rate is cut to near zero.

An example of the difficulties of reconciling lists is the problem
of student with the same names and dat,-s of birth. With on-line
access, name problems can be overcome ,asily with date of birth,

Tr
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social security or address information. But, if the state is
simply saying yes or no to a list submitted by the school
districts, duplicate names cause extra clerical work and delays of
days.

A second problem for medicaid reimbursement comes whan student's
families meet the criteria for medicaid, but do not apply and
receive the assistance. Simply being a child in a family that
could receive medicaid is not adequate to generate a reimbursement.
It seems inconsistent to say that services for children fror
families below the poverty line can generate reimbursements,
and then t. <nly reimburse for those children whose families
actually r,, ,..ve medicaid.

Medicaid eligible is a misnomer--there are only recip,hts anj
recipients. And, only children of recipients can generate a
reimbursement.

A third probltn th medicaid for school districts comes from the
paper work needed establish a basis for reimbursement. Medicaid
providers-that is professionals whose work generates reimbursement-
are already doing a lot of paper work for IDEA. The new paper work
Is resented, even though it is the basis for reimbursement. The
paper required by the two systems in each state should be reviewed
and reduced by finding overlaps where a school form would suffice
for medicaid and a medicaid form would suffice for the schools.
Records are critical, but IDEA is already overloaded with paper,
and the added paper falls on busy professionals who will no see any
benefit from the funds for months or even years.

A fourth problem for the schools is the time lag in the payment
process. The federal reimbursement system is slow (Pittsburgh
claims it has waited a year for it first payment).

Missouri has streamlined the program by aggressively training
school personnel regarding eligibility and then making information
available on-line where schools have the technological capability.
piss Sri alas information and payment claims around quickly.
The Missouri medicaid agency reached out to schools and eii,1 the
training needed to implement the reimbursement pro,,,;s. School
leaders were quick to pick up the ball and make it clear to staff
that the extra paperwork was important to kids and would have a
payoff. The result is that even small school districts
participate. In contrast the Duval County, Florida (Jacksonville)
school district, with an enrollment of 110,000, feels there is too
much paperwork to apply for medicaid reimbursement.

Hc..ever, the problems of slow payment and non-reimbursement for
students whose family income is below medicaid requirements, but
the family has not applied for medicaid still remain-

Q. Would AASA support using IDEA funds to train general education
teachers?
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A. The short answer is yes? But the longer answer is that training
for all teachers administrators and other staff must be focused on
getting the best results by dealing in the most effective way
possible with each child according to that child's specific needs
and circumstances. Such training is rare now because we typically
spend about 1% of budget on staff development, rather than the 5-8%
spent by highly effective businesses.

We need more funds for staff development. If focused in the larger
context, such cross-training should be useful.

Q. Should there be waivers for the stay-put rule?

A. Yes, but in a very specific and limited context. First the
criteria to waive the stay put rule should be as specific as
possible. For example, using the term firearm rather than weapon.
And, the criteria should be for legally defined behaviors such as
assault, rape and murder.

Then the period of 10 days should be examined. There is a feeling
that a longer period for stay-put is needed for complicated cases
or criminal cases where fact finding is needed or where finding
alternative settings is more troublesome.

But in general, the goal ought to be keeping kids in school and
maintaining service for disabled youngsters.

RASA appreciates your open inquiry into these delicate matters
where the history of neglect makes many nervous about any change.

Paul D. Houston, Ed.D.
Executive Director

cc: Bruce Hunter
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COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
U S. ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SH.01/3( ANNEX I

WASHINGTON. OC 20515-810?

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION AND CIVIL RIGHTS

June 23, 1994

Mr. Jan Richard Garda, Principal
Baldwin High School
4653 Clarion Boulevard
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15236

Dear Mr. Garda:

....KN.., WWI.
,1311,1444 .orn..1406,4Bk.....V.

The Subcommittee would appreciate your response to the
following question as a follow-up to the April 14th hearing on
IDEA:

On the issue of violence, shou:i there be other
waivers to the "Stay-Put" rule oeyond just carrying
a deadly weapon (e.g., if a student attacks another
student, or if there are criminal charges like
assault, rape, or murder pending against a student)?

Please forward this additional information to Ms. Wanser
Green of the Subcommittee staff within the next week so that we
can complete our hearing record.

Thank you again for your thoughtful and informative
testimony.

Sincerely yours,

MAJOR R. OWENS
Chairperson
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IFBaldwin- Whitehall School DistrictIF
lime 29. 1991

141111 ('. lit,III0111 it 011, n I. Fr:1'.1/Iil 1

Vs'anNs.r

Committee On bducatton And I abor
t S IIouse of Representanses
Subcommittee On Select fducation And (i % Il Rights

I 8 I louse nnes I

\Vashingtort. I)(' 'us I c-irl

Dear Mrs anset Greco.

\ a broldinr piffitipal ksith a lour, hodoi in this area, no. response to the attached is
ni, le

Principals ate accountable lot the ,.let. of all student:..
handicapped or non-Ii andicapPed A") student

:114treSSIce behaNIOIS of such sevorts requiting school
board or police action silt/Ind be subject to the same
consequences

Call me personaik )or, v.ish me to participate on a national commission I o.oulo do so at
i\ttn ;elts.: I .1111 It, th- concept of the need to teauthotize I I) I' A \kith

r..tr.mou ie., is:ow.

Jan Richard (tarda
'1`rmLipal
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